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Moderna, Name of Spanish translation of the entire 

Bible in Spanish, done by H. E. Pratt. 
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original version by Casiodoro do Reina in 1569, 
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and Greek texts. 
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"The Word of the Lord pclureth forever," Seripture essures us (I Fote1:25) « 

This guarantee of preserye\ypra--amplified in Pgell19:152, Ise40:8, MatteS:18 & 24555 

--oan be a powerful stimyJ\\ Lor us to provide the Spanish-speaking people of every 

generation with that Worg \waraslated into the language of their day. With that ain 

in mind, let us give oaref\\ consideration to the various Spanish Bibles new in exis- 

tenoe; and let us see how ¥\A® these translations make Jesus live for the common mane 

The Savior did not die to ave us any particular Bible version; and thus the version 

in use mast only be a meanal ko convey the inspired text's message "to every oreatures" 

There is today a dire ped for a olose oritical study of present versionse Span- 

ish is one of the major wou", languages. The oiroulation of the Spanish Bible contin- 
ues to inorease. But "lana! ace is not statio but a living, flowing thing. The pas- 
sage of time, the impact of’ pew ideas, of foreign contacts, of nationalist zeal, mold 
it powerfully....If it (a t araslation) is to fulfill its mission, it must pulsate with 
the warmth and movement of ,pe current spoken languagee When native church workers in 
India began to use the new (ewised Tamil version, they spoke of feeling as if they had 
a new sharp plow with which to oultivate their fields" (Quoted from North, The Book of 
a Thousand Tongues, pel7). : 

Though no version may ,wer become completely official, universally accepted, free 
of oritioism, or incapable of improvement, new revisions or new versions mist replace 

the old from time to timee J.ast as we need new hymnals every generation or two, so we 

need new improvements on Biyle versions based upon the most modern scholastic researcie 

OUR DUTY 
It is the duty of every pastor and trained Bible student of the Spanish Soriptures 

to examine the language of the present versions in view of the above considerations. 
Let those with a competent knowledge of the original Greek or Hebrew study oritically 
e short, unified portion; let them remain unprejudiced, impartial, and objeotive; let 
then maintain the proper’ oharAity toward the versions, realizing that translation work 
is diffioult and that word-ohaice may differ with the previous experience of the 
translator. Then let them subrmit suggested ohanges or conolusions to the American 
Bible Society for their consicleration. 

‘ WHAT THIS STUDY FURFORTS TO BE 
This study obviously does not olaim to be the work of experts NG@ither does 

it attempt to offer the last word on the various problems involved. It is not based 
upon a study of the entire Bible or even the complete New Testament of the three ver- 
sions--Reina-Valera, Moderne, and Hispano-Americana; but only upon I Peter L.LYI and 
Sulaticrna F&I: Mths: is zwather an invitation to more oonoerted effort to find 
out just what is wrong with the present version or versions, and to oorreot those 
faults as far as possiblee 

The Historical Introduction to the Study Proper, which consists of a tabulation 

of Castilian Bible Translatioras, endsavore to provide a olear understanding of the 
development of the Spanish vezsions which we have today. It attempts to show that 
the Historical development of the Spanish Bible is not like that of the English: or 
the German Bible; for there is no Spanish Version whioh has held the upper place as 
a standard version for three or four centuries (E.g., the Reina-Valera was quite for-" 
gotten for some two hundred years and used comparatively little until 1658 (Cf. the 
Tabulation of Translations; also of, the Bible Society Record of October 17, 1895, 
pel45)- The remaining seotioras of the thesis are self-explanatory. 

A NOTE OF THANKS 
For their generous asajstance in gathering, systematizing, and evaluating materi- 

al for this study, speoial ¢hecnks are due to Miss M. Hills, Librarian of the ABS, to 
themnsultant, Dr. The Graeyner, to the reader, Frof. A. Repp, to the adviser, Rev< As 
Melendez, and to the men in the field who made the neoessary corrections of the Study 

Proper. Further thanks are dize to the Home Mission Board of our Missouri Synod Luth= 

eran Church and its Seoreta,y, Dr. F. C. Streufert, for the interest and cooperation 
extended in the preparation o£ this study.   

; 
; 
' 
‘ 
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Century 

3rd B.C.. 

ist A eDo. 

Qnd A.D.. 
2nd A.D: 
Srd aA.D.. 

3rd A.D. 
3rd A.D. 

4th A.D. 
4th A.D. 
4th A.D. 
4th A.D. 

Sth A.D. 
Sth A.D. 
Sth a.d. 

6th A.D. 

7th A.D. 

8th A.D. 
Sth Acs 

9th A.D. 
9th A.D. 

Sth A.D. 

1@th A.D. 

llth A.D. 
lith A.D. 

12th A.D. 
12th A.D. 
12th A.D. 

13th A.D. 
U3th A.D. 
13th A.D. 
1ith A.D. 
13th A.D. 
13th A.D. 

14th A.D. 
14th A.D.» 
14th A.D. 
14th A.D. 
14th A.D. 
14th A.D. 

Language 

Old Greek 

Aramaic (Gialdee) 

Syriac 
Samaritan 

Latin 

Borairic Coptic 
syriec 

Gothic 
Sahidic Coptic 
Ethiopic 
Latin 

Latin 

Georgian 
Armenian 

Ethiopic 

Cld Angle~Sacon 

Anglo-Saxon 

Aratic 

Anglo-Saxon 
Bekanmian 
Slavonic 

Anglo-Saxon 

German (High) 
Sermen (Low) 

Dutch 

Provencal 

Remance 

Dutch 
French 
Serman 

Icelandic 
Italian 

CASTILIAN (Spanish ) 

Gatalen (Spanish) 
English 
Norwegian 
Persian 

Polish 

Vaud ois 

TRANSLATIONS OF THE SIBLE MATE EEFORS THS 15th CENTURY Fel 

Portion or Portions Translated 
    

Old Testarent 

Targums on the Pertateuch 

New Testament 

Pentateuch 

New Testazent 

luost of the New Testanent 
Ertire Bible 

Most of the Bible 
Bible 

Short Portions 
VULGATS BIRLE 

VULGATE BIBLE 
Bible 
Bible 

Bivle 

Caedmon's Paraphrases of the Bible 

John 1:6-¢, by Bede 
Psalms 

Bihle 
Le 

le 

The Gospels 

Song of Solomon 
Psalms 

Acts (ty Lambert) 
New Testerent 

Selected Porticns 

The "Rijmbijtel" 
Bitle 
Portion of St. iatthew 
Portions of Exodus and Deuteronomy 
The Gospels 
PENTATSUCH, PSALWS, NOW TSSTAMENT 

Psalms 
Bible 

Historical Rocks 

Selected Portions 

The Gospels 
New Testnuent 

Thus we see that the Bible or a portion thereof was translated into approximately 
twenty-five languages or dialects before it was first given te the Spanish-speaking 
peoples.  
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#1260 

#1430 

#1478 

*1490 

1502 

1506 

1512 

1512 

1514 

1529 

1530 

1534 

41543 

1545 

oh 1 

A TABULATION OF CASTILIAN BIBLE TRANSLATIONS Pea 

The Bible of Alfonso X, King of Castile and Leon (1252-1264). This is the first 
version in Spanish of which we have knowledge. It was made under the King's 
auspices and translated entirely from the Yulgate rather taan from the original 

Hebrew and Greeke One authority speaks quite highly of it. 

The Old Testament of Rabbi Hoses Arrajel. This learned Jew is supposed to have 
made this version directly from the Hebrew, although scholars have noted the in- 
fluence of the Vulgate upon his worke® The translator was a fugitive Jew living 

in Spaine 

The Bible of Ferrere This version in the Valencian dialost was made from the 
Latin and published in Valencia. Cnly four pages remaine 

The Liturgical Gospels of Juan Lopeze This Dominican monk's edition was called: 
*Los Evangelios Desde Advento Hasta la Dominica in Pessione.* The book contains 
Lig lgaves printed in double columnse fFublished at Zamora by Antonio de Cente- 
nara« 

A Gospel Harmony, Translated by Ambrosio de Montesino, a Franciscan, from Ludo- 
phus de Saxonia's Latin Vita Christie “Other editions were made at Seville in 
1530-31, 1537, 1551, 1623, 1627." 

The Liturgical Zpistles and Gospels. This version, no doubt made from the Vul- 
gate, was printed at Seville. 

Portions of the Old Testament, Translated by Fernando Jaravae Printed at Antwerp? 

A Revised Translation of the Liturgical Epistles and Gospels, by Ambrosio de 
Kontesino. Published at Toledo. Later printings were made at Seville and Ant- 
werpe Roman de Vallezillo, of the Benedictine order, revised this work and pub- 
lished it at the turn of the canturys However, it was placed upon the Index 

of Prohibited Books by the Inquisitione” 

Job, Trenslated by Alonso Alvarez of Toledo. This version first appeared in a 
work called "Las Horaiss de Sant Gregorio.® In 1527 a folio of the version was 
printed at Seville. 0 

The Psaltere This quarto edition is recorded by Re Caballero (Cf. footnote No. 
5) as being undated b.icontaining a Portuguese license dated September 13, 1529. 
It was probably printed in that year at Lisbon. 

The Four Gospels, Entitled "Vita Christi Cartujanoe® Dsdicated to Ferdinand 

The Psalms, Gospels, and spistles, Translated by Juan de Valass./@ An excellent 
version, the first to use tne Greek directly in translating part of the New Test- 
amente : 

The First New Testanant Translated Directly from the Greek, by Francisco de En- 
zinase The volume was printed, at the cost of the translator, by Se iiierdman 
of Antwerp; it was dedicated to Charles Ve Few copies remain, for it was sup- 
pressed by the Spanish authoritiese It is interesting to note that Snzinas liv- 

ed in the home of Helanchthon while translating the worke Enzinas is called: 
"The Tyndale of the Spanish Bibles" 

The Sermon on the iiount, Translated from the Latin by Constantino Fonce de la 

Fuente, a Spanish Reformer. It was published at Seville, included in a work of 

hiss. 
“The most important translations and revisions are marked with an asteriske   deans ints icllniegietgt fe  
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1548 

1550 

#1553 

*1556 

1557 

#1569 

*1596 

#1602 

1611 

1612 

1623 

1625 

1625 

1628 

Pe 
The Psalter, Paraphrased by Raynerio Snoy Guadano, printed with the Latin text 
at Valladolid. It was published again at Antwerp in 1558. The Antwerp Index 
of 1570 prohibits it.~4 

The Psalter, Trenslated in Conformity with the Hebrews Although there is doubt 

concerning the actual translator, Juan Roffense is generally credited with the 
worke’ Se‘ Gryphius of Lyons printed ite in the same year translations of Pro= 
verbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes also appeared at lyonse The latter two were trans- 
lated from the Greck, the first--like the Psalter=--"in conformity with the de- 
breve" 

The First Spanish Old Testament, called the "Ferrara Biblee® So named because 
it was printed there. Abraham Usque, a Jew from Portugal, is responsible for 
editing the work, while Yom Tob Atias paid publication expenses. 1% was pre- 
pared particularly for the Jews who lived in Ferrara since the time that Ferdi- 
nand and Isabel exiled them from Spaine Perhaps this *"Bible® was only a gevi- 
sion of a previous Jewish version which existed gnly in manuscript forme Reina 
made much use of it while translating his Bible.“ 

The Second Spanish New Testament, Translated by Juan Pérez de Pifledae Pérez did 
not add his name to the translation ior obvious reasons; but Cipriano de Valera 

tells us that he was the translator. Perez used the Snzinas version and per- 
haps also that of Juan de Valdés. 

The Psalms of David, Translated by Juan Perez de Pifedae This was added to his 
New Testament version and both were then published in Venice by Juan Philadepho. 
The Psalms were translated dirsctly from the Hebrewe 

The First Transletion of the Complete Bible into Spanish, also called "Biblia 

del Osog" by Casiodoro de Reinae Although he probably knew some Hebrews he used 
Sanctes Pagninus' latin translation as well as the Ferrara versione Aftey nine 
years of work in translation, he had it published at Basel by T. Guarinuse 

The New Testament of Casiodoro de Reina, Revised by Cipriano de Valera. This 
edition, published in London by Ricardo del Campo, omitted the marginal notes 
and chapter summaries of Casiodoroe The text itself was altered in some places 

to give a more exact reduplication of the original. This version supplies what 

Casiodoro's had left out in Hebrel2:29; however, it omits por fe in RomeS 28. 

The Bible of Casiodoro de Roina, Revised by Cipriano de Valera, printed at Ame 
sSterdame Instead of including the Apocrypha with the canonical books as did 
Reina (and most other translators of this period), he separates them and places 
them between the Old and New Testenent. Por fe in Romd:28 is again supplied. 

4 New Edition of the Old Testament of Ferrara, made in Amsterdame 

The Psalter, ith Vulgate Text end Latin Commentarye The Augustinian Priest 

Juan de Soto prepared this edition; the commentary was written by various auth- 
orse It was published at Alcala. — sos 

The Psalter, With Vulgate Text (but without commentary)e Similar to abovee This 

was prepared by José de Valdivieso and published at Madrid. 

The New Testament of Cipriano de Valera, a Reprint made at Amsterdam. 

The Psaltere Printed by Jacob Wachter of Amsterdame Probably Valera's versione 

The Pentateuch of the Ferrara Version, With the Haphtarothe The margins in the 
Pentateuch contain notices to all positive and negative commandments of the five 

bookse Similar editions appeared at Amsterdam in 1643 and 1655.   
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1628 

#1630 

1646 

#1661 

1681 

1691 

1695 

1705 

#1708 

1718 

1726 

1733 

1762 

1785 

#1790 

¥1793 

#1797 

41798 

The Psaltere This is a small-size Jewish edition (16°) of the Ferrara Ped 
Version, printed by Se Sury at Ansterdam. 

The Old Testament, a Revision of the Ferrara Versione Menasseh ben Israel pre- 
pared this edition and had it published in Amsterdam. 

The Old Testament, a New Zdition of the Revised Ferrara Version. Signed by 
Cornelius inuller, it was published by Ge Joost in Amsterdam. 

The Old Testament, a Second Revision of the Ferrara Version, made by Samuel de 
Cazerese ‘The Jewish Rabbi and printer Je Athias published it in Amsterdam. 

The Pentateuche The title of this Jewish edition was "Parafrasis comentado so- 
bre el rentateuco pore-eIshac Ahoabe* Jaacob de Cordova of Amsterdam printed it. 

oe: Cem nee 

The Zentateuch With Haphtaroth. D. Tartaz of Amsterdam printed this Jewish ed. 

The Pentateuch ‘/ith Commentary, by Yosseph Franco Serrano. Mosseh Dias of Am- 
sterdam printed the worke The notes appear in the margin in small typee 

The Pentateuch Yith Srayerse I. de Cordova of Amsterdam published it. 

The New Testament, a Revision of the Reina-Valera Versione Almost no revision 
was made, howevere Sebastian de la Snzina did little more than reprint the 
1596 translatione In ‘nis "revision® he again omits por fe in Rome3:28. A few 
alternate readings anc a number of references appear at the bottom of some pagese 

J. Borstio published it at Amsterdam. 

The Pentateuch With Haphtaroth, Revised Editione 38. Proop of Amsterdam printed 
the revision. 

The Old Testament, a New, Corrected Edition of the Second Revision of the Fe- 
rrara Versione Corrected by de Abe Diaz, printed by D. Fernandes in Amsterdam. 

The Pentateuch with Haphtarothe A copy of a Jewish Prayer-book was bound with 

ite The title reads: "Cinco Libros de la ley Divina Nuevamente Corrigidos.® 
David de Elisa Pereya of Austerdam did the printing. 

The Old Testament, Parallel Edition. The liebrew text appeared together with a 
revision (apparently) of the Ferrara versione Proops of Amsterdam published it. 

The Gospels, With Notes Selected From Various Expositors, Translated by Anselmo 
Petite. This ex-abbot had his first edition published at Valladolid. 

The First Spanish New Testament Printed in Spain. It was made directly from the 
Latin Vulgate by Felipe Scio de San Niguel, who later became Bishop of Segoviae 
Printed with the Vulgate N.T. in two volumes; dedicated to Charles IV of Spaine 

The First Spanish Bible Printed in Spain.” Scio did Vole I-III of the O.T. in 
1791, IV-V in 1792, and VI-VIII in 1793. The ten volumes--together with the an- 

notations *conforme al sentido de los santos Padres y expositores Catholicos"-< 

were published with Vulgate by Joseph and Thomas de’ Orga, of Valencia. 

The Scio Bible, Revised; Corrected, and Augmented by its Translator. Even though 

the Vulgate was omitted, the final work consisted of nineteen volumese 5B. Cano 

of Madrid printed it in double columns with the notes at the foot of the pages 

The Song of Solomon, TranslatedFrom the Hebrew With Annotationg,, Fray Luis de 

Leon had: made this translation more than two centuries earliere~ This cuarto edi- 

  

tion was published with the Vulgate at Salamanca, where Luis was once a professore ~ 
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on the basis of J. Lallemont's French edition. Fublished with Vulgate at Hadrid. 
1802 The Psalter, with Certain Canticlese Jaine Serrano prepared this version eee | 

1804 The Gospels, The Seventh Zdition of Fetite's Translation (1785). The translator 
improved his first edition from time to time; this ons was printed at Hadride 

1604 The Epistles With WNotese Fe Ximénez translated from the Vulgate. 4 Madrid printe. 
  

*180G6 Tha New Testament. Uzielli, an interpreter living in London, supervised this re= 7 

print of the 1708 Reina-Valera Revised Version (cf. above). It was published es- é 
pecially for the Spanish 1 refugees ai and | prisoners in England. The text appears in . 

double columns with alternate readings below.e For fe again omittede London printe | 

1806 The Gospel of Saint Natthewe This is a separate edition of the preceding versione 

1807 The New Testament. This is merely a second edition of the 1806 NeTe. (cfe above). 

1808 The New Testamente Under the auspices of the Br3s, C. Brightly of Bungay publish- 

ed this reprint of the 1606 N.T., omitting, however, the long chapter-headingse 

1813 The New Testamente A new edition of tha 1605 N.T., with slight orthographic 
changese 

1816 The Psalter, a New Translation, Wade by T. Gonzdlez Carvajal, of Le Academia 
Reale It was published at Madrid. 

1817 The New Testamente A‘corrected edition of the 1813 N.T.; published in smaller 
type by P. white of Londons The title describes it as "cuidadosamente corregidae® 

1819 The New Testament. This stereotype edition, printed in double columns, is a re- 
print of Scio's 2nd (1797) edition, end was done under the auspices of the ABS 
by S. White of New Yorke. Later years sew many reprints of this versione 

1820 The New Testamente José Blenco (A Catholic prisst converted to Anglicism) super- 
vised this reprint of Seio's versione T. Rust of Shaéslewell printed 5,000 
copiese Dorca of Barcelona printed 10,000 copies “of the samo N.T. 

1821 The Biblee A reprint of Scio's version published by the BFBS. 

1622 The New Testamente A stereotype reprint of Scio, by J. Suith of Paris. 

1823 The Biblee S&S.» Bagster of London reprinted Scio, using the 1791 Madrid 0.T. and 
the 1615 N.T. This particular edition was again reprinténumerous times in the 

subsequent yearse This edition omitted: tne Apocrypha; most version up. to this 
* time had included ite 

\ 

1824 The Biblee A. Applegath of London published this reprint of Scio for distribu- 
tion in South Americas 

“625 The Bible, Translated by Felix Torres Amat. This fresh translation was made from 
the Vulgate but compared with the original languagese King Ferdinand VII had en- 
couraged Amat to undertake this translatione Amarita of Madrid publ. the 8 volse 

“1825 The New Testament. Jmat's N.T. in the 1623-25 translation was anonymously re-= 
, vised and printed by ills, Jowet, and Hills in London. 

1826 The New Testament. This reprint of Scio's version--by T. Hansard of Londone 

1628 The New Testaments Amother reprint of Scio's version=--by BYBS in London. Bag~ 
ster and Thoms of London also reprinted Scio's N.T. in a smaller editione



eS 
1828 The Psalter, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Isaiahe This is another reprint 

made by Bagster and Thoms of London, from the Scio versione 

1829 The Gospel of St. Luke, a Diglot Editione The Aimara languege appears with Sclos 

1830 Sorpture Lessons for Schools. Solio and the Italian Martini version provided the 
source of selection for this edition. Though exact place and time are uncertain, 
it was probably done in Londone . 

  

1632 The New Testament. The Valera version was revised by the Glasgow Bible Society 
(organized in 1611)in 1641 and published in 1842. Cf. the 1845 New Testament. 

1833 The Bible in Latin and Spanishe Zight Roman Catholic Priests prepared this vere 
sion on the basis of a French=Latin Bible known as "Bible de Vencee" It is the 
first Bible printed in Mexico, where the translates workede Mariano Galvan Rie 
vera printed the twenty-five volumes of the work, 

1833 The Chief Poetical Books and Passages of the Bible, Exclusive of the Psaltere 
Vicente Salva edited--in verse forme-the Corvajal (1616) translation. iibreria 
Hispano-Americana of Paris printed the worke 

1835 The Bibles Scio's translation with the Vulgate text was printed in Mexico by 

C. Sebringe Cf. the 1793 versione L 
  

  

1835 The Bibles Me de Burgos of xadrid reprinted Amat's 1625 version, with Vulgates 

1836 The Bibles J. Smith of Paris reprinted Amat without Vulgate, slightly corrected, 
in’ seventeen volumese ‘ = 

#1837 The Psalter, a Paraphrase by J. Viruese Published in Madrid in four volumese 

1837 The Bible.“/A. Bergnes of Barcelona printed this Scio version, without Apocrypha; 

Lte Je Graydon, an independent Bible-distributor in the Brite Navy; financed ite 

#1837 The New Testament of Amat, revised and corrected by Lucena for the Society for 
the Prome of Christian Knowledgee Re Clay of London published it. Reprinted 1B 

1837 The New Testament of Scio, This reprint was made upon the earnest request of 
G. Borrow, agent of the BFBS in Bpaine 4 Though credit for the printing is giv-: 

en to Je de le Barrera of Madrid, *(it)-seems to havi gveen entrusted to C. Wood,’ 
the English printer of the Spe paper: 's1 Espaniol.'# In the same year, ABS 

in New York published Scio's New Testament in a smallesize editione 

1840 The New Testament of Scion J. Smith of Paris made this reprint; it was again 
reprintcd in 1847 by Ye Watts of London and in 1856 by Che Meyrueis of Paris. 

1840 The Gospel of John, Adapted by James Hamiltone He used the Scio version and had 
We Aylott of London print his adaptatione — : 

1840 A Gospel Harmony, by Rafael José de Crespo. His source of translation was the 
Vulgatee He added his own notese It was printed in Valencia. 

  

#1841 The Four Gospels; New Translated by W. Rules This Supt. of the Meth. Mission in 

Spain based his translation upon the Groek text, and added a commentarye La 
Biblioteca Militar in Gibraltar published it for hime 

4644 The Gospelse This is morely a new edition of that of 1604. Printed in Madride 

1845 The New Testament of Valerae ABS of New York printed this new edition of the 

1851 revisions



#1845 : 

#1847 

1849 

#1850 

*1853 

1854 

1855 

#1855 

“1855 

1856 

1857 

1857 

1858 

1858 

1859 

"1861 

*1862 

fhe Bible of Scio Jith Vulgate Text, Newly Revised by Je Palaue Fons of 
Barcelona printed the revision mado by this. ‘Seminary professor. : 

Pot 

The xew Testament, Newly Revised. This is probably a revision of the 1837 Amat 
versione SPOCK had it published by R. Clay in Londone 

i
 

i 
ee
 

The New Testament of Valerae ¥. Blackie reprinted ths 1831 revision for tho Gxas< 
gow Bible Society. 

The 3ible, A New Translatione The ABS' Committee on Versions supervised this re- 

vision made by a Spaniard and based upon Scio and Valera; he carefully compared 
the Hebrew and Greek originals, the Ki:zg James, and idartin's Freth versione ABS 
published it without ApooryPhae It also published the N.T. separately with tho" 
English in parallel columnse 

The 3ible of Agat, Newly Revised by Juan Caldoréne This former Franciscan priest 
(1791-1854) became a Protestant ‘preacher to Spanish refugees in Londone It was 
also in London that he had his work published--by Gilbert and Rivingtone He o= 
mitted the Apocrypha, an evidence of his conversion from Catholicism. ' 

The Bibles ABS published the version, though the information at hand does not 

reveal which version it wase John's Gospel and Acts were published separately 
in the following year, also by ABS in ijew Yorke 

The Bible of Scloe To escape restrictions on imprtation of Bibles into Spain, 
this reprint was made at Madrid by J. Hartin Alegriae Sven so, authorities 
forbade their distribution, once they were medee NT. was also printed seper ably. 

The Bible, a New Version frepared for Simile Folk by Juan de Villasefior and 

Acufiae Chapters and even books wero ouitted in this abbreviated version; sut summar= 
tes were placed in their steade It was based on Amat, Scio, Martini, De Sacy, 
and De Carrierese De Palacios of Madrid printed it in two volumese 

The Gospels, a Baptist Versione Cf. the 1356 editions 

The Bible of Scioe This edition of six volumes appeared at Barcelonae 

The New Tsstament: of Scioe 5. Hnos of Bogoté (Col) and % Watts of London each 
printed an edition for the BFBS. 

St. Matthew's Gospel, Valera Varsione A- Cheuvin of Tolosa (Guipuzcoa) printed ite are-ene oce 

The New Testament, a Baptist Vorsione Translation work on this naw version began 
in 1851 and ended in 1857. New Greek texts then existing formed the basis of 

this vorsione°2 Spanish translators (including J. Calderén) asSistede The Ame 
Bible Union issued the version; T. Constable (Zdinburgh) and Truebner (London) 
printed it for theme 

The New Testament, A Revision of Valera's Versione Cf. The 1661 dition. Fur- 
ther reprints of this edition were mado in the following decade. 

The Psaltere Watts of London printed this edition of Valera's Enane Deed ote 

The Bible, A Revision of Valera's Versione Puble by Clowes of London. The New ‘sow 

Testament revision was already completes three years earliere Cf. abovee 

The Bible, A Revision of Velora's Version Made by TSenArs glade under the aus- 
pices of the BPCK and printed by Oxford Univepgity sPr: - oeRy 8 alee Nein AKY 
in 1863 and 1865. see 

CONCORDIA SEMINARY 

SP LOUIS. Mo



1863 

1864 

71865 

1865 

1866 

1867 

1868 

1868 

1869 

1870 

1870 

1870 

1871 

1871 

1874 

1875 

1876 

P28 
Isaiah, Translated by Luis de Uzoz i Rioe The ilebrew text of Van der 
Hooght formed the basig of this new rendition. Frinted in Hadrid, poetical farme 

The New Testanent, a eprint of Valera's Revised Versione Clowes of London 
printed this volume in small type. In the sate yoar vatts of London printed 
Ste John's Gospel of this version; this wes again reprinted by Spottiswood, 166% 

The Bible, A New Revision of Valera's Version Made by A. de-Mora and He Pratte 
The former was a Spaniard who modernized the orthography of all the 0.T. and 
part of the li.T. The latter was an American Presbyterian missionary at Bogota&e 

ABS of New York published the new revision, and reprinted it in 1868. It also 
printed the New Testament separately in 18665. BFBS also published this revision, 

The New Testament, A Roprint of the 1831 Revision of Valerae Printed: Milazee 

The Bible, The Lucena Revision of Valera's Version. Spottiswoode of London did : 
the printing for BFBS. The NT. differs slightly from Lucena's revisione Watts 
reprinted it in 1869, Clowes in 1867, Clay in 1869. 

The Gospel of Mark, Scio's Versione Harrison of London printed it for BFBSe 

The New Testament, Scio's Versione Printer: Clowes of London, ree aoe 
  

The Psalter, Valera's Version. Printer: Watts of Londons 

The Bible, The Lucona Revision of Valera's Versione J. Cruzado of Madrid ro- 
printed the treaslation, with some alteretions. La Viude in Hadrid prepered 
another edition in 1669. ‘the Spanish Revolution (1868) had removed the past 
restrictions against Scripture distribution in Spain; thus BFBS lost no time in — 
supplying 3iblese Cruzado printad two more editions of the Valera N.T. and 

one of St. Matthew's Gospel. : 

The New Testament, Saptist Versione Palacios of Barcelona reprinted this volumes 
Ge Lawrence, also of Barcelona, printed another edition in 1867le 

The Bible, valera's Versione Cruzado of Madrid printed it once,1870,; twice, 18735. 

The New Testament, Valera's Version. Clay at Cambridcze made this editione On 
tha basis thereof, uniform aditions of the Gospels wore separately printed in 
1875. Je Kidd of Buenos Airos then reprinted Hatthaw's Gospel in 1878. In that 

year 5. Rubinos of Madrid also ruprinted Luks on the basis of the 1870 N.T. 

The Bible, Valera's Versione J. Cruzado of Madrid printed the odition with mar= 
ginal references and datese In this and the following year, he also printed 
a@ sesparate copy of the N.T. Separate editions of the Cospels also appearede 

The Psalter In Metrical Verse Form, Prepared by J. Barbageroe This former pro= 
fessor of Hebrew at the U. of Alcala added notes and had it published in Madrid. 

The New Testament, Scio's Versione This edition, bearing the "imprimatur" of 

the Archbishop of Westminster, was made in London and intended chiefly for dis- 
tribution in South Americae Issued in 140,000 copies, it contains notes, his- 

torical indices, a chronology, and other helpful materialse 

The New TeStament, Valsra's Versione ASS of New York prapared the editione in 
the same year a Bible Society at Barcelona used stercotype plates made In Lon- 
don for another reprint of Lucena's revision of tho Valera Biblee 

The Bible, Valera's Versione ABS of New York printed two editions with marginal 
references and index. Trinitarian 3S of London reprinted Valera's N.T. in 1876.



“1876 

1877 

1877 

*1877 

1878 

1879 

1879 

1680 

1880 

1881 

1883 

1884 

1885 

1685 

1886 

91886 

1888 

1889 

Tho Psaltere This is the beginning of the Versién Modernae 4H. Pratt, Pe9 
the translator, published the Fsalms, as a specimen of his work, at Bucara= 
manga, Columbiae A Bible then published in Barcelona used Pratt's Psalms transle 

The Bible, Valora's Versione Cruzado at Hadrid made the reprint, including mare 
ginal referencese ; 

  

Acts, Romans, and I & II Corinthians, Rule's Versione Frinted by Nutt, Londons 

Saint Hatthew's Gospel, Moderna Versione Based chiefly on Valera, it was publish= 
ed at Bucaramanga. This was again revised laters 

The New Tostament, Psalms, and Book of Acts, Valera's Vorsions The three were 
printed in separate editions--the first two at Madrid, the latter in an unnamed 
city. 

The Psalter, Moderna Versione Pratt revised his previous translatione ABS of 
New York then published it. 

Saint John's Gospel, Rule's Version, Revised by J. Butlers Mre Butler revised 
the notes of the version and had E. Orozco of Mexico publish it. 

The Psalter, and Saint Matthew's Gospole Valdes’ Versione C. Georgi of Bonn 
printed the former, and Cruzado of Madrid the latter. 

Galatians to Revelation, Rule's Versione Nutt of London published the editions 

The Psalter, Scio's Versione Printed for BFBS in Buenos Airose 

The Bible, A Now Revision of Valera's Revised Versione Ge Lawrence bougitthe e= 
Quipment of TBS and revised the he version according to his own views, including 
Pratt's translation of the Psalms and Usoz y Rio's version of Iseialy printing 
it at Barcelonae Amat's Bible with notes also appeared at Barcelona in 1883. 

  

The New Testament in Enlish and Spanish (Valera's' Vorsion)e BFBS had this 
printed at Madrid, and reprinted at Cambridge in 1902. 

  

The Psalter, Valera's Versione Publishod by ABS in New Yorke 

Saint Matthew's Gospol, Newly Translated by F. Fliednere This Lutheran pastor 
had met in Madrid with a committes of evangelical pastors in 1880; they had plan= 
ned a new translation of the N.T. The pian was later abandoned, but Fliedner 

continued his work on Watthew's Gospel and had Cruzado of Madrid publsih ite He 
likewise translated othor portions of the N.T. which were published 1885<89e« 

Genesis, Newly Translated by H. Pratte ABS of New York published this additional 
instalment on the Moderna Versione 

Saint Luke's Gospel, a Tentative Revision of Valera's Versione ER. Palmer; a 
representative of the BFBS in Spain, prepared the work on the basis of the Greek 
Textus Receptus, with references to the texts of Tischendorf and Alford. In the 
following year Palmer completed his revision of the entire N.T. and of Genesise 

These wer. then published in two separate editions in Madrid. 

The New Testament; the Psaltere Cruzado of Hadrid published these in two separe 
ate aditions, using the Valera Rovised texte 

The Psalter; the Gospels and Actse BFBS had Cruzado print these in two separate 
editions in Madrid. The ontire Bible of Valera's revised version was reprinted by 
him in 1890. In 1691 he made two further editions of the N.T. The text of the 
latter three versions was printed in paragraph form with the proper headingse



*1693 

1893 

1893 

1896 

1898 

1899 

1901 

1902 

1903 - 

1905 

#1905 

#1906 

1907 

#1910 

, #1910 

91916 

| 4919 

The Bible, Yersién iodernas” ABS, New York, printed the new Bible. As e210 
has been pointed out earlier, this version is the work of Dre H. 5. Pratte 

Saint Matthew's Gospel, a New Revision of Yalera's Versione A committee of schol- 
ars, including J. Cabrera and F. Fliedner, revised tha tentative version of 1886. 
They also revised Mark, Luke, John, and Actse Printer: Marques of Madride 

The Bible, Valera's Revised Varsione Marques of Kadrid printed the volume in 
1893, but again in 1695, 1902, and 1905S. In 1897 he roprinted the N.T.; and 
again in 1901, 1902, and 1905ee In 1895 he also made separate editions of Flied- 
ner's Romans and Corinthianse In 1896 hereprinted the Psalter of Valora. 

  

Saint Mark's Gospel, Issued as a Supplement to #1 Sembrador, a religious publica- 
tion in Orizaba, iiexicoe 

The Four Gospels and Actse ABS of New York printed these in five small editionse 

The Gospals of Matthew and Lukee These were two separate editions, each printed 

in paragraph form--tha former in San Jose de Costa Rica, the lattor: Guadalajaras 

Saint Matthew's Gospel, An Underscored Sditione The Los Angeles Bible Institute 
prepared the text, marking certain portions in black and red inke 

Genesis, Maderna Version, Yith Zlaborate Commentary, by H. Pratte The American 
Tract Society of New York published the work; a revised edition appeared in 1908. 
Similar editions of Exodus and Leviticus also appeareds 

The Psaltere ABS of New York made this edition, uniform with those of 1898. 

The Bible, Valera's Revised Versione Publisher: I. Moreno. of Madrid. 

The Old Testament, A New Revision of Valera's Revised Versione A commission of 
Evangelical ministers, including Cabrera and Tornos, corrected the obvious errors 
and substituted modern words for those already antiquated. Printe:iloreno, Madrid. 

The Gospels With Commentary, Translated by Juan de Robles. This Benedictine Ab- 
bot had died in 1572, but M. Llaneza, Madrid, edited the manuscript and had it 
printede 

  

The Bible, Valera's Revised Version. This Cambridge=-printed, Madrid-published 
edition was reprinted in 1908 and 1909, The two latter editions included eight 

colored mapse In 1910 only the N.T. with Fsalter was published. 

The Four Gospels, A New Translatione This is the beginning of the Hispano-Ameri- 

Cana Versione An ABS committee consisting of F. Diez, V. Baez, He Thomson, C. We 
Drees, and J. Holland worked in New York for six months preparing this new trans- 
lation on the basis of Yestcott and liort's Greek Texte 

Saint Matthew's Gospel, A New Translation. The BFBS appointed J. Cabrera, Ce 

Tornos, C- Araujo, We Douglas, G. Fliedner, F. Smith, H. Payne, and T. Rhodes to 
prepare this new versione Alternate readings appeared at tne bottom of some 

Pagese This rendition, published at Madrid, later joined into Hispano-Americanae 

The New Testament, Hispano-Americana Versione A joint committee of the ABS and 
the BFBS medt in Madrid and completed the N.T. on the basis of Nestle's Gre texte 

The Song of Solomon, Translated by Le R berae Second edition, made by Talleres 

Gréficos. del Gobierno Nacional, Mexicoe 

  
_ 91919 The New Testament, Translated by P. Bessone”” Published in Buenos Airose _



1928 

1924 

| 
| 

1909 

1930 

1944 

1944 

1944 

The Gospels, Trenslated by D. D- Gercia Hughese The Introduction to the 
Riboli Gospels (cf. below) mentions this versione A second edition there- 

of was made in Madrid in 1943. 

The Song of Solomon, Translated by Re Rios.°° E. Fernando de Castro wrote its 
prologuee 

Recent, Catholic Translation Soriptures:°” ores oe Ses ees CoP SE Cee of the 

The New Testament, Translated by De la Torre, S.J. A translation of Matthew and 
Mark was later made separately and published in Santiago, Chile, in 1939=40. 

The Psalter, Translated by Elpidio de iiier. This translation was made from the 
Vulgate, but compared with the LXX in an attempt to put into Spanish the beauty 

of the oritinal Hebrews The translator, a Jesuit, later turned Protestant. 

The Biole, Translated by the Reve Canon Zloino Nacar Fuster and the Reve Alberto 
Colongae Known as the Nacar-Colunga Version, it was printed in Madride "This 
translation is the first made by Catholic suthors directly from the Hebrew and 
Greeke It was produced under the initiative of the ‘Editorial Catolica' an 
under the auspices and direction of the Pontifical University of Salamancae" 

  

The Gospels, Translated by Monse Dre Juan Straubinger. "The 1944 edition was 
printed in Buenos Aires in large size in red and black witheeeblack and white 
illustrations. The 1945 edition was printed in small gize in paper bindings 
and was sold at a price equivalent to 10¢ in the U.S-e" : 

wee ee se et Me a ee ome The Gospels, Amat's Version, Considerably Revised by J. Reboli, &.J. 45° isa 
very daborate, large-size publication with many full-page wood cutse® 

 



Footnotes on: &£ Tabulation of Castilien bible Trenslations ane 

I. This tebulation is not absolutely complete. Sut it does liet sll 
trensletions end revisions thet the cresent writer knows to have been 
mede. After the beginning of the Twentieth Century, reorints beceme so 
numerous that the writer hes not ettempted to list ell. Until thet 
period, however, the writer has attempted to list ell reprints in order 
thet the reeder may see which versions were most widely distributed in 
@ given period. The most importent words in eech psregreph describing 
versions ere underlined so that et a glence the cesusl reeder may see 
the selient fects regerding esch version, An esterisk merks a version 
of speciel importence. 

Bibles in the vulger tongue of the people of Spain existed--se 
-ere told--as early as the Sixth Century (et the time of Kine Ricaredo). 
Fowever, €l11 such Sibleswe-e publicly burned under the cleéim thet they 
were Arien end had given rise to sriénism. 

In 1229 the Council of Tolose prohibited the trenslrtion of the 
Bible into the common tongue of the people; it demanded 11 orners of 
such trensletions to hend them over to-be burned publicly. The seme 
heppened in Cestile. Throughout the Reformation period, the Inquisition 
was busy seeking out end destroying Biblesfor portions thereof. (Cf. the 
chepters on the Bible trenslations in C. Gutiérrez Merfn: Historie de 
la Reforma en Espeiie.) =i 

This tabulation, hovever, shows thet Spénish-s.eskine people out- 
side their home-country did much to five the forbidden bible to their 
Petrie in the vernaculer. Ceétholic scholers in Spain hed not produced 
one ecclesiestically-approved Speénish sible during the Reformation per- 
iod; and it was not until the end of the Eighteenth Century (1793) that 
the first Spanish Dible was printed in that country. Nevertheless, the 
work of trensletion wes carried on by faithful Protestants throughout 
the Reformetion ere enGd to the present dey. (Cf. North, The Book of @ 
Thousand Tonaues, (Nev York, 1939) pp.s04ff.) 

Be The Rev. Lopez Guillen, ».M., quoted in the Sible Society Record of 

November 15, 1894, seys, p.161: "In the Bibliothece Wifferiane of Dr. 

Fduerd Boehmer, of Lichtentheal, Beden-Baden, we have seen & specimen 
of this encient version; it compares fairly with any of the modern ver- 

sions et our disposel." : 

Z. cf. Solelinde, 5. G., “Los Nombres de 4nimeles Puros e Izpuros en 
Tés Treducciones Medieveles Zspenoles de le Diblia,* reviewed in Revis- 

ta de Filologia Espanola, vel, XIX (1932), pp.68-73. 

@ cf. Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit.; also Molina, La Biblie cn Espanol, 

Dead. es 3 

S. Vide J. Fain, Repertorium Bibliogrephicum, No.6646, end K. Haebler, 

Bibliogrefie Iherics deél Siglo xV (150S-C4), No.366; elso H. Thomes, 

ehortetitle Cetelorue of sooks Printed in Socin and of Spenish Sooks 
Printed Eslewhere in Europe sefore 1601 Now in the British Museum, 
(London, 19el) p.14. 

Dr. Boehmer states: "A Spenich Trensletion of the Gospels for the 

Mohammedens,: probebly those of Grenece, is ssid to heve been issued at 

the end of the Fifteenth Century." Dr. Soehmer hersowith mentions "De 

Prima Typogrephiee Hispenicee fctete Specimen suctore-Reymundo Diosdado 

Ceballero,” Rome, 1793, pp.84ff, (Cited in H. Moule cnd T. Darlow: His- 

toricel Cetelogue of the BFBS, vol.II, No.8462,) 
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 6. vide H. Moule end T. perlow. op. cit., No.84635. P.13 

7. Ibid., No.8464, a 
GS. Ibid.; elso H. Thomas, on. cit., p.13. 

9. Moule & Derlow, op. cit., No.8464. More inf. in ©. Boehmer, Biblio- | 
thece Wiffeniena, vol.Il, p.359. Thomes, op. cit., detcs the Lit. Ep. 
& Gosp. with 1540 p.14). 

10.& 11. To eliminate unnecessery footnotes, sources or informetion for 
ell trenslations or revisions or reprints up to 1910 are found in Moule 
& Derlow, op. cit., No.6465ff., and in less detailed form in North, 
op. cit., pp.dcert. Similar information cen be found in Thomes, op. cit., 
pp.l2-14. "xtended comments ere found in Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., and 
other works mentioned in the Bibliogrephy. But unless otherwize indic- 
ected, future meteriel is teken from Moule & Darlow, op. cit. 

12. cf. the informetive discussion of the work of the Veldés brothers 
in Gutierrez Merin, ope cit., pp.82eff. The Rev. Lopez Guillen seys in 
his English article, loc. cit., "This has been conceded to be one of 
the best versions of the New Testement." Of his trenslation, Juen de 
Veldés says: "He querido ir muy atedo a la letre, sacaéndole palabre por 
pelebre en cuento me ha sido posible, y aun dejando ambiguedad a donde 
hallagndola en la letra griege, le he podido dejer en la cestellane, 
cuendo la letra se puede eplicar a uns inteligencié y @ otra. Esto he 
hecho, porque treduciendo a Sen Pablo, no he pretendido escribir mis 
conceptos, sino los de Sén Pablo." (As quoted in Menéndez y Pecleyo, 
Historie de los Heterodoxes Espenoles, vol.II, p.185). : 

IS. Enzines is also known &s Dryender, Du Chisne, and Eichmen. The com- 
plete story of this trensletion can be found in the pamphlet commemora- 

* ting the 400th Anniversery of this translation, célled: Le Biblia en 
Espanol, by J. Gonzelez Molina (Hevane, 1945). Other Spenish histories 
of this period include the event. Adam F. Sosa has edited. Enzina's 
own story of the trensletion in the volume, itemorias de Fréncisco de 
Enzines, (Buenos sires, 1945) vol.I. Mendéndez y Peleyo, op. cit., p.228, 
stetes that the trensletion feithfully follows the text of Eresmus, 

but: "El lengusge de su trenducci’n es hermoso, pero contiene galicis- 
mos.” 

14. However, H. Thomas, op. cit., p.13, gives the dete of printing as 
To55. On p.l2, he lists 4 trenslation entitled "Harpa de Devid, en la 
quel se declere los Pselmos, pérephresedos por 4. Ville. Lat. & Span. 
G.L. J. de Junts: Burgos; (for) J. de Hedine: Madrid, 1548." 

15. B. F. Stockwell, Prefacios a les Biblias Castellenas del Siglo XVI, 
Deol, quotes Clement Ricci as seying: "La versiun ferrerense 6s, @ no 
dudeérlo, fruto de una eleborecidn colectiva de verias genersciones." 

I6. So seys Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., adding: "Reina mentions that 
In the Ferrara version the trensletor with rebbinicel mslice edds the 
el, in Is.9:6, to all nemes attributed to Christ--el Maraviloso, etc., 
eaving it out of the last one, Ser salom." a 

17. Steted in Menendez y Peleyo, op. cit., p.458. 
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IS. Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., seys of it: "It is one of the best 
versions of the Nev Testément, together with that of Enzines, who wes 
a good Helenist and hed e pure style." Menéndez Y Pelayo says: "Su 
traduccion es de més Méyito, eunque menos conocido, como lengua es her= 
mosa.” 
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_ vOL.eII, pp.256ff. 

19. H. Prett, in his long article in Bible Society Record, vol. P14 
XXXV, D.57, devotes e@ long section to the sources used by Reina. 

20. Of this version, Menéndez y Peleyo seys: "Como heche en ol mejor 
Tiempo de le lengua cestellene, excede mucho la versién de Cesiodoro, 
bejo tel especto, e la moderne de Torres «met y e le desdichadfsima del 
Padre Scio." (As quoted in Stockwell, op. cit., p.78.) There is much 
informetion sveilable on this version; therefore further deteils are 
not justified. However, Rev. Lopez Guillen's words are of interest 
loc. cit., "Richard Simon remerks (Rev. Lopez G. does not say where} 
of Reiné's Bible thet ‘this trensletor shows everywhere in his work 
good scholerly sense;' and further, thet 'the Portuguese Jews et smster- 
dam, who followed the Spénish rite, used the Reina version rather then 
thet of Ferrera, because it wes to them more intelligible." Juan sAndrés, 
a Spéniard, et Venice, writes in Itrlian and seys, efter preising the 
version of the N.T. by Enzinas, ‘More universally préised hss been the 
version of Césiodoro de Reine/" Reine did not make much use of the Vul- 
gate. Fe used for the first time the nemes reptit end escultura, which 
Ferrers hed trensleted with removilla énd doladizo. 

21. Gutierrez-Merin merely. seys of him, op. cit., p.14G: "Reprimid, en 
T708, el Nuevo Testemento de Velers.* De le Enzina, however, gives his 
trensletion this title: "El Nuevo Testemento...Nuevemente Secado e la 
Luz; Corregido y Revisto por Dn. Scebestién de la Enzina." 

‘BS. The Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., (p,163) says: "Its servility to 
the Letin Vulgete, of which it is a transl¢tion, mekcs it almost use- 
less as e work of scholerly velue end of original rendering." 

BS. Frey Luis lived from 1529 to 1591. He is known especially for his 
poems, being considered one of tho greetest of ell Spenish pocts. T. 

Pattison, Representative Spanish authors, vol.I (Madrid, 1942), p.5C, 
writes: "Ostensibly for heving trenslated the Song of Songs from the 
Letin Bible into Cestilian, but more probebly beceuse of intrigues of 
his enemies to gct him out of the wey, Frey Luis wes imprisoned by the 

Inquisition end hed to weit five years to prove his innocence.” 

24. The ABS Librery Cetalog (Ncw York, 1863) hes records of further ed- 

Ttions mede in leet, 1ee3—— and 1831. BFS, op. cit., No.8495, says: 
"The Bible Fouse Librery possesscs e copy of the eleventh edition( 1835)" 

35. Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., and Rcv. Gonzelez Kolina, op. cit., 
peod0, both point out thet this work wes really completcd in 18 O24. 

Fowever, only the New Testement (two vols.) was finished in 1625. Vols. 

I-III of the Old Testement sre detcd 1824; end vols.IV-VI of the Old . 

Testement, es clso the £ppendix, beer the yeer 1625. Rev. Lopez Guillen 

loc. cit., makes the following comment upon the version: "It is even 

less, faithful then thet of Scio." 

B6. Gonzelez Moline, op. cit., p.50, points out thet this wes & very 

Compléte edition, “con un volumen en folio dc mapas y -plenos biblicos." 

Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., says of it: "The originals were also 

consulted, and the pesseéges which differ from the Vulgete were careful- 

ly noted. Dr. Boehmer seems to think thst this bible was a reprint of 

the third and lest edition of Scio's in Spein. The expense of publi- 

cetion was defreyed by subscription." 

37. Cf. W. Centon, History of the British and Foreign Sible Society, | 

  

  

BB. cf. W. Centon, op. cit., pp.241ff. Also G. Borrow, the bible in 

Spein, (London, 1907 refece end Chepter XIX.



29. Moule & Derlov, Oop. Git., No.8521. ices P15 

BO. Rev. Lopez Guillen, Sp. cit., p.163, says of this work: "The author 
Sree nape nae nce enaueclsottamy but the accentuetion marked in the 

Ol. These would include Mill, Scholz, Lechmann, Griesbech, Tischendorf. 

32. Rev. Lopez Guillen, loc. cit., says: "In 1856-57 the Society fof Pro- 
moting Christien Knowledge undertook the tesk of revising and of reis- 
suing the Velere Bible. Their rcport in 1860 wes: 'The revised version 
is now in the course of printing at the Clerendon Press, Oxford, under 
the cercful superintendence of the Rev. Dr. Lorenzo Lucena, professor 
of Speénish in the Teylor Institution, who has throughout modernized the 
spelling, and where absolutely necessery hes substituted other phrese- 
ology for those terms end modes of expression which would be unintel- 
ligible to ordinary Spanish reeders of the present day," I have uscd 
this Bible revised by Lucene’ for twenty-five ycers and have cnjoyed its 
clegent diction. When collated, however, with the originals while work- 
ing et the modern version with Rev. Mr. Prett, I heve detected many in- 
eccuracties of transletion." 

3S. According to the information at hand, Prett vesed his trensletion 
on Véleré's version, compering it vith tho original text, end with the 
various importent treénsletions then in existence. He was assisted in 
his vork by a committee appointcd in Mexico City. Rev. Lopez Guillen, 
loc. cit., says: "The American Bible Society, desirous of bringing to 
Tight™a new version of the Scripturcs in Spenish, entrusted this dif- 
Picult tesk to the Rev. H. B. Prett. This gentleman, though an Amseri- 
can, knows and spesks Spanish as well &s meny & scholar of our Spenish 
countries. In order to have a nev version, the production of scholars, 
both in Europe and Amcrice, the Am-ricen Bible Society offered an op- 
portunity to our brethren in Spain to. teke part in this greet work; but 
these brethren declined the offer. The wisdom of the gentlemen of the 
American Bible Society, in bringing out a new version of the sacred 
Soriptures in Svénish is evident, end cvcry true and wise Spenierd 
ought to be thenkful to them for doing so. The writer of these lines 
thinks it his duty to thenk the American Bible Society end the Rev. | 
Mr. Prett for heving helped the Spanish race to mount e stcp higher to- 
werd the reelization of & perfect version in the Spenish tongue." 

Ba. Reviste de Filologfa Espafole, vol.XI (1920), p.96. 

O5. Cf. Gonzalez Molina, op. cit., Dol. 

06. Reviste de Fil. Esp., vol.XV (1928), p.428. It edds: "Tireda apar- 
te de la REB, 1926, 75-110 més viii de Prélogo." 

27. The following informetion hes been gretiously supplicd us by Miss 

Mergeret T. Hills, Librerien of the ABS in New York. 

BS. Quoted from a letter by Miss Hills, December 9, 1946. Gonzselez Mo- 
Tima devotes several peregrephs to the version in his La Biblie Que 
Leemos, pp.7-8. He stetes that Necer-Colunge follows Reina-velers very 

Closely in syntex; but thet the latter is still superior. Though Na- 

cer-Colunga is féithful to the originel, Gonzelez Molina believes it 

_iecks the emphasis and solemnity of the Reina Valere--in the Sermon on 

the Mount, for exemple. : 

30.& 40. Letter of Miss Hills, Dec. 9, 1946.
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Being unavailable at the time of this writing, the following seven books 
mentioned in the BLT LOgT a Ohy on p.l6 ware not consulted directly: Nos. 
2, 15, 14, 15, 16, 18, & 22. They wero quoted in other books listed, 

Comments On Books and Pamphlets Used in this Tabulation (listed p.16): 

No.l: French work discussing only the important early versions. 
No.3: 800-onge discussion of expericnces of English colporteur in Spain. 
No.4: Reprint of selections from Medeival Romance Bibles. 
No.5: Extensive history of First Spanish New Testament (1543) with a 

tabulation of the 18 principal versions made from 1260 to 1919. 
No.6: Pamphlet of 12 puges giving history of tho Bible from its forme 

tion to present Spanish versions with practical applications. 
No.7: Exhaustive, relinble treatment of various Reform efforts in Spain 

from c.550 to present with references to Bible translations. 
No.8: Title dascribes contents; has extended, scholurly accounts of the 

work of de Valdés, Enzinas, Parez d2 Pineda, and Reina, 
No.9: Well-documented discussion of the 16th.century Reform including 

its influence on 5ible translations and distribution in Spain. 
No.10:Version No.9462 of vol.II begins a list of Spanish translations, 

revisions, and reprints made from 1490 to 1910; very detailed, u- 
sually giving Spanish title of each publication, translator, 
printer, place of print, size of volume, number of pagos, and 
the like. Very thorough though not comnlete. 

No.ll:Very incompleto, but lists the most important versions made in 
"Cataldn, Vascuence, y Custellano;" includes Latin versions that - 
had Spanish introductions or comments. 

No.l2:Anthology of Spanish Litersture which also refers to Bible trans=- 
lation done by great Spanish authors. 

No.17:First Spanish translation of Enzinas' French account of his exper- 
fences after escaping from prison--written by request of Melanch= 
thon; includes the story of the printing of the New Testament. 

No.19:Reprints of his N.T. withnoLss on Enzinas! life and on previous 
Bible versions. 

No.20:Reprints of Prefaces to translations of Enzinas, Ferrara, Perez 
de Pineda, Reina, and Valera, with notes by hr. Stockwell. | 

No.21:Bible list incomplete; includes Latin versions with Span. introd. | 
No.25:Thorough statement of reasons why Valera version is inadequate; 

requosts new version and suggests methods of its distribution.



eter : The RV esparcidos is the same term used by KJ ("scatter- 
ed"), but modern versions (AR, 5R, HA) prefer the M rendering de la 
paepe serous Mis more literal, but its la Leos is less familiar 
to the average Latin-American and thus conveys less meaning to him.1 
Esparcidos translates the Greek noun with an adjective and actually in- 
terprets it (as do. KJ and Lhere). Preference in this and other 
Similar instances depends uponwhether we choose 1) clearer, more popu- 
lar, but freer rendering, or 2) more literal reduplication of the 
original. -- M/has en only before Ponto, RV-before all districts men- 
tioned. Greek has the genitive. Using en with each district is not 
necessary but more emphatic. L and HA agree with M. The-most approved 
French Version (henceforth FV) uses en before all districts. -- M has 
the modern Spanish spelling Bitinia.2 RV inconsistently spells it 
Bithinia here, Bithynia in Acts 16,7. | 

i reter 1, 2: RV elegidos and M escogidos are almost synonymous. The 
fourier implies "freedom of will in choosingy3@ the latter suggests 
jey in choosing"3b RV is semantically closer to the Greek and may 

better express the idea of the original: an election from eternity. 
Barcia states: 

Para escoger, se necesita ingenio, para eligir, conocimiento 
de las cosas, de los hombres, de la sociedad. "3c 

Both renderings are acceptable. HA has elegidos, but in Romans 8,33, 
RV, M, and HA use escogidos. We reject presciencia in all three 
Spanish Versions. Cf. disQussion under 1,20. FV also has prescience, 
Vulg. (Vulgate) has praescientium. -- M conforme a--according to 
Velasques--means, "Consistent with, agreeable to.” RV segun (following 
the Vulgate secundum) wants to say, "according to." Both are accep- 
table in practical use there perhaps is no difference; HA prefers 
segun. -5jAlthough RV reproduces the singular form TAnOvvGeln it uses 
poorer Spanish in joining two noutis and using a singilar verb. In a 
sense, RV is closer to the original, for no Greek manuscripts put the ~ 
verb in the plural. But if we here understand yépto as "God's loving 
favor" and £tpijvnas the "peace resulting from assured forgiveness," 
then we have two different ideas; and there is no justification for 
treating them as one thought needing only a singular verb.5 

I Peter 1,3: M & HA add the subjunctive copula sea, which may be : 
interpolated but should be italicized; however, A.b. says: "Since the 
Greek so often gets along without the copula, it is a question whether 
one should insist on italics when it is used in a modern language." 
Either M el cual or RV que may be used here, byt neither shows whether 
it refers to Jesucriste or to el Dios y Padre. -- HA again follows 
RV with segun. Cr. discussion in v.2 above. -- RV regenerado follows 
Vulg. regeneravit and is synonymous with the Englis word “regenerated. 
It means "reproduce, regenerate, give new life."7 In modern parlance, 
it may also have the wider meaning of "a change for the better." M 
reengen¢rado is synonymous with the phrase, "begotten again." M leaves 
no doubt as to the meaning. RV is mere common in Spanish. Perhaps 
clearest is HA engendro de nuevo; it has the same meaning as M. L: 
"“Wiedergeboren hat.” -- RV en esperanza viva is an exact reproduction 
of the original--word for word. But en denotes a condition, whereas 
M para indicates a purpose. Although %,¢01in Koine permits both inter- 
pretations, M para gives better sense. -- Almost without-exception, 
RV translates 6t& with por, M with por medio de. (See the tabulation 
on prepositions near the end of this thesis.) Commentaries disagree on 
the translation here (Le: by means of; Kr: through; L: durch). HA 
mediante is an excellent regdering- Por is briefer, por medio de 
stronger and more specific. -- In order to obviate the double 

P.18
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meaning:.possible from RV, M says de entre los muertos; but very few 
would here understand RV as "the Jesus CUnrist of the dead." They 
would normally take de in the sense of "from." Lenski believes that 
"out from among the dead" is "linguistically and doctrinally unten~ .. 
able."108 He asserts: 

"When this applied to the unique resurrection of Jesus, it 
is at once apparent, the idea being, not that he left the <- 
other dead behind, but that he passed 'from death' to a 
glorious life."10b 

Robertson sides with Lenski by writing that &« vexp®v denotes separation 
(from_death) and no more.10C Shall we accept the translation of M (and 
HA)?11 ‘The matter demands detailed study. 

I Peter I, 4: M unnecissarily inserts la posesidn de. -- RV makes verb 
Phrases out of Greek adjectives by saying: que no pu. con. ni mar. For 
aulovtovit would probably be best to say: sin mancha. A Latin American 

told us: "The philological development of Spanish ordinarily calls for 
mancha, anette of M mancilla (from macula)." HA incontaminada is also 
good. For pavtov “sin marchitamiento would quite well render the 
original and correspond to ‘sin mancha. The more erudite M inmarcesible 
is permissible.1¢ -- Both RV reservada and M guardada are-acceptable 
here.13 The former is perhaps stronger, is preferred by HA and used by 
KJ (reserved). An English parallel would be: 

: "A hotel room is reserved for yous" 
"A hotel room is kept for you. 

Vulg. has conservatam here. -- Since &t¢ bude is found in the most end 
the best texts, we prefer M vosotros to RV nosotros. (Thus we follow M 
in sois guardados, verse 5.)"Vulg. also has vobis, altho FV has nous. 

I PETER 1,5: Three centuries ago, RV virtud was a good translation for 
- Today we prefer M poder. -- Again we encounter Rv por and M 

for medio de for 61%. Preference is more often a matter of taste rather 
than correctness of rendering. HA again has mediante. -- In this and 
similar cases, the article should be used with fe, as M& HA do. We 
say: "Ten fe.' but "por la fe." RV compares to Vulg. Ber fidem and KJ 
through faith, while M 1s like L durch den Glauben and r la foi. 
== Beaune of its sentence structure, RV inserts alcanzar; better 
handling of the rest of the verse would have made this unnecessary. RV 
salud (from Vulg.: salutem) has lost its classical and theological use 
in modern parlance. Today we use it to denote a condition of the body. 
M is better. -- RV aparejada is still understandable, but may now more 
commonly be used for material things: aparejar la comida, la mesa, un 
buque; aparejar todo para las bodas." The word became prominent in the 
age of chivalry: "Tu caballo esta aparejado, Senor." In old Spanish 
it was also used in the sense of prone (cp. Don Juan Manuel "El Conde 

Lucanor," Ejemplo TI a Par.5 -- RV manifestada and M revelada are both 
e shade 

  

acceptable. s of meaning expressed by revalada may be closer 

to the original. Vulg. revelari and FV revile ‘also agree. -- Either RV 

or M would here be correct in translating » but M el 
tiempo postrero is more used today. 

1 Peter lL; 6: This is a difficult verse to translate clearly. RV 

vosotros can be omitted. M regocij&is may be a more exact translation 

of the original, but RV alegr&is is more popular.l4 -- M entristecidos 

con is without doubt more exact than RV afligidos en, thou FV also has 
afrliges. AvunnOévter means "made sorrowful, grieved." -- RV estando 
éfiigigos may not be as strong as M habéis sido entr. Estar commont y 

refers to the condition in which the subject 1s--here: "feeling aflic- 

ted. Ser refers to the fact that the subject is saddened BY OUTSIDE 
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F,230' 
ELEMENTS. Commentaries disagree on the tense; present may be prefer- 
able to perfect. -- M clarifies by correctly placing the entire clause 
into the concessive; the Greek participle is best taken in che conces- 
sive sense. -- Either Rv al presente or M ahora will do for “PTt. -- 
RV si es necesario es probably better for Fi tfoy than M ya que es 
necesario. Z AL: “However, M probably had some authority for find- 
ing reality, not contingency in the pharse. Shirlitz has ad locum: 
'wo es nJtig ist,’ Stoeckhardt: 'Die vissen daas es n§tig ist." As a 
whole, RV's translation of the verse is more literal, M's more 
interpretive. 

I Peter 1 : M's!italicized interpolation la cual es does clarify and 
may be permissible here, but it is not essential. -- RV avoids tauto- 
logy by using el cual instead of M gue. M que may permit the idea that 
some gold does not perish and that the believers' faith is more pre- 
cious than that which does. - But AL says: "M needs no more than a 
comma to show that the relative phrase is not restrictive but explana- 
tory." -- RV bien que and M aunque are synonymous. On por and por 
medio de see v. 2 above. M acrisolado is not as well known as the 
less-technical RV probado * (from Vulg. obatio). HA prefers the 
simpler RV word. -- There is no textual authority for M's insertion of 
redundante; italics should have been used to indicate this interjection 
-- M al tiempo de is somewhat intrepretive, although the construction 
of the remainder of the phrase is more literal than that of RV. Ha 
chooses the word order of RV. Exact reduplication of the Greek is: 
"in the manifestation of Jesus Christ." -- M uses manifestacidn 
here, revelada in v. 5. See above. -- 

Zz Peter aL 6: There is no difference here between RV al cual and M 
a@ quien; the former is used for persons and things, the latter for 
persons alone. -- Rv's construction of v. 8a clings more closely to 
that of the original, but the sense of M's reddition is the same. For 
the Average Spanish reader, M may be clearer and simpler. HA here ac- 
cepts M completely. -- Most other translations use M's construction in 
v. 8b; it is a difficult clause; HA has one of the best possible 
renderings. -- On RV al presente and M ahora, cf. above v. 6. -- 
RV glorificado (from Vulg glorificata) is literally more exact than M 
lleno de gloria (KJ. & AR also have “full of glory."). HA gozo 
Blorioso i Tike L "herdicher Freude" (dative) .15 

I Peter 1, 9: The shade of meaning expressed by RV obteniendo may 
more closely approximate the idea of xowtcduevor .16--— RV inserts 
que es for clarity, indicating with italics that it is not in the 

original text. M sometimes neglects to italicize interpolations. -- — 

On RV salud and M salvacion, cp. v. 5 above. ‘ 

I Peter 1, 10: M respecto de is better than the more ancient RV de. 

M is probably more erudite than HA acerca de, however. Both are 

acceptable. -- RV habia de venir should be italicized. M estaba 

reservada is an insertion which the context may not justify. But AB” 
points out: "Some addition certainly is justified. Stoeckhardt adds 
‘bestimmt,' IVC and others add distinada. I would guess that M took 

the idea of a reservation from v. 4, quaeaene -- Ft is @ifficult to 

determine the best translation of Etc. =- Ha omits owtnpla¢ , appar- 

ently found in all Greek texts. M again improves upon RV salud.-- 

There is considerable disagreement among translators on the best words 

for b&ecatmoay and ééypedvnoav - In v.10 M's word order itself is 
preferable to that of RV--giving a clearer construction and actually 

following the Greek order more closely. 
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In v. 10 M's word order itself is preferable to that of RV-- : 
giving a clearer construction and actually following the Greek 
order more closely. : 

T peter Ets HA prefers RV escudrifiando (V scrutantes) to M 
ncuiriendo. ‘The are synonyms. - RV cuando is preferable to 

HW que cosa, but lM oud manera de tiempo is better than RV en aud punto Ge tlempo. Je, would probably best translate: "at Wet 
ime (the date) and in what kind of time" (the circumstance 

HA has an excellent translation of this phrase, - slenjifi- 
caba (V. significaret) and M indicaba are ebout synonymous, 

Hh chooses ceflalando, however. - H's temporal clause cuando, etc. 
is probably better than RV's relative clause el cual, etc. - RV 
renunicaba Ws reenuntians) is no doubt less populer then 

ae antemano dabe testimonio, although HA has al prenunciar. = 
M los padecimientos is sementically closer to the original than 
RV ofliceiones. RV is broader in meaning, HA prefers MH. V 
has passiones, FV has souffrences, - It is difficult to trans- 
ate fie here. HM is obviougty wrong: durarian hasta. Kr 
has "thet were to come upon.”~: RV que habien de venir is the 
same. HA follows the numerous versions that freely translate 
“of Christ." = KV después de elles is understadable and follows 
the original exactly; HA and M aue los seguirfan are smoother, 
altho substitute verb for Meta F-aoe e same: “an 
the elory that should follow." Lis excelb nts: “und die 
Herrlighkeit denach." V: posteriores glorias. ' 

i Peter 1, 15: It is immeterial whether we say RV and HA a los 
Cueles Or MH a quienes. - According to the best Greek texts, 

0 and ff should say vosotros (V. vobis) instead of nosotros. 
RV administraben is today used more with government, although we 
do Says WAdministrar los sacramentos." M ministraban is better 
here, - It doesn't matter whether we use RV les cosas or the 
more specific M estas cosas. HA follows M, but the meaning of 
RV is also clear, = RV end KJ use the present tense for dvny- 
yéan_e 4M, HA, end the modern English versions use the perfect , 
which is prefereble, L has: “verkundiget ist." - M likes 
por medio de. It uses it here again, and correctly so. RV de 
may be permissible, but M, or HA por are probably better. The 
idea iss:"through, meens of, by." —- ‘Translators disegree 
widely on Ey here.““ - RV las cuales end i las que are synony~ 
mous, but the RV phrese is perhaps more commonly preferred. - 
RV does not bring out the rich agen (ag of (napoxvntw »_ but 
M overdoes it with con mirada fija (desean) penetrar. HA hes a 
very acceptable rendering, omitting the superfluous fije. 

1 Peter 1, 16: M seems to catch best the sense of the Greek 
participle, and thus uses the imperative cenid rather than a 
direct translation into a participial phrase « At least 
Mis justifiable. - Perhaps RV and HA entendimiento more closely 
translate Siavofdthan if dnimo. But Exp. takes it in the sense of 
heert. The participle vivo vtec is egein put into the impera- 
tive by M sed sobrios which may be more popular than RV con 
templanza. KJ and SR likewise have be sober. - HM tened Westra 
esperanza puesta completamente is more euphatic but elso more 
wordy then RV esperad perfectemente. HA prefers the simpe 
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ler RV. ‘hether we follow RV, M, or HA ah tehefwe is o: Se 

port; they cll mean essentially the seme, - Usually 95poue 

is not used in the sense of RV presentada, although the original 
here uges an adaptation of the common Greek idiom épa}y xaptv. 
{to confer a fevor). M seems to have the better word. - 

ere is no appreciable difference between RV and HA cuando, etc. 

and M al tiempo de, etc. ,M in more literal, although some ney. 

call its trensletion of & (al tiempo de) a little too free, 
Cf. ve. 7 fbove,. 

I Peter 1, 14: Though L and KJ.are on the side of RV and M 
hijos obedientes, it appeers thet HA and other modern transla- 
tions are more correct in preserving the force of the Greek 
genitive end saying: de obediencia. Cp. Eph. 5, 8: hijos de 
luz; Eph. 2, 2: hijos de desobediencias Eph. 2, 3: hijos de 
ira; 2 Pet. 2, 14: hijos de maldicion. - M vuestras concupis- 
cencias de antes is more literal than the corresponding 3 like- 
Wise M concupiscencias better connotetes the strength of EniGvifatc 

--cravings, longings (though this M word is not as familiar; 
however, RV deseos by itself can mem either good or evil dee 
sires. } "“Concupiscencias must be mede femilinr." (AL), -, It 
is difficult to make a literal translation of & th Gyvola ui rit 
into the verse cleerly. RV adds estendo (without italicizing). 
He ang Madd el tiempo de. Both bring out approximately the seme 

Cae 

TPeter I, 15: It seems that KV, which reproduces the Greek word 
order exectly in v. 15a, is not as smooth as M. HA prefers the 
latter order.2? - MM is better understood in 15b, although it 
interpolates vuestra, (SR likewise interpolates "“your"). The 
average person today no longer hes the 17th Century understanding 
of RV conversacié6n (V conversatione). Yet HA conducta (like FV 
conduite) seems still better than M manera de Vivir. However, 
AL says: "HA conducta, I feel, does not go so far beneath the 
surface as does M manera de vivir. RV conversecidn will not be 
understood by the regular people of our time in the RV sense." 

I Peter I, Io: HA prefers the more classical, emphatic RV escrito 
‘esta to M. Likewise HA corned tly Feccepes RV sed santos for eacove 
(future in sense of imperative). 

I Peter 1, 1%: According to the Grammer of the Spanish Royal 
Academy (pp. 3069 and 217) both RV por Prdre and M como Padre are 
correct; elso uses como. It is ateriel whether we say RV 

cede uno or Mend HA cada cual. RV would be better were it fol- 
lowed by de vosotros. - In good Spanish, longer phrases should © 

come last. RV has the better sentence structure in 17b. However, 

M portdos is preferebla RV todo is not in the originel. M and 

HA durante ere permissible, 

  

S broterite M fuisteis instead of the Perfect RV habéigs 
T peter 1, 18: ‘Ye would usuelly render the Aor. Pass, lurpéiqre 
with the Prete: 
sido. But RV is not incorrect. If we follow the distinction
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makes between rescetar and redimir, we wou 

eee Mant HA (V redempti). - Insteed of using conducta, 

HA now follows M menera de vivir. Cf. 15b end 17b. = Since 

Peter here most likely refers to the life or example or teach- 

ing of ‘the fathers which was mapadoto¢, "handed down," we 

mey fecl that RV and M and HA ere’ all somewhat inrdequate. M 

hes the correct order plete y oro, but it should have trans- 

lated 4’ with u. 

  

i 
« 

Tl peter L, 19: ecm cble rondering in 19a. 
I Peter 1, 19: _ H seems to heve the prefer 

In Greek Xptotov: is placed nt the end of the phrase for empha- 

sis; M gives it this proper emphasis. In English we might say: 

“nemely, that of Christ." However, although M follows the exact 

Greek order with preciosr sengro, the Spanicrd mry--for the scke 

of style--wont the two reversed, like RV and HA. “La sangre 

es precioss porque es le de Cristo," seoms to be Peter's fico. ” 
Tn Ephesians 5, ov HV, it end HA translate onf\o¢g with mmcho, 
In II Petor 3, 14 &6ntAOC is rendered sin mecule by RV ond i, 
inmaculedo by HA. AM@UTTCC is there colled sin reprmddn by 
RV, irreprensible by M ond HA. But note how they are trenslated 
in 19> by the three versions, This is only one of meny examples 
where a later version in one place chooses a' different word from 
other versions porheps "just to be different," yet clsewhere 
employs the seme Spenish word for the Greek term in question, Cf. 
ve 4 above. 
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I Peter 1, 20: We cannot cccept the word presciencia in ch. l, 
Ve 2, used by RV, M, end HA. Likewise we reject M conocido en la 
resciencia ond ore sure thet RV has the better transietion. 

could also have used destinado. In secular literature (e. g 
Thucidides 2:64) it also has that meaning. "Foreknowm" would not 
give good sense; it would add nothing to the stetement, for God 
alresdy knows everything in rdvance. IpoytyvGoxw is here a we 
synonym of the zpooplt» of Romens 8, 29. We insist that this is 
the nosse c. offegtu et effectu, Meyer, Philippi, ond Von Hengel 
not withstanding. - For ev we prefer RV and HA yee It s 
makes little difference ‘whether we sry RV de sntes de or li ond 
HA ontes de for ™P> , - HA prefers the more colloguinl M ol 
fin de los tiempos, M is also closer_to the origincl, = RV 
and HA-omor could be implied in of Wua¢ , but i is closer to 
the original (for you, on cccount of you, for your sckes). 

T poter 1, 21:  #Agnin ve meet the more expressive UM por medio 

de and the more concise RV end HA por foré1& . Sce ve 3 nbowe.e -- 

Mf and HA sois creyentes follow the more accepted Greck texts, al- 

though RV creeis 5 not without justification. However, M ahora 

is an umecessnary interpolation. - On RV de los muertos. Cie Ve 

3 abovee = This verse gives another of the numerous examples 

where RV translates the Greek Aorist with the perfect tense. Cf. 

v. 18 above. = RV and M make a purpose instead of a result clause 

out of the ote . Rather than para gue, it might have been 

petter to use de tal manera que. The verb following would then 

be son. 

T peter 1, 2e% M need not interpolate en virtud de. However,
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tHe &AnGelocis no doubt objective genitive, and thus Mand HA 

@ la verdad sre preferable, - RV translates 6Lk nvebputoc, 

as does also KJ, M and HA do well in omitting it. - HA prefers — 
to follow RV in omitting the article--unos a otros, but chooses 
the M fervientemente, Omitting the less-established xadapc¢ 
from translation, and placing de corazdn after amaos, HA improves 
upon RV and M and gives a smooth rendering of 22b. 
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L peter 1, .203 We prefer the perfect tense of M habiendo sido. 
RV here chooses a different word--renacidos--from that of ch, l, 
Ve 3--regenerado. Cf. above.- It would be still clearer had M 
inserted de before incorruptible, as do RV and HAs- On por, 
cf. ve 3 above.- Mla cual shows that the rest of the phrase 
refers to la palabra: RV oue might also refer to Dios, Thus M 
is clearer. HA turns the participles into adjectives, which is 
permissible. Cf. Lenski, op. cit., ppe 72 and 75, 

I Peter 1, 24: RV translates ,ZvGpurov (we onlt It) M se seca and se 
cae seem preferecble to the RV Preterite, 10. uo doubt we here 
have a gnomic eorist. This timeless tense is déscribed thus by 
Dana and Mantey, pe. 1973 

"The Gnomic Aorist. A generally 
accepted fact or truth may be re- 
garded as so fixed in its certainty 
or axiomatic in its character that 
it is described by the aorist, just 
as though it were an actual occure 
rence, For this idiom we camonly 
employ the present tense," 

I Peter i, 203. M and HA prefer para siempre to RV perpetua- 
mente. If we conceive of the RV word as being relative’<, then 
we would accept the more absolute HM and HA. Hither RV anunciada 

or M predicada conveys the correct idea of buayyedl Co -="to an- 
nounce good tidings, to bring good news." HA sides with RV por 
ei evangelio and RV anunciada,.
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Footnotes on I Peter Chapter One: : P25 

1. ."hela dispersién seems’ to be a technical term among Spanish 
Protestants and Catholics, like 'Diaspordé' in Gcrman, and that- 
may be the reason why the more popular esparcidos of RV has 
not been followed, NC also has de la disnersién." So says AL. 

2. "The older spelling was not at fault 350 years ago, but cer-~ 
‘tainly‘the more modern spelling is an advantage in favor of 
and HA," observes AL. 

Sa, od, 3c. Roque Rodriguez, Sinonimos Castellanos, pp.198-9. 

  

4. The Greek xatk here points to the source of the election-- 
‘the predecision or foreknowledge of God. One might substitute 
“en cumplimiento a" for both phrases, 

Be Cp. Rom. 6, 25; "The wages of sin *s death." 

  

G. Cf. B, Fontanes, Tesoro del Idioms Castellana, pp.118-9. 

W Vo, p.545. 

& AL says: "I still doubt whether the Spenish en suffices to 
translete ‘into' unless the verb or some other word suggests 
‘direction or movement into'. So I agree that para, evon if 
not always a literal translation, gives a cloarer scnse.* 

S$. AL says: "Por is one of the most used, end most abused, 
prepositions in Spanish, When I say: 'Cristo fué crucifica- 
do‘ por mis pecados,' what do I mean? Porque is often used by 
RV, and sometimes oven by M, in tho senso of para que, and 
sounds very odd to a modorn child of Buenos Aires, For this 
reason our schools touch that onc should try to decentralize 
the work of por, and thersfore you will mostly find por mcdio 
do, and quite oftcn mediante, inodern Spenish--when that scnsc 
is oxprosscd. For tho comson rcador, the por of RV is oftcn 
a blemish (howovor good it was in tho 17th céntury)" 

10s, 10b. Commontary on Hatthow, p.661. 10c. A Grommar of’ 
tho Grook Now Tostamont in the Light of Uistorical Rescarch, 
p.598, 

Il. AL says: “De entre los musrtos from thc Gree’ Ex vexpiv has 
the stamp of approval: of thc Catholic and Protestant ‘Crcecds,' 
I belicvo unanimously, and therefore you will herdly find any- 
thing clse in eny modern Bible. It's liko that unlogical us- 
ago in English: ‘ATL is not lost.' instead of ‘Not all is lost.' 
Or like that proverb: ‘Tho cxcoption proves the rulo,* which 
(unknown to most pooplo who quote it) oan onlyfacan: 'The ox- 
ccption puts the rule undor proof, domcands a proof.'" 

Ta. AL boliovos: "Sin marchitamionto hcrdly oxprosses tho i-~ 
doa of tho FUTURE, which wo can cortninly find (or understand 
from) tho Grock vorbal adjoctive. ...M inmarcosiblo bocomos 
quito familiar to Christians, sinco it occurs in onc or moro 
songs." 

T3, AI. doclaros: "M ruardada is usod vory much and can hardly 
be objoctod to oxcopt on tho basis of porsonal taste. In John 
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2:10 not only RV, but M, Naocar-Colunga, Straubingor, and Cati- 
viela hevo guardede for the samc Grock word, and HA has con- 
servado. s docsn't moan RV reservado wouldn't be just as 
good. 

Ta. Ve: (Aloe te make merry, to gleddon,‘to comfort, to 
exhilaratce. Resocijar--to gladdon, to cheor, to dolight, to 
oxult, to rojoico, to oxhilaratc." Barcia, op. cit., pp.288— 
9 & 574: “Rogocijo--ungozo on que entren muchos « gozar, lo 
cual nos da la idoa do un alborozo o de un fostcjo piblico. 
En efecto, el gozo cs do une persona; cl rogocijo cs ol gozo 
do una ciudad. El rcogocijo cs un gozo un@nimo, multiplo, puéb- 
lico, goncraly A : ; 

"La alcogria oxaltada so denomind gozo. -Evto gozo cs una - 
alogrfa do segundo grado. Cuslquicr sucoso, euvaiguicr chisto, 
nos pone alcgros. tLa venida dco nucstro padro nospono gozosos. 
Lr‘excltecién d= 1a alogrfa so llama gozo." 

AL seys: "I havo always folt that ‘glorify’ has a wider 
senso than Sp. glorificar. I: isn't easy to find a human 
word for what tho Gri::ok should mean. Tho Greek dictionarics’ 
placo I-Pet. 1,8 wundcr tho moaning: "cause to bo rocognizod, 
honored, glorificd:' Stocckhardt says:‘'hcorrlicho, verkleerto 
Froude, ganz reine, ungotrucbtc Froudo, dic dom Stand der Ver- 
klacrung cntspricht.' Elberfield usos verherrlichte Froudo.' 
Mongo has again 'vcrklacrtc Freudo;' Daechsel says, cssonti- 
ally, that the saints will have a koon fecling of oxtrome hap- 
piness and honor, Now to find a single word in plain Spanish 
thet would cxpross at loast half of all this. I belicve that 
aftor all tho choicc of llono dc gloria isn't so bad, taking 
@loria in thc doublo sonso of bionavonturanza and honor. Joy 
unspeakable} but fuljort bliss and honor. 

16. Thayer, op. cit., gives this meaning for the Gircek word: 
WT. to care for; to take up or carry away in order to care 
for.* According to Velésquez, obtener means "to attain, ob- 
tain, procure," recibir “to eccept, receive." Though KJ has 
receiving, SR and Kr prefer obtaining. Ee has “tring away." 

AL says: "In 2 Cor.5, 10, Eph.6, 8, and Col.3, 25, 
the same Greek word is translated by different translators 
in practically the same sense-and neerly always recibir. 
I agree that-obtener seems a little stronger and very well 
chosen, but whether the Greek komidzo says that, too, I 
am in doubt. Luther's: ‘davontragen' is dear to me, but 
oaftor oll, it is a mere gift received.” ’ 

17. Le: “rogarding you," Kr: “intended:for you," Ex: ‘"des- 
tined for you," KJ: "should come unto you," SR: “was to be 
yours," 

  

16. Cf. Velasquez. Inquirir is from quacro, quacris (buscar-- 
search) plas in. Susgests searching into that which is with- 
in, hidden, socrot. 

“19. . Signifi¢ar is litorally to’mcke a sign or to express 
0 signs. Barcia, ope cit., gives tho samo idea to 

indicar: ‘hacer un senal on cuya virtud podamds vonir, por 
deduccidn, en conocimicnto de la cosa," p. 270. 
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BI. Ve: administrar: "1.to administer, to govern; 2.to serve 
an office;" ministrar: "l.to minister, to serve an office; 
2.. to minister, surply, furnish." Kr: "-inister;" Exp: "susply;" 
KJ: “asnister." 

22. Le & Exp: “by;" Kr: "in;" Kg: “with;" SR: "through." 

Zo. Le: “set your hope completely;" Kr: "sst your hope definite- 
Ty" KJ: "hope to the end;" SR: "set your hope fully," AL s:ys3 
Es:erad perfectamente aoesn't srouse a real concept in me, The 
vex’ esperar seems too incorporeal to join up with the adverb per- 
ectamonte. Esperar por completo, or esperar completamente feels 

better. Dicc. Peq. Larousse secs: 'Perfectamente, G&LiciskiO nor 
enteramonte, absolutamente.' NC has the ‘wordy’ form of M with 
the position of the last two words changed." 

24. Le & Kr: “being brought;" KJ: "to be brought;" SR: "is com- 
ing to you.” 

ao. Kr: “in the rev.;" KJ & SR: "at the rev.;" Le: “in conn. with.” 

26. Le: "in the 61d) ign.;" Kr: "ia your ign.;" SR: “in your 
former ign.;" KJ: “in your ign." 

. Kr, KJ, & SR follow the same order as RV, howevor. wv
 

“J
 

28. "M habéis de ser santos is felt quite strongly, and may be 
called an Exsatz-imperative. MTl:co Greek future is probably only 
an imperative when scon in the light of the Eebrew. So that, af- 
ter all, since in the Ten Commandmonts in Spanish we elso have 
mostly only the form of the future, one translation may be as 
good as the other," This is the opinion of AL. 

29. Barcia points out, ops cit., pp.415-414, that rescatar is from 
catare--prove, try, taste; thus: to :iake one enjoy again what was 
enjoyed before; redimir is from emsre--buy. Cf. the discussion 
in Barcia. However, AL says: “Cnc is as good as the other. No 
matter what the etymology, modern usage is: recobrar pazando 
(Larousse). In religious usage I doubt whether anybody can find 

‘reason for choosing one or the other, except for euphony, or for 
the desire of changing about. Here I would say RV is alright, and 
so are the other two. Tho old Amat and the modern NC both have 
chosen 'rescatar." : 

30, Ve: legar: “to deputc, sond on embassy, bequeath, leave by 
last will and testament." , : 

Sl. AL says: "I agrec in tho 'nosse cum af. ct ef.' But I also 
agree that we must make a factual diffcrcnce, a distinction between 
the procgno in Rom.8,29 and tho next step or link in tho‘goldon 
chain: proorison. If wo make that distinction in Romans, wo must 
not simply usc “prodestinod" for the proegno when it occurs alone. 
I am convinced that the German Bible is the only one that has a 
real vocable for the Greek PEgeene.s and so we must be moderate in 
our criticism of ANY Spanis e that did not yet discover a 
vocable, and did not have the courage to fabricate one. I haven't 
heard much murmuring about the KJ because ‘foreknown' doesn't real-  
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ly express this sense, neither in Romans, nor in I Peter 1,2, nor ° 
here in regard to Christ. Whereas 'foreordained', though not wrong, 
is saying more than the Greek word says. So unless we can point 
-to a Spanish word that says exactly 'nosse cum af. et ef.', or 
have the nerve to make one, we skould be very easy on the poor 
translators. Let's appreciate that none of the translators says 
‘knowing before the faith', or anything of the kind. And so we 
do not have a false doctrine, because God DID forcknow the bolicv- 
ers, and Christ. Preconocié, a word seldom used nowadays, might 
not be:the worst choico, if it came to suggesting anything. Nat-- 
urally, in speaking of Christ, a stronger word cannot do any harn, 
like RV ordenado, Amat prodostinado." 

  

  

32. So says Barcia, op. cit., pn.563-364. 
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MEeand HA por lo cual and RV pues are synony= 

copter pe ot ‘mnelish | equivalent would be, respectively, “where- 

fore" and “then," or "so." ‘But either version is corfects the 

‘Suv-is here no doubt used in the continuative sense, RV pues 

is not quite as strong as M. - Neither RV nor M scem to show 
the true force of the middle kno@épevor “putting off from 
ourselves." But M poniendo aparte is closer to the idea of the 

original then RV dejando -- TO =eaparte; TlOnLt --pongo. =. 
If we take xaxfa in the penne of pasenese shea Mand Bygehoule 
have used, instead of malicia, a term such os bajezea or vileza. 

But if, as may be more likely, Peter with this word stresses his 

concern about personel hatreds that hurt peaceful relationships 
with their neighbors (rather thon denoting a vicious character 

. possessed by his readers), malicia is an excellent term for RV 
and M to use. - Instead of RV fingimientos, M and HA prefer 
hipocresias, We may likewise choose this cognate of the original.- 
Welther RV detracciones,” nor M maledicencias are used much by 
the people of our day; but the latter is more popular than the 
former, and is preferred by HA. The words are synonymous, 

I Peter 5, 5: Both RV and M tronslate \0Y'*6Vquite correctly if 
the use of hoyoe.che 1, ve 23) indicates #0 us that Peter uses the 
adjective in the sense of spirituel, 7 Meepeteced is used 
eraser Ty in connection with craving food. In this connection 
it would be permissible. RV uses a general term. The more em- 
phatic HA anhelad is likewise not as limited as M; powevers it 
is not necessary to use an emphatic word here, the &xl of -éxino- 

O@¥oatebeing directive rather than intensive. = KV para 
and M a fin de que are synonymous. We would translate them:, “in 
order that" and "to the end that." - How to translete the &v 
-~the maid of all prepositions"--in constructions such as these, 
is a perpetual problem. Its root meaning, of course, is “within;" 
yet we know that it performs almost all functions. Wher 48 per 
cent of ali prepositions in Colossians are &Y , and when the 
proportion reaches 45 per cent in I John and 44} per cent in 
Ephesians, we see how perplexing the two-lettegred word can be 
for transletors. Grammariaens today hold that there are instances 
in the LIXX and in the Pauline Epistles where it means "because ' 
of, sccount of." This is the mcening which Dana ond Hantey cs- 
cribe to it in I Peter 2, 3. Im that crse RV end M could trans- 
late a causa dee’ =  Thelic presents @ similar difficulty. The 
context must Iargely decides HA here prefers the M para salva- 
cion.   

I pet 38 The RV empero is not necessary; it should be itali- 

Sissies z It seems that yproté is here deeper, more meaningful 

than the M bueno. We might rather say RV and HA benigno, or 

afable, goneroso, bendévolo. 

  

T peter 5, 4: M como might be omitted here, although AL points 

out that L, NC, Basic ‘metieh Ni, Stceckhardt, and Eberfeld “have 

felt the necessity of adding “as," “aols" "como," or the neko ey 

does not sound like smooth Spanish. - Whether we choose a. 

cual or M a el depends upon the position it takes in the Span 
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sentence, HA prefezs the HM position. = ‘Ye would more commonly 
use RV cierto as Sn adjective, and thus we would expect the ad- 
verb ciertamente, %2x- de cierto. It is synonymous with HM en ver- 
dad. =~ RV emper? arid M& HA mas are about the same. - M para 
con is better thal Fev.de if we accept the original here in the 
Tocative sense--"in the presence of; with, before." It changes 
the meaning. considex-ably. Though KJ: follows RV, SR chooses "in 
God's sight," 

I Peter 2, 5: For = discussion of RV elegida and li e id ic mo Eg scogida, cf;- 
chei..v.2. -. Another trevslation problem is-presented by bi xo- 
deuétoGe, It is imperative according to HA & RV, indicative uc- i¢ 

cording to M. Lensk<ci hes a gong discussion in which he offers 3 
muth- evidence in. faw or of M.’.= An exact reproduction of the 
Greek Sixo¢ is casa (RV & HA). HM interprets and transletes ten- Plo. Though Peter Glid not write vaéc or lepdv, the contaxt may ! permit M emyte as ex possible transletion; but RV is preferable. . - RV onits in translation; 
serts y. M makes a purpose Claes ote oF rate tepbeve a techy alt= . 
sertion. HA para is best. = RV para que and ead are 
discussed in ch.2, ~w.2. = RV agradables would correspond to 
"plercsing", M aceptos to "acceptable." The Greek can imply eith- 
er "well-received" cor:"well-sccepted." Hither RV or M is poss= 
ible. HA prefers tknre lntter. = On RV por, etc., cf. ch.l, ve5. 

  

I Peter 2, 6: KJ followed RV in using tembidn; but it cm be 
omitted here. «= ‘There is more justificntion for M estd contene 
ido than for RV. Mleptéxet is impersonal, Meny other modern 
trenslctions clso teoke this phrasing. - It would be more popu 
lar to say M avergorazado (put to shame) than RV & HA confundido 
(confounded). is probably better. Hodern trensletions like- 
wise prefer “ashamect," 

T peter 2, %3 Thayer takes } tt} in the sense of "honor." RV 
uses this translation. KJ, M, & HA take it to mean "precious," ? 
making an adjective out of the Greek noun. L also says "koest~ 
lich." = RV ella refers to la piedra; KJ & M make Christ the 
subject of the phrase. Since the entire subject speaks of the 

rock, it may be pre-ferable to follow RV and make that the sub- 
ject. = RV a yvosOt-ros is the older use; today we would -in this 

connection more COmxmonly follow M para vosotros. - The RV los 
desobedientes is 2 -possible translation; but in keeping with the 

context, M & HA S€exma preferable, - M rechazaron and KV repro- 

baron are synonyms, but the former is the more popular and may 

be even better than HA desecharon. - For Ovto¢ HA here prefers 
RV ésta, but choOSes M ha venido a ser. Kr & Le & L have the 
same es M in the la-tter instance, wiile KJ and AR have the same 

as RV. Thayer ve@licves that yfvoyst here means "zu etwas ver= 

den." ‘This woul? maake M more exact; however, the Greek is in 
the Aorist PassivV&, 

    
Peter 5, 6: RV cémdolo is semantically closer to the ori- 

atnets but fie 38 Soe necessarily an argument in its favor, 
Though M ofensa £8 3 common word, it does not include the idea 

of a trap waich ¢= sset; the oxdvdahov was baited; the word 
thus suggests av “lcturement. HA prefers RV. - KJ follows RV 
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more modern versions_use the cause construction 
@ aquellos que$3 2 

employed by M. - HA follows RV para! but H gestinados. The 

meaning in both instences can be synonymous; ~°,in ths latter, 

M adene preferable. The fact that they are destinados is, of 

course, the result of the "voluntas consequens." — 

I Peter 2, 9: It makes little difference whether we use RV mas 
or M al contrario. HA prefers the simple RV. - Personal 

opinion must determine whether RV linaje or M raza is to be pre=- 

ferred. The yévog refers to Christians who as a group form one. 

body--a generftion which has one Father because it was chosen salem 
through Christ.14 HA prefers RV. - M adds the ittdefinite 
article before two of the nouns: this is permissible, of. courses 
HA, however, finds it unnecessary and follows RV. - Evidently, : 
M nacidn is preferable to RV gente. Almost all vorsigns “say *° 
‘nation," Cf. the long discussion in the footnotes,2° - M 
pueblo de posesién exclusiva is a better rendering than RV. 
Tleparpptot¢ includes the idea of exclusiva--"possession as one's 
om," HA follows RV but adds para Dios.- On RV para que and 
Ma fin de oue, cf. ch, 2, v. 2, = RV anuncidéis and M manifes- 
téis are equivelent in meaning to their English cognates. HA 
ubliquéis is 2189 good. It is largely a matter of individual 

preference here.+’- we prefer M and HA excelencias--referring 
to God's attributes before the outside world. - RV adnirable 
is synonymous with M maravillosa. HA prefers the former. Thayer 
defines the Greek here as "wor of pious admiration, adwirable, 
excellent, wonderful, marvelous, "19 

I Peter 2, 10: HA chooses the more direct RV "vosotros que." 
There is no appreciable difference. The verb in M shows who is 
meant. The verb is not stated but implied in the original. « 
RV en el tiempo pesado is like KF. RV is clearer but M is closer 
to ‘the original. .-  -Hither RV gue or M los gue is permissible 
here, - RV unnecessarily repeats en el tiempo pasado. 

I Peter 2, ll: HA follows RV in v. lla. ‘Whether or not we use 
the RV yo is a matter of taste; it is not necessary. Mmfos is 
not in the Greek. Sither the word employed by M for Taper vonLour 
or RV peregrinos may be used. But M describes a2 person who is less 
stable than a peregrino. The Greek means: "“sojourner." HA pre- 
fers RV, although other experts might chgose M, - On RV deseos 
and M concupiscencias, cf. ch. ly Ve 14,° There is no consis- 
tency in the translation of this word, - There is little differ- 
ence here between the RV que and the M las cuales. AL says: “If 
you mean the last clause of v. 11 as an.cxplanatory relative, lag 
cuales makes it just that; que would fit better in a restrictive." 
- Mf guerrear is not used much; HA hacer la guerra is more common, 
At any rate, e Greek is not noAewety (to war) but otoatedecdut 
(to campaign). "RV batallar is good in the literal sense, but 
hardly in the figurative, ' believes. lLucher is much used in con-=- 
nections such as this, .AL comments: "I would stick to luchar or 
combatir, " : 

  

I Peter 2,15; On Ry conversacién, cf. ch. 1, v. 15 and 18. HA 
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again has conducta instead of following M as in che 1, Ve 18. - 
The correct sense of «adéc¢ here is probably "morally excel isits nZ2 
RV follows the Latin “konestus," but it seems that M honrosa is 
preferable to RV honesta or HA buena. ~ We would Deepen, Jo 
EA in preferring RV entre to M en medio de. On M @ iin Ce que, 
Vide above. - Whether one prefers the stronger M en aquello 
mismo en que, or the simpler RV en lo que is a matter of personey 
opinion, chooses the former. - HA and M hablan mal is pastiy. 
understood and correctly renders the original; it seems preferable 
to RV murmuran,. : 

I Peter 2, 13: Om M sujetaos and RV sed Suletos Cf. che 25 Ve 
a) — 

16. RV ordenacidn can have the correct meaning, but today we 
would prefer M institucion. The Greek here refers to insti- 
tutions that have authority over us but are not in opposition 
to God's lav. = RV should have Senor, not Dios. - How to 
render the 6th of this verse presents a problem for translators; - 
there is wide disagreement as to how it should be handled. It de=. 
mands further study before amy definite opinions can be formed, 
HA por amor de should not be used; its meaning is confusing. We 
can make our choice between RV, HA, and HM in 13b by giving the 
exact English equivalents: “superior," "sovereign," "supreme." 

I Peter 2, 14: We might expect M to continue with ya (since it 
used it in ve 13). —- RV venganza can be corrects; HA prefers M 
castigo. The RV word loor is good, but M alabsnza is more popu- 
iare [A chooses the latter. It is as if we would say "laud" or 
"praise" in English. AL observes: "RV loor is hardly used out- 
side of hymns nowadays," 

I Peter 2, 15:. M and KA asf is the correct translation of dutee. 
--not RV esta, - The Iatin~-Americen with whom we discussed this 
verse felt that M obrando lo que'es bueno was the best presenta- 
tion of the idea of the original, that RV haciendo bien was next 
best, and that HA practicando el bien is third chcéice. He would 
like to have obrando el bien, but states that translation cannot 
be argued here--it is a matter of personal opinion. Some might 
consider the que es of M as being superfluous, - HA prefers the 
M rendering of 15b. "RV hagdis collar isn't bad by any means," 
says AL, "though HA and M are also good," 

    

I Peter 2. 16: To introduce the contrast, M uses mas (more lit- 
erary than HA pero); this is smoother than the more literal RV Ye 
- RV repeats como immediately to balance the following phrase 
with the previous phrases; the M and HA use of the negative makes 
this unnecessary. HA prefers the simpler M capae - WM may omit 
either sino or antes, EA follows RV here, , 

i Peter 2,17: RV and M agree throughout, 

i Peter 2, 18: HA likes sujetaos, but it does use estad sujetos 
at times. RV sed sujetos is the older usage, Today we more com-
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monly expect estad pujetes (if). The exact meming of the Greek 

may influence our choice. HA prefers the more literal sentence 

order of RV in 18a, - RV solamente is synonymous with M sdélo 

nere. HA takes the latter. - it is difficult to Bey which ver- 

sion best reproduces the sense of &ntetxn¢ here (Etxoc = --twhat 

is reasonable"); M apacibles seems best of the three. But there 

is much room for argument. - Neither RV rigurosos nor the M and 
HA equivalents really hit the correct idea, Our Greek Professor 

. suggests that the English vulgar "screwy" might best convey the 

original sense. 

[I Peter 2, 19: Exp..suggests that Xéetc is here an abbreviea~ 
tion of the 0. T. idiom "to find favor with God," Lenski would 
simply say: "This is grace (favor)." It is difficult to deter- 

-mine the best rendering. RV and M are permissible. HA prefers M. - 
RV a causa de is synonymous with M box here; HA seems to improve 
both with por motivo de. - _ M soporta is a less common but per- 
haps a more exact word for bropepel . Likewise M agravios seems 
more correct. 

I Peter 2, 20: HA prefers M pues, which is synonynous with RV 
here, M preserves the xat in translating v. 20a, thus making it 
more literal and probably more correct than RV and HA. = We may 
choose to exclude the idea of con paciencia (M and HA) from vf0- 
wevette , and translate it "endure, bear, stand," or RV sufris, 

- HA has the freest but smoothest translation of v, 20b. it is 
a matter of taste whether we prefer RV or M here, On their trans- 
lation of méoyovtec cf. che 1, ve 11, and ch. 2,.v. 21. M correctly 
omits the yap found in only a few texts. On RV agradable cf. the 
previous verse, HA prefers RV delante des 

I Peter 2, 21: On RV and HA para see the similar construction in 
Che 2, Ve ’=G_ RV para may better bring out the idea of purpose. 
Mmry omit mismo. = Mf fuisteis is betters; the Greek has the 
Aorist; they were (rether than ere--KV sois) called--"before the 
foundations of the world." - RV también Cristo follows the Greek 
word order; M reverses this order; the iden is understood either 
way. HA prefers RV. = RV padecié is the older, less familiar 
fom however, it is gementicelly closer to the originel. RV is 
unierstood, however; ‘ pasidn,” from the seme root, is well-known 
to the average Latin-Americen. HA has ecio, - Nestle accepts 
"you" as preferable here; we likewise choose e M and HA vosotros 
and os. - M adds en--parallel to the English "follow in his 
footsteps." ; 

  

* £ Peter 2, Bes RV and M agrée throughout. 
‘ 

T peter 5, 25: No matter what the original has, M uses Preterite 

tense verbs throughout the verse--no doubt an attempt to be cone 

sistent, Such consistency would not be necessary here. - RV Es 

maldecfa and M fud ultrajado are synonymous, although M ultrejer
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is stronger (cf. ch. 3, ve 9). We prefer the RV. imperfect tense 
here, as also throughout the rest of the verse, - The verbs used~-- . 
are again synonymous in RV retornaba m or M volvid au. "RV sounds 
oldish today in place of HA devolvia," states AL. - KH usd de a 
is not necessary; it would be parallel to the English "made use of 
threats." = According to the Grammar of the Spanish Royal Academy, 
pe 506, H sino oua would commonly be used in this connection rather 
than RV sino. - ‘The insertion of 1a causa (RV and HM) is justified; 
in Inglish we would best say "his case," = M a aouel is more defi- 
nite and vivid, but RV al que is well-understood, HA chooses the 
latter. : 

I_ Peter 2, 24: There is no difference between el cual (RV) and 
M quien. Both do justice to the Greek demonstrative relative, - 
The M embellishment propio should be omitted; mismo already de- 
scribes it as Christ's body. - RV para que and the corresponding 
M phrase have been treated before, = "HA habiendo muerto is first 
choice, M estando m. second, and RV siendo m. third." ‘The RV 
choice makes m. an adjective--which is probably not very common 
nowadeyse - Although RV vivamos (present subj.--"should") is 
stronger than M vividsemos (imperf. subj, --" might"), yet this 
word follows a secondery tense verb (llev6); thus lM scems better, 
HA also has a form of the imperf. subj. ‘The Greek’ hes the Aorist 
subjunctive, - In Is. 35> 5, RV end M have llagas, «s does M here, 
RV may also be correct. HA has the singular fete, although the 
Greek singular is used in the collective sense. - MM and HA fuis- 
teis is the better tense for the Aorist. In Is. 55:5 RV says 
fuimos curados; M uses seanamnose i : 

  

  

EF Peter 2, 25: If we take tnecto¢mte as a second passive (Pass. -in : 
the Mid. sense), then M os habeis tornado would be better. If we 
translate it "returned," then we choose RV habeis vuelto, 

Footnotes on I Fetor Chapter Two: 

I. Ex p.54 says:"(@\ resomblos ‘5t® (oh,1;13)."° Cf. the excellcnt 
discussion on Guy in Dana end kantey, Ops cite, pp.252-258, and 
Th pp.463-464; varying translations of the word under different 
usages is thero proscntcd. 

ZB. Lonski, op. cite, p78: “Vo must distinguish betweon xuxla , 
ascness', and tovnpla , ‘wickedness', and kcnee not translate 

as the R:uv. V. docs. Nor docs this word mean: 'malicct (KJ, Rev. V. 
margin);- tho word mcans 'basciess', meennoss', ‘all good-for-noth- 
ingness', end connotos 'disgraccfulncss'. Ths rest of the viccs 
are specification of ‘all bascnoss.'" 

3. Tho fact that RV here and elsewhere usos the Spanish cquivelent 

for the Vulgate torm indicates that Reina may havo used this Latin 
Bible to some oxtont; but cf. the footnote on this version in the 

Z. Kd has “tho sincore milk of the word." Lenski, op. cit., 0.80, 
Says: "Yord-milk' is the meaning." Since Spanish lacks an adjec- 
tive such as the Greek has, perhaps it could have been translated 
"la leche pura de la palabra."



  

i Dw 
Se The Greek &Sodcv literally means sin engalio, and it is only b 
transfer of meaning that pura is attained. Perhaps RV thus has 
the better term. Lenski, op. cit., pl; says: ‘Te do) notnthinke 

that it (this Greek word) means 'unadulterated,™ 

6. Dana and Mantey, op. cit., De105. : 

Wat In this case, as in most others, Le prefers "in connection with." 

&B. The conditional clause here introduced seems to be "simple partic- 
ular with causal meaning gained from the context." 16 express Pe- 
ter's idea we might best say puesto que instead of si. 

Be Ov. cit., pp.84ff & 99. 

10. Thayer, op. cite, peddle 

il. AL says: “but...roca docs not go very'well with the idea of a 
trap as expressed in the Greek eskandalon, which shows that: the 
koine had already lost the feeling for the original meaning, as 
in Spanish we can use brindar without thinking of drinking cupS. 
A clear example of the greater importance of the usus loquendi. 
Ofensa is as good a word as we have. Trampa wouldn't go with 
the roca. 

  
1%. RV para lo cual equals "for which, M a lo cual is "unto which." 
Kd & Kr are the same cs M, Le the sane as RV. 

io. Ch.1 v.20 has a comment on ordenados. This word was formerly 
used in the sense of M destinados, but today we commonly under- 
stand:it differently. Ve: "Ordenar--to arrange,‘ put in order, 
Class, dispose, command, engét, ordain, regulate, direct, order. 
Destinar--to destine, appoint for any use or »urpose, destinate, 
design for any particular end, allot, sign." 

14, Although KJ & Kr have "chosen generation,’ SR & Le substitats 
the word ‘race.’ Ve: "Linaje--lineage, race, progeny, offspring, 

family, house, kin,‘ extraction, generation, class, condition, no~ 

bility. Raza--race, generation, lineage, clan, branch of femily; 

usually taken in bad sense if appliod to mankind; orch of the races 
of mankind, etc." 

5. Lenski, op. cit. «103, says: "(The Groek word used here). is 

the regular sa Bon mntion and it is also used whon speaking 

of the Jows as a national body. It aptly describes Poter's read= he 

ers. Although they havo come from many nations, spiritually they f 

now formod a distinct, "holy,* -guperior nation." Cf. the lengthy - 

discussion in Barcia, op. cite, pp.332-S50; also cf. Velasquez, et al. 

: Té. tor Knox has ‘a people God moans to havo 

for Hinsolf.* SR: "God's own peoplo;" Kr: "tho Peoplo for His 
possossion;" Lo: "a people for possession," 

L : t It may have either 
. terally: ‘to tell out. b ; 

of chevarancanne aahaine espressed by RV, M, & oes ioe "show forth;" 

SR: "declare;" Le: “announce abroad;" Knox: “prociaimes 

dislikes “virtues, excellencies, | 
18, But Lenski, op. cite, p.104, slikes (Vir the German "Ruhm. 

or praises;" prefers “all the fame--pl 

——<—



TS, Op. cit. P.56 
BO. SR: "once;" Kr: "formerly;" Le: "once." 

21. KJ translates the Greek word ‘with "lust" 31 finan "concupi- 
‘scence" 3 times, “desire” 5 times. RV dominates with the word’ 
"concupiscencia"™ 17 times, “deseo” 6 times, “codicia" 3 times. 

22, Thayer gives the meaning here of “beautiful by reason of purity 
of heart and life, and hence praiseworthy; morally good ; noble." 

23. Ve: “ordenacién--methodical arrangement, disposition, edict, 
‘ordinance, ordination; institueién--institction, ostablisimont, 
sottloment, se 

Ba. This is the opinion of a Latin-Amorican scholar. Wo commonly 
Say: "El ostA& muorto, El os un muerto." Latter case fakes it a nouns 

25. Ve: “herida--wound, affliction, injury, outrage; lilaga--ulcer, 
an wound, sore, prick, thorn, tormenting thought." 
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Tp 57 1t| «It is immaterial whether we say RV asimismo or 

Fopstee HA uses the former. ~ On seh suj oie8 neta aie 

: ios, as does - aun al- 

pence Wea La atte fe a. The Greek idea probably is: 
Eunos no chan is better than RV. pres b om 

even Tf some are disobedient." - RV and HA are by oF pr 

able to lf sim la palabra. M changes the entire sense of the 

Phrase by inserting In, Peter meens: ttwithout ergument." - 

medio de, Vide above. - M here uses comportamiento 

tne ee oF manera de vivir. Cf. the discussion aria ch. ly Ve 15 
and 18, and ch. 2, Ve 12, 

Since the meaning of Encntevocvtec is “looking upon," I Peter oe 2: 
we Shetss Mi observando to RV. - We may prefer RV casta here to H. 

- franslation of fy is debatable here. Either RV or HM can be 

Correcte 

RV de las cuales is about the same as H cuyo. Wt I Peter 5, 3: las 
_ personally prefer M trenzar to RV, but the matter depends upon our 
interpretation of the Greek, = Although RV atavio de orc is less 
familiar, it more closely gives the meaning of the Greek.2 = 
Todey we would not ordinarily use the RV compostura in this sense, 
The first idea suggested by it is "mending clothes." - MH inter- 
polates lujosas: Perhaps Peter had this in mind.5 Other trans- 
lators have added a similar words e. ge, “Iienge felt the necessity 
of adding 'praechtiger,*" reports AL, Those who strive for 
literalness would omit M lujosas here, 

I Peter 3, 43 I sea adornado should be italicized, Although 
RV is more Lit eral in v. 4, H is clearer. H can likewise convey 
the correct idea of this passage, If interior balances with the 
exterior of the previous verse, = For clarity, RV adds ornato, 
M adds ropa. Both are embellishments but help to bring out the 
thought of the entire verse. = IM imperecedera and RV incorrupti- 
ble are synonymous, although RV better gives the primary idea of 
"notedecaying" which the Greek suggests, HA also has the RV word. 
- Iimanso is preferable to RV agradable; it is, however, a 
matter of personal opinion whether RV paci fice or if sosegedo is 
Getter here. They are practically alike in meaning.“ HA has 

apacibles - Either RV lo cual or HA end If que may be used here, 
=- Since the Greek indicates more closely the idea of value, cost, 
we prefer li precio to RV estimn. 

I Peter 5, 5: RV asi and M de esta manera are the same. - RV 
,aguellas is not necessary but permissible; M Jas is goode = On RV 
' 8len : as sujetas ef. ch. 2p Ve 18. = 

  

i Peter z 6 RV como is preferred by HA, If asf como is dlso per= 
nissipie > = Although Uf cuyas hijas sois vosotras is simpler, the 
corresponding RV shrese bette er conveys the original and is still 

= fer the RV transliteretion of .the 

Breceeech er eace eon vlap-to avoid synergistic implications 

of HM and HA.° - RV no sois espantadas is stronger than M no 

———————
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temeis. HA chooses: the same construction as RV but the same ver 
stem as H, - Either RV de, M a causa de, or HA por could be used 
here, . The original has the “analogous accusative."° = The Greek 
wtemic is "scare, fear, verroye® The distinction between RV, 
M, & HA is quite insignificant,‘ The better choice seems to be 
between M & HA, : 

I Peter 3, 7:3 RV ‘semejantemente is more erudite than the simpler 
M de la misma manera, “Del mismo modo would be ‘still petters "© 
~ RV segtn ciencia may be preferable to M oeetin inteligencia. . 
AL, however, chooses M; but he seeks for a still better word and 
suggests con juicio. Another translation which would convey the 
idea: of Peter is: con prudencia. - It seems that N honra is pre- 
ferable to RV honor.9 = Neither RV nor M seems to follow the 
Greek sentence=thought exactly. RV as a whole seems more permis~ 
sible in this regard, although RV takes both ¢ with the second’ 
participle, whereas “the first participle governs the first 4¢ ’ 
the second participle the second 4c ,."“" Peter means to exhort the 
husbands: "Live together wisely with the wife as with a weaker 
vessel, giving (them) honor as joint heirs of liz:." RV trans- 
literated is: "Live with them according to knowledge, giving honor 
to the women as to the more brittle (fragile) vessel, and as to 
heirs jointly of the grace of life," M has this construction: 
"Live with them according to intelligence, since the woman is the 
weaker vessels; giving them honor, since you are also coeheirs 
of the grace of eternal life," «= Hither RV impedidas or M estor~ 
badas may be correct here, although Barcia's distinetion between 
the two would make RV preferables*+ The clause may best be taken 
as a result clause, the idea being: "Your prayers will be hindered 
if you fall back into your old heathen ways," 

  

I Peter 3, S: RV finalmente and M en-fim are about the same; HA 
follows RV. - The Epic word ¢uéppovég is simply "of one mind, 
united." Thus either RV or M are aécepteble. HA sentir seems 
still better. The versions could also have said ungnimes. = 
Either RV amandoos fraternalmente or the M equivalent are good 
translations. MM, however, conteins the embellishment mutuamente. . 
RA has simply fraternoles. - RV & M here translate the srAggpsveg:.- 
found in some Greek texts; but there is more support for tanel~ 
véepoveg; thus RV and li could substitute for emigebles end cor- 
téses the word humildes. 

eter ¢ On RV-maldicidén and M ultreje, cf. the discussion 
under ch.e2 v.23. Also cp. Barcia,l© He likewise discusses the 
word used by HA (injuria). e Either sino or antes could be left 
ae FEALD Sous, e cone tue elon 1 : not Proper M should 

e interpolation a yuestros enemigos from the text proper. - 
There is only weak textual evidence to justify RV sabiendo. HM 
correctly omits it. - In general, the construction of h im 9b 
is simpler and closer to the originals; however, its adding mis- 
mo is not necessary. = KAypovcopijcyte is here probably. used as 
an effective aorist subjunctive ("they cctually inherit"), ond 
thus the RV tense would be closer (RV "mey," M "might,"). Of \ : 
course, neither gives the exact idea of the effective aorist sub-__— 
juntive, Laine 

yey 
i 4
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I Peter 5, 10: Peter introduces the quotation by the simple yop. 

Ps.o4, 12-16 1s not offered to establish his previous claims but 
merely to clarify them. Thus we do notthink of yup in the sense 
of RV porque but in that of the first meaning of M pues ("tkus, 
then.). However, RV is acceptable. - Authorities are divided on 
the exact sense of GéAwy here, Either RV quiere or M gulsters 
is possible, depending upon the individual's interpretation. 
follows RV with the present indicative (desea). - Hither RV refrene 
or M detenga is perii}gsible. The Greek is literally "stop." HA 
prefers the RV word.“ - ‘Whether we choose RV de mal or HM del mal 
depends upon. the definiteness we ascribe to the evil. “Zxperts are 
divided on the question; perhaps the majority prefers del mal. 
From the RV words one may better understand "de hablar male” 
BA prefers RV. However, in the following verse it seens better 
to use the article--apartese del mal. - RV makes ye6An the subject 
of the phrase, whereas IE. makcs it object of navoétw . M is more 
correct. FEA is best--para no hablar ongafio. 

I Peter o ii: RV could say haze cl bien to balance cl mal.- RV 
Sigala 1S synonymous with tho equivalcnt phraso in KE; the lattor, 
howevor, is more wordy. FEA follows RV. . 

I Potor 5, le: It seems that RV oraciones is the best word here, 14 
iM plorarias is less common, though not incorrect. - That the sec- 
ond éxf is to be taken in the sense of "against" is evident from 
the context and from the context and from Ps,54,16. M has correct-= - 
ly chosen contra. - HA prefers RV hacen,and mal without the article. 
Cf. the discussion under ch.S v.10. HA, however, follows M in los 
Que. On the latter point, choice of term is immaterial. 

1 Peter 5, 16: It makes little difference whether.we have RV 
podrd dafar or maltraterd. HA dataraé is excellent 2° - According 
to the best Greek texts, M sois celosos is preferable to RV. = It 
is immaterial whether we sey “th food" as in RV & HA or “that which 
is good" as inM. RV & HA take the tov éycGoy in the classic use 
of the adjective as a noun; but the majority of commentators and 
translators render it as docs M.16 

I Peter 6, 14: RV & M mas are less used by the people than HA 

pero; but both are correct. - M has a good rendering of the Greek 

future less vivid clause, erunenes oe ee ee ee oc EsaSEGTH 
ally than temporally. RV por hacer bien has be s 

= As stated before, it ig-e queation wiether copulas like M seréis 
should be italicized. Most translators and commentators prefer 

the present tense here (as in RV sois). However, RV sois could 

not follow after the future subjunctive as used by M. - Perhaps 

RV strams se by rendering it with por tanto. Some versions join 

M & HA in omitting it altogether in translation. — M does well in 

using amedrentéis; thus it avoids rep_otition of the sario word in 

the text (The Grock, howcvor, docs so.). - BM quo cllos inspiran 

is an intorprotative insortion that has no placo in the toxt, 

I Pot ae . Pr. fior Dios and 
: nor M are correct in Senor I 

Se nee OrTS oS Pierce naa te article. It should read Cristo como 

Senor, as HA corfectly renders it. - "HA disnuestos or N prontos tos 

  

  

    
    

   

    

   

  
    



a
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. are preferable to the older P,40 
be a good word to use newaeay Per Epaoe; but Listos mould also - 
a dar Hes puesta are Permissible, but HA ha; pe Za responder cone 

Tinacd lg oie erToe Saag weeenss. Tho Crook term used here oF- 
- RV a cada uno and M a teaGtees before the judge by a defendant. 

—— = ot uel ’ aoe oe 

{ion Hettor teanelates! cho foba-at “Lirée appoemieg Boro. 
a Place. the equiva . s a 

dumbre y temor in the position followed by M&A eee ae 
temor is closer to the origin TRE HV idea of raverereiane al idea of péBo¢ , HA leans toward 

i Peter 6, 16: MM may do better to omit una 95 102 and have x = Gndo buene conciencia. - Li more cmphatically ronderd tte Teor 
sition with tho rolativo tv 6 . wc would say: “in the point in 
which," - Instoad of RV murmuran de vosotros como de malh. wo may 
prefor hablan mal de vosotros, or HA so os calumnia. - iM aver- 
gonzados is no doubt proeforablo to RV confundidos. - "HA. difaman 
is first choicc, RV blasfoman second, M vituperan thira.wle But 
-in Luke 6,28 ennpeae vray is rendered os: calumnian by RV and os 
injurian by M & HA. All versions are frequently inconsistent in 
translating the smae Greek word in different places, even though 
the use may be the same. - RV conversacién has been discussed 
previously. = 

I peter 6, 1’: In this verse M uses padecor, whereas it ordinar- 
ily has sufrir. - M follows tho Greek word order more closoly in 
this verse. - NM hore likewise omits the article with bien; in the 
previous instances under discussion it used it. - In genoral, 
there is‘no real differcnes between RV and K in v.17. For -the sako 
of style, we may prcefor RV's ordor in mejor os. Both vorsions 
could bottor rondor the Grock conditional which is no doubt future 
less vivid ("if it should be."). 

I Potor 5, 16: It is a personal matter whether one prefers RV 
una vez or M una vez para siempre. One can justify M with Thay- 
er's definition of the Greek word here--"once for all." - Ma 

fin de has been discussed previously. - RV uses tke article with 

carne but not with espfritu. Tis is not good. It can give bad 

meaning to the phrase. en cuanto a la carne and en Cc. al GSpe 

is superior to RV & HA, The natural way to take these datives i 

as locatives--of reference. - The best tense. to be used in the | 

translation of Gave.twhétc is a matter of personal opinion; 

RV, K, & HA differ. 

I Peter 5, 19: Thero is no aifforence hero except in the position 

Of espiritus encarcclados. RV ordor secis smoother. It is pro- 

forred by e 

T Peter 5, 20: RV desobedicntes seems more justifiable than M 
d RV una 

Tncorrogibles in this vorsc. - M& HA omit the expecte una 

Gone nechane because their cuando is meant to imply that. - 
: id, 

M tras scems preferable here. - RV aparejaba is a goo 

wonmirare “but M preparaba ig more common, - Mf may omit unas, 

 



though not necessarily so. - M more literally says almas for ae 
but RV personas is obviously meant. In this section RV closely 
clings to the Greek word order. - M salvadas is preferred by 
HA. ‘Ye would concur, - M pasando por medio del agua does not 
present the true meaning. Peter simply desires to say: "Noah 
and his family were saved by means of the water which held up 
their ark while it destroyed others." RV por agua is closer 
to tho original and better presents the meaning; the Greek 
leaves it indofinite: 6 Bicate¢ (no article). 

I Poter 6, #1: M la cual era ctc. sccms much cloarcr and sim- 
pler and less wordy and just as correct as RV. Howevcor, the best 
textual authority suggcsts that HA os is botter than RV & M nos. 
- Tho word ordor of RV el cual otc. is simpler and just like that 
of the original. - M ido is profcrred by Ha. RV subido is also 
good but more interpretive. The Grock ord omploycd hcre is the 
Same used to dénote th. desccnt into hol! (v.19), which RV thcro 
transletos fué. - In v.2lb RV inconsistently uses the verb estar 
with sujetos. In previous sections where the intended meaning is 
the same it has always used sez. The order of M sujetos a él 
is seemingly smoother than RV as well as more literal. - RV 
may omit tho articles with the last three nouns. There is 
disagreement on the translation of the last two nouns. We might 
prefer those of M. : 

Footnotes for I Peter Chapter Three 

st According to Thayer, the Greek means “interwoave, braid, knot; 
an Claborate gathering of hair into a knot." Ve: "chcresvar~- 
to curl, frizzle, crimp; tronzar--to braid the heir. 

B, Ve: “atavfo--aress and ornament of a person, finery, sear." The 
Greek means "the adornment consisting of the golden ornaments wont 
to be placed around the head or body," acc. to Thaycr. Atevio 
appears in noun form 13 times in RV; the reraining 12 arc in the 0.T, 

oe Tho following freo transl:tion is suggested for this difficult 
section: "Thoir ornenent must not be the outvard (ornement) of 
brading of hair and putting on of god decorations or donning of 
garmonts, but the hidden men of tho heart." If wo follow this trans- 
lation suggested by our Groek Frofessor, wo would prefer M hero. 

a. Ve: "sosegado--quiet, peaceful, calm; paoifico--neacerul, undis- 

Eurbed, tranquil, desireous of peace, mild, gentle." 

5. Though they are to continue doing good to their husbands, this 

In itself is not to indicate that they are accomplishing a saving 

good; this idea could be suggested by the conditional clause inv é& 

HA. But in RV haciendo bien we note rather the characterisitic or 
fruit of the true daughters of Sara, “whoso daughters they siow 

themselves to be when they do well." 

  
6. So writers Robertson, op. cite, De479. 

7, Barcia op. cit., p.d21 cheracteristically dravs very fine dis- 

inctions between these nouns which the ordinary person is not in- 

clined to do. 

 



: P.42 
Be Thus‘ believes a Latin-An. with whom the matter was discussed. 

9. Barcia again makes a careful distinction between the two words. 
Gf. his exhaustive discussion. 

TO. Lenski, ope cit., p.139. 

Zl. Op. cit., p.205. 

Te. Op. cit. pp.487-488, he says: "Ultraje sresenta la idea de 
un agravio violento, de un verdadero insulto." 

io. KJ: “refrain;" SR: "keep;" Le: "stop:" Kr: "keep." 

14. Cf. Barcia, op. cite, peed0. Kr has: “prayer;" Le: "beg- 
ging; Kd: trraverss Rr: Wireyer;" Knox: "pleading. 

15. Le: "treat you basely;" KJ & SR: "harm you;" Kr & Knox: "do 
you wrong," 

16. Le: "for the good;* Ki: “that which is good;" SRL "for what is 
right," Kr: “that which is right;" Knox: “only what is good." 

17. So believes a Latin-American scholar. AL adds: "“Listos is used 
much more than prontos." 

TS. So believes a native Puerto-Rican who studied the problem with us. 

19. Although it is difficult to bring out in translation, the phrase 
following this term must not be taken to mean that he might "take 
us to heaven" but that he might "regenerate us." 

20. Ve: "apare jar--to prepare, get ready, equin, rig up a ship." 
KJ: "while the ark was a preparing;" Le: "while the ark was being 
constructed;" AR: "during the building of the erk," 

 



CLASSIFICATION OF D IVERGENCIES IN TRANSLATION OF PREPOSITIONS 
IN I PETER I-III 

  

Bos Greek [Reina-Valera [__Moderna pets pano= Amen: [Lo 

  
  
        

  

  

Co 

la yap !porque 1 pues pues 3;10 
1b Ms porque porque pues 5,17 

2a} 6a |por por medio de |mediante . 1;3 
2b; -* . |por por medio de | mediante 1;4 
20 WD con por medio de |por medio de 137 
2a iW de por medio de j por 1312 
2e W por amor de a causa de por amor de 1320 
ef iw por por medio de |vor 1321 
28 W por por medio de j|por 1;25 
2h H a causa de por por motivo de !2,19 
ai ut por por medio de |por 531 
2j i por por causa de |por causa de ./3,;14 
2k u por por medio de |a través de 3,20 

3a éi¢ jen para para 1;3 
3b uy en para para 232 
3c i para a para 237 
3d " para a para 2,21 

4a| bv en con en 1;6 
4b i por acompafiado de |en 1,12 
4c |bv Gwwck. |cuando JC oS jal tiempo de j cuando JC os bi? 

‘rcv Yoio.|fuere manif. jlam, de JC jfuere manif. 312) 
4a! tv fen con en 1317 
4e i por con por 232 
4f " entre en medio de entre 2,1) 
4g i en unido con en 5,2 
4h © en — con en 

5a fv jpara que a fin de que | para que 2,2 
5b t para que a fin do quo !para que 2;11 
5c ny para que a fin do auc {a fin de que 224 
5d - para & inf, a f. do & inf.; que & subj. 2;5 

So - para quo a fin’de quc ja fin de quo /|2,9 

6a! xotk |sogén conforme a segin 1,2 A 
6b; " como conf orme como 1,15 

7a | nage ide para con para 234 * 
7b ure delante de para con delante dco 2,20; ~.._ 

i70 -. jdolanto do para con dolante do 2,19 

EF mepl jde respecto de accrca de 2,10 

9 mpd © |de antes-do antos do antes de 1. 20 

no | ®¢ jcomo asi como como 3,6 

2} anal. jdo a causa do por 3,6 | 
acous {   
  

(Tho above chart shows which propositions aro goncraolly pro- «~ 
forred by tho respective versions. Out of these 39 instances, 

all three versions differ in 11 cases; M & HA agree in 8, RV. 
& HA agree in 19, RV & M agree in 1. HA is closer to RV here»).



CLASSIFICATION’ OF DIVERGENCIES IN CHOICE OF TENSE IN I PETER -itt 

(Key: The Greek has the Present tense in No.l, 
éor. in No.5, Fut. in No.4, Perf, in No. 

  

  

  

    
    

      

  

Nos! Gr. Form | RV Tensc : %& Tense HA Tense LOC. 

jla |} Pass. Part.!Pres.--es j|Fut.--ha de |Fut.--os ha 1,13 
i ser de traer : 

lb | Act. Inf. |Pres.--sea |Imp.--fuesen|Pres.--repo- {1,21 
E i , sen a 

le | Pass. Part.|Imp.--le Pret.--fué |Imp.--le 2,20 
maldectan ! ultrajado injuriaban z 

ld | Act. Ind. |{Imp.--re- {| Pret.--vol- |Imp.--de- 2,20 
i fees A mtornaba oY g volvia - 

e ct, Part. |Imp.--pa- |Prot.--pa- /Imp.--pa- 2,25 
decia decid decia : 

2a | Act. Ind. |Imp.--ame- |Pret.--usd j|Imp.--ame- 2,25 
. nazaba de amenazas; nazaba : 

2b] Act. Ind. ‘Imp.--remi-:Prot.--re- |Imp.--cnco- 2,20 
tia j_ mitid mendaba : 

3a | Act. Part. |Perf.--ha iProt.--re- ;Prot.--cngeon- {1,3 
"| regenerado! ongendrd aro * 

3b | Pass. Part.|Pros.--cs- !Porf.--ha- |Pcrf.--ha- 1,6 
: tando afl.| béis sido yais sido si”. 

Sc | Pass. Ind, |Pres.--son |Porf.--han j|Porf.--han 1,12 
sido sido 5 

Sa; Pass. Ind. |Perf.--ha- | Pret.-- Pret,.=-- 1,18 
béis sido ' fuisteis fuisteis o 

Se | Act. Part.. !Perf.--ha iPret.--dié {Pret.--did 1,21 
dado : ; my 

Sf | Pass. Ind. |Pret.--secd Pres.--seca |Pres.--seca 1,24 

Sg | Act. Ind. |Pret.--cays)Pres.--cae jPres.--cae 1,24 

oh | Pass. Ind. ;Pret.--fué |Perf.--ha ve-|Perf.--ha ve- |2,7 
5 ; hecha nido a ser nee a ser ae 

OL | Pass. Ind. |Pres,--s0is|Pret.-- Pret.—-=- 
| fuisteis fuisteis : 

Sj | Act. Subj. |Pres.-- TEnp.--vivi- |Imp.--vivi- 2,24 
vivamos ' csenon semos ‘ 

ok | Pass. Ind. |Perf.-~ha- fF —< Pret.-- 2,24 
: béis sido | £usstcis fuisteis cs 

S1 | Pass. Ind. |Pres.--so0is|Pret.-- Pret.-- 3,9 
; i Zulaxers See 3 : aA 

om | Passe Part./Pres.-- Pret.-= Perf =~, =a 
ge *|"siendo m. ue Me engo sido ng: : : , 

4 Act. Impv. |Pres.--sed ;Fut.--ha- Pres.--sed 1,15 
¥ ‘| santos ; pels ee = geonucens 1,28) 

Pass. Part.|Pres.--sien-| Perf .-habi-.|Perf.--ha- 
do renac. | endo sido beis sido .     

Imperf. in No.2, 5) 

~   
  

(The chart above shows which tenses are often’ preferred by the 
respective versions; e.g., in these instances, the Greek Present 

ense is translated by RV with the Present 2 times and with the 

fmperfect 3‘times, by M with the F yture 1 time, with the ¥nner- 

fect 1 time, and with the Prcterite 5 times, by HA with the Fute 
> ure l’time; with the Present 1 time, and with the Imperfect 5 

times, etc. 

~. 

Out of 22 instances of disagreement, ... & HA agree 
-in 7 ceses, M & HA agree in 14; thero is no agreement in 1 case. 

x 

)



Over-all view of tense-choigg rec 

(This chart is self-explan 
to use the Preterite tense 
as much but that it also cho 

CLASSIFICATION OF DIVERGENCIES IN 
IN I PETER I-IrT 

orded .On previous page: 

  

P45 

Vers sPres dims pee Wersstres tmp. Pret Pub. grert.| 
RV 10 | 5 | ei 6} 4 mia] sie el ae A 3 

atory, It shows, e eG, that M likes that HA does not use thé Preterite 
Oses the Imperfect, etc.) 

TRANSLATION OF PRONOUNS 

  
e Greek 
  

      
  

) otpemepabétov [la 
(This chart is self-explanat 

  
ory 

aus, etc. 

No Reina-Valera | Moderna "His panocaaer Loc. 

la lé que . el cual | ae 1,3 

Lb | & lo cual que eee 3,4 

2a | ¢v al cual a@ quien le quien 1,8 

2p |bt¢ 6yv en el cual en quien | on quien 1,8 

Zo |npd¢ cv . lal cual a 61 ‘a é1 2,4 

2a jév & ‘len lo que on aquello tga aquello 2,12 

20 | Ta: x. al que — areauelrs ana Lai" gue eae 2,25 

ef |o¢- ol cual quien vel gual 2, 24| 

2g|tov a. el cual que que 1,7 

Ba jétc & en las cuales!en las que en las cuales 1,12 

3b /iic de la cual |cuyas d¢ la oval °|5,6 

4a |dr¢ a los cuales |a quienes a los cuales j1,12 

4b | ot que los que quo 2,10 

4c bt vosotros quo jlos que vosotros que 2,10 

44 | dy de las cuales|cuyo vuestro 3,3 

5 | ae aquellas las las 5,4 

6 |duto¢ lésta ella .misma ésta 2,7 

7 |&itive¢ que las cuales que 2,11 

8 | boxdétov cada uno cada cual cada ‘cual 1,1” 

9 |noldbvytag eaueltoa que los que ie que 5,12 

10 Ja cual, etc. --= :     

& HA agreed 10 times, 
    Peay 9) 

  

 



12 CLASSIFICATION OF DIVERGENCIES IN USE OR OMISSION OF ARTICLE 
IN I PETER I-IIL 

Loc, 

1,5 

1,7 

1,22 

1,25 

2,7 

3,1 

5,10 v 

3,12 

3,12 

3,14 

8,17 

3,22 

Greek Phrase 

Stk nrotéac 

otd& nupd¢ 

Dipoue byunfoute 

T GvayyeAtobey - 

Etc xegpudfiy 

&vevu Adyov 

Gxt xaxcd 

nacéta byabdy 

Tarsuvtae nant 

Thy pdBey butay 

uycbono touvtee¢ 

byyédov not bEcuctov 

46 

Spanish Phrase 

RV:por fe 
Mspor la fe : 

HA:mediante la fe 

RV:con fuego 
¥:por medio del fuego 

HA:por medio del fuego 

’ RViamaos unos a otros 
M:samaos los unos a los otros 

HAsamaos unos 4 otros 

RV:por el evangelio 
liscomo evanzelio 

HA:por el evangelio 

RV:la cabeza 
M: cabeza 

HA:(le piedra angular 

RV:sin palabra 
M:sin la palabra 

HAssin palabra 

RV:de mal 
M:del mal 

HA:de mal 

RV:haga bien 
M:obra el bien 
HA:haga el bien 

RV:que hacen mal 
M:que obran el mal 
4A:que mal hacen 

RV:por el temor 
liza causa del tomor 

Hi:por temor 

RV: haciendo bien 
M:shaciendo bien 

Hi:por hacer el bien 

RVslos angeles, las potestades 
li:4ngeles; potestados - 

Hitangelos, potostades 

(This chart shows the comparative frequoncy with which the vari- 
ous versions employ the articlo. 41lthough it is influoncod by 
the verb or proposition which it uses, M horo usos the article 
about twice as often as RV, Out of ‘these 12 instcanccs: of dis- 
agrocmont, ‘RV & Hi agreo in 5 casos, ii & HA in 4 casos, RV & UM 
in 2 cases, and nono agroo in 1 casc.)
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Key to P.A7 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE BY MEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV OR M 

1 - A Puerto-Rican member of the Board of American Missions of the 
United Lutheran Church. i 

4i - oe Manager of Casa Evangélice de Publicaciones, San Antonio, 
exas. 

441 -"The Editor of Puerto Rico Evengélico, organ of the Presbyterian, 
Baptist, Methodist, Disciples of Christ, and United Evangelical 
Churches of Puerto Rico. 

iv - The Manager of Casa Unida de Publicaciones, S.R.L., Mexico, D.F. 

viii. - The Editor of El Cristiano, publication of the Nazarene Church, 
Central America Missionary District. 

ix - The Manager of Casa Bautista de Publicaciones. 

x. - Thomas B. Wood, Supt. of S.E. South American Mission of the M.E. 
Church, and Charles William Drees, Supt. of the Mexico Mission, 
M.E. Church; quoted from "A Memorial to the American Bible Society", 
1882, 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE 3Y MEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV 

RV is more popalar. 
"Almost all Bibles sold here (in Guatemala) are RV. (v) 

"RV is more popular." (ix) 

"A great majority of readers are acquainted with RV." (vii) 

"The 'Believers' seemingly prefer RV." (viii) 

"RV is the most widely known.and used." (iv} 

“Our fellow-clergy men use RV." (viii) 

"My guess is that well over 99% of the Bibles sold in Puerto Rico 

(both among Lutherans and among other Protestants) are of the RV 

version," (1) ‘ 

"We use RV consistently (in our order of service)." (1) 

"The overwhelming argument of sales percentage (is) an evidence of 

taste." (1)



-- Le "The people like the RV Version much more." (aay P48 
3 Ng, _ 

; @ make a practice of using RV in oun Sunday-School literature. (11) 
"RV is used more in Bible Sty 
there are more Bibles of the RY yet ree quotations since 

RV has a better style. 

"We use both versions, but RV 
because of beauty and purity ae meee yeh cotta ore 41) 

a is a consensus of opinion that M is weak in literary style." 

"We use RV because it is written in | pouawhaty antiquated stmtite) & very pure Castilion, although 

"The Castilian of M, without necessarily in curri serious mistakes does note possess the beauty, eiggansay aatcreene of RV. (iv) j 

"RV is better for reading aloud. M lacks the proper cedence and 
harmony for reading aloud." (iv) 

"It (RV) 1s more adapted to the-Latin-American mind." (iv) 

"For the century in which it was made, and for Spain, RV was doubt- 
less as nearly perfect as Spanish scholarship could make it." (x) 

Use of RV will keep unity and avoid confusions. 
  

"We prefer RV because 9 change-would bring about confusion among the 
laity." (vii) 

"The worshiper is familiar with the Scriptures in the old version. 
The liturgy might sound strange in another," (1) 

"We use RV in the religious publications, magazines, pamphlets, etc., 
because all 'believers' have said Bible; and if quotations were made 
from M, this would cause certain differences." (v) 

"(IT useRV) in order not to confuse those who do not know that there 

are two versions." (vi) 

"RV ‘should be used in literature for laity until they are well- 
acquainted with M." (vii) ; 

"Any book to be sold largely among laymen should follow RV except in 
passages where for accuracy of translation some: other version is 
needed, and such instances would not be too many. 

"No radical change could be made from RV to M for many years." 

"The only concordance uses RV. It is an excellent work, prepared at 
a tremendous cost and subsidized by charity. To change would in- 
volve great cost." 

"Sentiment among Latin-Americans is very great. Once they love a 
book, they don't want to change."



RV accomplishes the Purpose. =e 

"The use and study of the Bible is comosratively new among the Letbin— 
aie nations. Ye believe RV accomplishes the general purpose." 
vii = : 

RV has better workmanship. 

"We use RV because we can obtain better and more durable bindings and 
in different sizes." (viii) 

General-- 

"Tt (RV) is the best.” (vi) 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE SY MEN OUTSIDE OUR SYNOD 
. IN FAVOR OF M 

M is more exact. 

"Mis closer to the original Hebrew and Greek," (iv) 

"We consider M better in literature for the clergy, because it is 
clearer and more exact." (vii) 

"M ig seemingly closer-to the original Hebrew and Greek." (11) 

M is cléarer, 

"M is useful to clarify the meaning of many verses which in RV do not 
appear so clear." (ivy 

"RV is used for publications, but when a clearer meaning is desired, 
M is used with annotation showing it is M." (ix) 

"M 4s sometimes clearer." 

"(Here in Guatemala) M is used only by the preachers and pastors to 
illustrate their sermons." (v) : 

M has a better style. 

"(The language of RV is) somewhat antiquated." (iv) 

"rn time another version could take the place of RV." (vii) 

"The fact that Valera wrote for Spain, and in the style of the six- 

teenth C., makes his work unfit for the Spain of today and still 

more so for Spanish-America, In fact, mucho of his text, as he left 

it, is unintelligible to the average reader today. (x}; (These and 

following remarks resulted in the publication of M). 

"ry know of at least seven attemots to revise RV—three by ABS and 

four by BFBS and its publishers. Changes were made in too hasty and 

411-concerted a manner, and in places, by hands not sufficiently 

skillful for so delicate a task. As a result, RV is a mosaic of 

 



- -antdgquated and modern.Spanish, that would be intolerable in any’ Book 
* but the Bible." (x). . 

"The Roman Catholic Church says that our present Spanish Bible is a 
ness of adulterations of the true text without a uniform standard." 

"Rationalists see the archaic style (of RV) and it seems impossible 
that this could be fromGod. We need a text that will invite rather 
than repel. "(x:.: 

"ola versions must be discarded and a new version must take its 
place." (xk! 

General-- 

"I personally prefer M." (viii) 

eres aes) in all of our Bible Schools and many of our ministers use 

"I think M is much superior." (1x) 

Generale$ = ei fei es | she eRe re sesreriol ote neyisbets 

"Arguments in favor of M, culled from The Bible Soclety Record of 
October 17, 1895. 

  

    

"It is generally conceded that neither the original Reina nor any 
one of these revisions fully meets the requirements of Christian 
scholarship of the present day." 

"An exact reproduction of Reina or Valera, with all its harsh and 
obsolate expressions, would suit nobody at the present day. Two 
courses of procedure are possible: one conservative, regarding the 
version of the Spanish reformers as a classic, hardly capable of 
improvement, to be revised if at all sparingly; while the other 
Maintains that Valera's work, being a forgotten book for more than 
two centuries, never became incorporated in Spanish literature, 
and may better be replaced by an entirely new version from the 
original tongues, made with all the advantages which come from the 
investigations of modern sdidlarship, and in a style and vocabulary 
adapted to the usage of modern times. This is what the translator 
has aimed to accomplish.” 

"Much of the criticism which has been directed against his (Mr. 
Pratt's) work is simply the product of that conservatism which - 
says, 'Let well enough alone; we ask for nothing but Valera.' 
A man is blind who cannot recognize the merit of a work because he 
denies its necessity. " 

"This translation was made in compliance with positive and earnest 
solicitations from both sides of the Atlantic." 

"The translator of this new version is no novice, but with wonderful 
energy and life-long enthusiasm has devoted himself to the study 
of Hebrew, Greek, and Spanish, to the end that he might fit hin- 
self to be a faithful translator of God's word for sixty million 

Spanish-speaking people."



P el 

_ "He was encouraged to go on with this work by the ...:. incorpor- 
ation of his version of the Psalms in an edition of the Valera 
Bible published in Barcelona in 1882, and by the unsolicited con- 
mendation pronounced upon that version by Se‘tor, now Bishop Sabre- 
ra in 1885, to the effect that it was 'an immense advance uvon Lu- 
cena's revision of Valera.’ (Un adelanto inmenso sobre la version 

-de Lucena.)" 

"This version has certain peculisrities which distinguish it from 
Valera, and are worthy of note: 

1)The poetical passages, in conformity with the lays of Hebrew 
poetry, which were unknown in the days of Valera, are orint- 
a in parallel lines, in both the Old Testament and the 
ew. 

2)The translation of the New Testament is msde, as a rule, 
from the Greek text approved by the English and American 
companies of revisers, and in this respect in en undoubted 
improvement upon all editions in current use, 

3)Where the translator would suggest an alternate rendering, 
or indicate more exactly some veculiarity of the original, 
a marginal footnote in smaller tyoe is apoended." 

"Of this (M version), Dr. Thomson ('reoognized as one of the most 
distinguished scholars in connection with Spanish missions") says: 
‘I sincerely believe there does not today exist so faithful a pre- 
sentation of God's word in sny language as the Version Moderna." 

"The late Rev. Dr. A. P. Mendex, one of the most distinguished rab- 
bis of the.United States, ... svoke thus: 'I think your rendering 
admirable, The denunciation of the old prophets, as reproduced by 
you in the sonorous Castilian tongue, have the grand eloquence of 

8 YOW.oece 

General Arguments in favor of M, written by the translator himself, and 
printed in The Bible Society Record of March 20, 1890. 

"All these revisions of the Reina Version have proceeded on the assump- 
tion that it was mode from the originel tongues; that it is a monu- 
Ment of classicel purity, executed in the golden age of Spanish 
literature; and that but little change was necessary to make it in 
all respects tne equal of our English versicn; ard yet the very 
number of revisions implies that each preceding one has failed to 
realize the high expectations formed of that ancient version. 

"Strange it is that Reina's own words should have so long been disre- 
garded, since in his introduction he states exolicitly that he had 

endeavored to keep 'as close as possible to the fountain of the Hebrew 

text', 'which' he says 'we have done BY FOLLOVING COMMONLY THE (Latin) 

TRANSLATION OF SANCTES PAGNINUS; WHICH BY COMMON CONSENT OF ALL THE 

LEARNED IN THE HEBREW TONGUE IS REGARDED 15 THS PUREST TILL NOV 

EXTANT,’ His (Pagninus'’ translation) wes rather a correction of the 

Vulgate on the Hebrew and Greek than an original version. Reina says 

further, that he had made large use of the errara version....A ver- 

sion made under thes circumstances, and bssed on the earliest, and 

therefore not the most perfect of modern translations, must necessari- 

ly have been radically defective." 

"After long and close comparison of it (RV) with the original Hebrew, 

I am satisfied that it cannot be converted into a really good . “ver= 

sion, for use in our day, without completely destroying its identity.   
 



"This translation (M), made from the original cor TOOT ern “ 
closely therzto as smooth and idiomat«Spanish ee as eats couen 

ly compared in all difficult pssseges with CO 
other versions (to say nothing of commentaries). 

. the translator is that ...-believing that the first and lest duty of - 
of putting the mind of the reader in easy and satisfactory communi- 

cation with that of the writer." 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS MADE BY MEN YITHIN OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF RV 

RV is more exact. 

"M substitutes translations which--though not altogether wrong--are 
certainly weak and suit errorists; e.g., Matt. 16:18 (sepulero in- 
stead of infierno." . 

"In Romans 8:29, conocio is weakened by the addition of en sy pres 
cisneia. pois limlts the foreknowledge of the elect to mere omni- 
science. 

"In Luke 16:23, M has entre los muertos instesd of los infiernos." 

“Some of the changes in M are, if not downright wrong, atleast: ins 
adequate: e.g., 3)Eph. 1:23, instead of plenitud’M has‘ complemento; 
b)in Job 19:26, M has desde mi oarna'instesd’of en mi carne (RV); c) 
in Job 19:27, M hes y ya no como a un extraftio instead of RV y no 
otro. 

"In the first two chapters of Ephesians, M uses 108 more words than 

RV. It seems that the better a man knows his language, the fewer 
words he will use." 

"Objectionable words of RV are often not completely removed from M; 
e.g., parir is retained inGen. 16:11, 15, 16; Gen. 17:17,19." 

2 
whereas M In Ephesians, RV uses only 17 added words (in italics), 

uses 57. These are often unnegessary or interpretive. M is often 

a translation with commentary. 

RV has a better style. ee eee 

"RV. is similar to Luther's Bible and th 
  

e English King Jemes." 

tect at once that M is a 
"I feel that Latin-Amerioans ee able ae informed thereof pre- 

translstion made by an Amer 

. Viously." 

"Though RV 1s over 300 years 014, 
his mother tongue. 

it was translated by a man who knew   
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‘yy was prepared by a non-Spanigrd; RV was prepsred by Spanish-speak- 
ing men." 

t 

"Mexican children readily understend Bible passages from RV. 

"Wa expect to work in all Latin-American countries, and RV is more 

acceptable to all." 

"RV rag used throughout Spain until Franco put an end to Protestant 
work, : 

"We will greatly reduce the circulation of our Spanish literature if 
we do not remain with Valera. At greater expense to ourselves we 
could limit our editions of our tracts and books to our own use by 
using M; but that would not be wise, for thereby we would not be 

: availing ourselves of the opportunity to announce the Gospel beyond 
our circles through our literature, And the cost through loss of 
sales to others would increase to us:." : 

"RV could’ be corrected (6.g., Matt.°28:19, doctrinad would better be 
haced discipulos; John 10:30, una cosa should be uno)." 

Use of RV will keep unity and avoid confusion. 

"Unity in form and text (of the Bible versions) are of prime impor- 
tance in the work of our church.” 

"No matter where we go to teach, the sacred text which we use to 
teach our 'faithful ones' should slways be the same in its content 
and in its form, Thus we will avoid confusion and mistake among our 
people. : 

General-- 

"The burden of proof lies with the men who would substitute M." 

"Only if RV has points that condemn her should she be discarded, and 

only if M corrects these flaws and has no points which condemn her 

should she take the place of RV.' 

"Whether M is clearer and better understood must be decided by those 
who really know Spanish." 

"RV 4s the classic, best-known, most widely-quoted version; it has 
s it ils far more 

outlived all other translations (Amat, Scio, etc. )3 
modern than the English King feames; it 1s backed by theologians born 
and bred in the Spanish language. 

Rev. Andrés Meléndez, our Church's Spanish Litereture Editor and 
Spanish Lutheran Hour Sveaker, says: 

_ I feel that RV 
"M 4s an improvement, but it didn't go fer enough. 1 Fog. oie to} 

c 2 the extent of putting p 
the name Reina-Velera. needs a good, sound revision, to 

date Spanish; but I would like to preserve 
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One thing I do like about M, however, is that when it ends a verse « 
with a comma, it begins the next verse with a small letter." 

SOMMAT: OF ARGUMENTS MADE BY MEN 4ITHIN OUR SYNOD 
IN FAVOR OF M 

M is more exact. 

"RV often goes far afield of Luther, whereas M and HA hit the nail 
right on the heed,' 

"M's translations ere closer to the origins}; @.6., John 3:36, Hebr. 
11:1, Matt. 28:19, 7:4, Psalm 51:5. ' 

has a Setters style. 
  

"RV contains antiquated words, such as salud, caridad, conversacion, 
‘escandalo, which have a different mesning now. M replaces these 
rib words of clearer meaning. It also replaces objectionable 
phrases." 

"Objectionable words ( aris’ “coger) are not always changed in M, but 
they ere changed in most passages which are quoted most frequently." 

"Young people much more willingly read M. Likewise those with little 
aducation can't understand RV sometimes, and give up trying." 

"M stimulates thinking, like Nestle's Greek Bipis and the writings of 
Missouri exegetes." 

"RV is not suitable for the liturgy--1t 1s:not singable." 

"Even those who use RV don't use it as is in the liturgy; the liturgy 
is a composite." 

Generai-- 

  

"HA is closer to M than to RV." 

"No modernistic tendencies are seen in M." 

There is, ne 'official' Lutheran Bible, either in English or in 
Spanish." 

"Many important texts are exactly alike in both versions (Luke 11:28, 
Matt. 22:39, I John 1:7)." 

"Opposition to M is due to over-conservetism and fear of something 
new," 

 



  

Regarding Word-Choi oe Ond Glarity: 

lating the sano Crock word’ gorS,toze Consistent than RV in trans-= stent throughout the New Testamont, ~ fa a Same Spanish equiv- ater version, M is usually clearer dian Ry ould be expectod of a 
or presenta day, worde in their Older moanin *( HY usos older words gor Whoro we today would uso estar bocause the este mee use: frequontly usod in tho 16th und 17th cont i lattor waa’ loss eco many, embellishments and interpolations. (nog - Howovor, M dsos 

c oice, HA seems superior to both RV & i e chart below). In 

Number of Words Usea by: Reina-Valera r 
‘Tics 5 odern 

: Italics Tot. Was./Italios~~ fat, vas 

I Pet.3 6. 508 96 ee 

I Pet.4 5 431 1? 441 

Totals: - 25 ae | oe50 
(In I Peter 1-5, M uses 296% more italicized word s, and in all 
ieee ee ere enonaas Both Ey a M occasionally fail to itali- 

s that do not appear in the original: 
"guilty" of this than Me) Ginal; RV is more often 

Regarding Grammatical Matters and Style: 

Various observations are listed under the various classifica- 
tions of divcorgencics of translations; others are scattered through- 
out the study. In genoral, it seems that HA is as ideal a trans- 
lation--grammatically~-as can be expected; it surpasses RV & M. - 
Only a traincd Latin-Amorican‘ scholar can judgo the style of the 
vorsions adequately. Howevor, tho‘stylo which most approaches that 
of Luthor--of the common man today, scoms to bo that of HA. RV 

appears somowhat stiff and classical; M trios to correct tho dif- 

ficulty and goos taofar in the opposite direction; HA scoms to 

striko the correct modium. 

Rogarding Popularity: 

Though RV did not como into go 
tho 19th SonthEys it eventually roplaccd Amat and Scio because “it 

E languages. RV was chosen by the 

BEBE Tere Geers aDente oe eearaits a yaeaic diction alone--but be=- 
Bible societies--not because : 
cause there ¢ Was no other Protestant ; ae tbcenetiyas frost ieuaeee : ral. There was 0 ° 

are teuones ree One Theta is the SOE Oe eae Sane aT enIaBIte: 
e iT) toaay It is popula : 

Scoleticn ood fiom Ko other complote Bible ‘translated taagonds 
Hebrew and Gréek*(Cr. the Tabulation; also pibte ates nace 
vol.XXXIX, pp.145-147 and Vol.XL PPet ne procedont. RV sunolgido- 

for succceding gonorations 1° 1° cmploto Bible oxisting up through 

neral use until the middle of 

sorved ‘tu ‘bo choson as "the best comp Se eee eer eeronenare 

Boge cts RCELeuny cen HiT a Oro ee eenent OF of the 01d Testament-- 

ity of translation, though not 

popular in the literature and 
portions--perhaps even of 

which probably excel RV in deseo 

in popularity. Though RV is 20 
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life of the people as is the English King James, the reason is- 
obviously that the Spanish Protestant world is proportionately 
smaller than the English Protestant world. 

Regarding Maintenance of Unity and Avoidance of Confusion: 

No church body is as united on doctrine as ours. And yet we ~ 
divide on a vitalipoint--the Book from which we draw that doctrine. 
As our work expands through Central and South America, wo sorcoly 
need that unity. "Tho future of our church lics in the Spanish 
language," said one of our leaders. Tho colleges and sominarics 
which we will establish will need to use the same text-books (e.g., 
in Dogmatics). Our congregations should use the same catechism and 
hymn books. Thus we should also use the same version of the Span- 
ish Bible. (Cf. Personal Conclusions below for suggested solution.) 

Although it is difficult to determine whether the best Spanish 
New Testament in existence is closer to RV or to M merely by study- 
ing three chapters, yet HA is closer to M in I Peter I-III. In 
these chapters there are 193 important differences in translation 

. (this includes all kinds). ‘There is no agreement botween the three 
versions in 45 instances. RV and HA agreo completely in 63 in- 
Stances. M and HA agreo complotely in 85 instances. 

PERSONAL CONCLUSIONS 

In addition to the opinions already mentioned previously, the 
following conclusions present themselves: - : 

1. We ghould begin now to a)revise and modernizé RV, or b)correct 
M, or c)substitute a third version for RV and M, (In this one re- 
spect the question is parallel to the English and German Bible 
problems. . Shall the church continue to use the King James version 
as is? As it discusses the matter, it strives to guard against 
projecting additional values into Kd merely because it is a tradi- 
tional possession. And many contend that our church should lead 
its people into an improved KJ or into a complotely new translation.) 
- In some respects it is desirable to completely revise and modern- 
ize RV’so that the name and general structure of the version may 
remain. However, some contend that such a revision would not go 
far enough and be proportionately no better than the previous 
half-dozen revisions. Others maintain that to revise RV suf- 
ficiently would mean that it could no longer be recognized as 
RV and therefore no longer rightly be called RV. (The same might 
be contended of a revision of M.) - If there is a third version 
Capable of replacing both RV & M, it might have a long struggle 
40 gain acceptance, It took KJ 50 years to do s0. 

2. Whether we choose a or b or ¢ could also be influenced by the . 
community in whioh the church works. .If the-Christians have for — 

generations alre atudied and memorised RV, it would be more 
Giffioult to introduce a corrected version of M or a third version. 
However, ff RY is subjected to a thepough-geing revision, the 
people would have almost a$ much difficulty adjusting themselves 
to the new.revised version, If RV is revised so little that it 
does not affect the people quite as much as a revised M or a third
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version, than the rovision of RV may not have been sufficiontly 
thorough, - On the other hand, if our church works in a com- 
munity where the people do not know the Biblo vory well (which 
is also true of many communities whore we are now working--cs- 
pecially in South Amcrica), then the latter two possibilitics 
are more casily attaincd. However, tho Bible vorsion to be in- 
Tawenood should be that which is gonorally approved by the church 

Ye 

5. Whothor wo chooso a or b or c should not be dotormincd without 
caroful, unbiascd porsonal study and close consultation with cx- 
ports. Many statemonts mado about cithor version aro opinions 
instead of facts. Projudico against a vorsion in qucstion can 
often bo romoved by objoctive individual perusal and by seeking 
tho woll-doliberated convictions of othors. 

4, One suggested solution in particular presents itself: c. If 
we all begin (or continue) a close study of HA, we will no doubt 
agree that it quite ably combines the advantages of RV & M and 
omits their disadvantages. Detailed examination of this version 
will surely convince us of the truth of the words of J. Gon- 
zalez Molina, Secretary of the American Bible Society in Havana: 

"La versién Hispano-Americana del Nuevo 
Testamento puede dar le pauta de‘un : 
lenguaje‘fiel, castizo, elegante, claro, 
enfatico y solemne, que no hiere los 
ofdos del erudito, ni aturde la mente 
del menos culto, ES ESTA LA MEJOR 
VERSION DE LA ESCRITURA AL ESPANOL."- 
(As quoted from La Biblia que Leomos, p.9) 

Let us study this version closely and send suggested changes to 

the American Bible Sgqcicty; therc will be few. Let us furthcr- 

more study tho 01d Testamont translations now in use and suggest 
changes. Those can be ombodicd in a HWispano-Amcoricana vorsion 

of the Old Testament. Lot us ask the noxt convontion of our 

church body to oncourago and support the proparation of an HA 

Old Tostamont. Lot mon of our church work with othor scholars 

of the ABS and BFBS committoe in the preparation of this 0. T. 

5. Wo nocd not expect those who have already changed to M to 

_immodiately turn back to RV.’ Noithor can we expect tho staunch 

supporters of RV to accopt M. ‘Human naturo docan't work that 

way," and leadors on both sidos have alrcady declared: thoir re- : 

fusal to accopt a revised RV or a revised M. But wo CAN expect rs 

BOTH partios to agreo on a "bost vorsion of tho Bible in Spanish,’ 

an HA Bible.. 

6, No matter which course we choose to follow, we must revise some 

of our literature. It is inconsistent to say: ["In many large 

sections, only one word need be replaced by ano her; here and 

there a verse may have to Ue reeeth Se en sea pense i 

needs a thorough-going revision, Ss Ww. ‘ e 

If only a few words are replaced in éach chapter, the rovision 

would not be “thorough-going" enough., If verses are recast, then 

literature which uses those verses must also be revised., If the 

revision is really "thorough-going", we must revise all- our liter- 

ature which quotes the numerous revised sections, .



ee 
Our church has vory little ito, 

eeu have can be rovisod for an Ha proto in Spanish, * 
a thoroughly rovisod RV Biblo, tg, Just as it wacraune Onn 
much additional litoraturo, wo might pocfore wo publish too 

Shot the ABS ang the properation of an Hh oom eee wil e I. Wo can be sure 
the publication cane vory aoscptet ot ge eae cooporato in 
thon unite upon this third version and epee ur church can 
and carry on its othor work JOINTLY, Publish its 1itoraturo 

7. Wo cannot oxpoct immodiate acceptance of tho HA Biblo. But wo can look forward to a gradua 
the support of a vorsion which Sree RV- & M-support to 
both (and thoro arc many) ond omits their tog cnpert ee tone 

cir bad qunlitios (which 
arc also numorous). Both parties could 2 
RV or'M in their private work as they Seer ET entGr coe e EET Sean 
Class, personal study, etc.). But let the entire church public- 
ly accept as standard a new FA Bible. - The new HA Bible will be 
a failure if it is an individual project--if it is prepared out- 
side of the leading Bible Societies and circulators. It will 
fail if our church takes an indifferent attitude toward united 
Gospel endeavor. But if our church fights for a truly acceptable 
translation made by the leading Bible Societies and distributed 
by them, if it individually soos to it that such a-translation 
is a correct rendition of the original in thc language of tho 
pooplo, if it cooperates fully with the Spanish scholars of 
Europe and tho Yestorn Hemisphere in this undertaking, then we 
can expect both unity and satisfaction with a successful and 
widely~usod HA Biblos 

The above represents the opinion of an inexperienced student 
of the problem who desires to remain open for a possible better - 

solution.
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V.GébatisnS: A COMPARISON OF VALERA AND MODERNA 

4, Textual study SPANISH BIBLE V=RSIONS 

I.V¥.l M yses many words not found in RV. ‘hile RV does get the mean- 
gneyot Ame aby authozity, end comiseton), it is no = full in >presen- 
ation as e rte de. e latter leaves no dou at Paul's comig- 

sion as apostie dia-noe receive its source in fallible man. Men-had a 
part in originating his authority. M medio de again brings a more enm-: 
pha io,idea of instrumentality. Men weren't even the irs trumental 
cause. The Singular avOgWnovis well signalized by the ed jective M al- 

following the otherwise rather indefinite hombre. M alguno should 
@ italicized, since it is not in the Greek text. The coricent of al 0 

is not found in the original Greek. No man at all even helped in Bouts 
being commissioned an apostle. RV mas seems to be just a bit less 
popularized them M sino, altho both carry the same idea. RV and M are 
agd n parallel in réspective use of por and por medio de.... If one con- 
Siders the dua IX. in front of Geol T. RV conceivavly has the bet 
ter rendering. M's entre is really interpolation as it is used between 
de 6y---- los muertos , unless the original éx wmevis pressed. RV is 
Closer in its reniering to the Greek here in the literal meaing, al tho 
this © es not militate against Hep M hes usege behind its rendition in 
the form of the Creéo Apostglico. Cf. in Latin, ami egpecially in 
the Greek originals. 

I.v.2 Wo difference exists here. 

I.ve5 RV adds the (sea)after Gracia, bringing out the meaning of the 
Greek, as also do. KY and Luther. M is more literal here and not quite 
as vivid to the Latin mind as RV. RV includes the definite article el 
before Padre. This is not in the Greek but does no violence to the 
meaning of the original. WN achieves probably betbver balance by the o- 
mission of the article. 

I.v.4 RV follows Greek order exactly by following Padre Nuestro. One 
Would almost findga division of wrsons in the use of the phrase ; Goad 
and our “‘ather." M places nuestro in front of Dios making for smooth 
Gr omprehension. KJ, Luther, and RV agree. ARV amd M agree. 

I.ve5 ‘he choice of mal by RV is in more indirect and a shede more 
delicate, possibly even more reverent, if possible than the choice of 

quien given by H, which is @wersely more direct end in more usage 
N meaking with one's equals. if one prefers to the language which 

puts God on a higher pleie, then RV's choice is moreappropriate. This, 

of murse, is a matter of one's own preference in the style of 1m guage 

to be used either of God.gr to Him. RV continues ve5 witn the ti me-ho- 

nored phrase por siglos de siglos. ‘This is frequently rendered por los 

: von inte Ts obviously literall-y closer tp the Greek 
Sizlos de sig e 

“ELS TOUS a) THY acbywy .'to the ages of the ages,’ as English, 
Would put it. English versions prefer the Bi of “forever and eran 

Mewes the well worn phrase para siempre james for the same ine es De 

fornos limits para to adm, object, destingtion, waite we Latest le to 

Por duration o me, among other concepts. ane ae ye = 

agrees with RV.and takes issue with M by the 6 07% PO coemmiae eacaee 
Siempre jemas.® Ritual Lutereno uses several aifigren Eee Se the 

Note the idea of time without end or ageless 9625, Laeriee ae ainaa 

use of para with siémpre alone, never por Siempre jemas, pare 

Siempre Jama, as ie i 
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sive voice of the Span~ 

I.ve6 Estoy maravillado of RV is really the pas tive yoice ‘erb 

ich. whe verbOvwydfw is strictly Sea eo erase veel The use of 
altho it is generally transleted with a midd la. 

¥°of the influence 
the passive, as in RV, gives the idea almst entirely 0 
of som outside action, namely, nde _que...tan prone poise tenor 
ive yo me maravillo brings out the resction produce 

with a pre-existent standard of dogyrine end life, in the beginning 
&sostasy of, many of the Galatians. M's choice of midcle voice coin- 
diées wth buther.45 my seems to be closer to the Greek here, while 
RV is more emphatic. HV in wing tan pronto is closer to the idaa of 
voluntary, tho upremedi teted ection, then the ish peste of I. 
The former is quite near the finer shede of meening cerried yby 
as that of ection taken Without due end full deliberation RV is 
unfortunate in using the preterit perfect subjunctive hayads traspasado 
Since the GreekurratiGecb¢ is middle vol¢g and presmt teise, Instea 
of the completed action expressed in RV. : is qite close to the 
original in both form and meaning, by the use of the present, es 
action thet is still going on, and by the choice of the verb apartéis, 
which brings out the mesning possibly more cleerly, while traspasado 
carries a strong meaning gf crossing som thing.., in addi tion to re~ 
moving oneself from it. i King James Version, Goodspeed, Challoner- 
Rheims Rev.1941, Moffat, and Luther side with MH in the sense and the 
tense to be used,in trenslating w.etatlbeeGe . XKJ,CR,side with RV in 
trensleting the év of E€vX¥d@QT as ~m objecgive participle, whereas 
Mf, G,L,Le, end Exp. prefer the cdverbieal use. fhe basis for this 
is in that do ef not carry the signification of into or to, as a 
Would be transleed. Mi again excels over R¥ in thedhrase para seguir 
diferente e., instead af the rather blurred a otro e. of RV. eer 
writes, "The whole emphasis is thrown on this fake Gospel, on the ad- 
jJectives which declare it e fake: Sdifferent, nogoanother'.... ‘this 
Gospel is different beceuse it is not another.'““y So elso Exp. am G. 
It is true that M parephreses from the literal Greek, which RV dots not 
do, but M is muck clearer partly by that reason. M is beter here. 

  

Iev.7? RV partly redeems itself by the phrase no que hey otro, altho 
M is eilopaz sate text in the choice of yords, and the word order, and 
more specific in the use of el aual foroo. M, &s is fremently its 

custom, interpolates a word not in the text, for the purpose of great- 

er charity, but it possibly was not needed here. M is not consistent 

in the use of otro, since it usually gives a better ONG pie ene he 

word @iferente. kJ,CR agree with M; L,G, sgreo with RV. Te : 
seems to be brought out best by the inquictan of BV, gmetad ine moze 

the 1g of internal unrest, internal perplexity, than the pertu a 

of M. RV and M offer us 4 choice, respectively, Retadenaihe P a 

sent indicative, and the preterit imperfect Bon dune Ee a ccaete 

uieren , and quisieran. ‘The Greek itself uses the i oa i ve : 

gives more the tdea of an action which will probably no ibeliscoomey 

plished, while RV that of soles going onlatiens motos athe 

ng es not nece : 3 

Ber cous ie teaneniser ei the section now treated. HA with RV 

rrect 

whois ee Pieasstincdin ohrase aunq ve nosotes mee tis us more 
should be italicized in the typograpny © % really needed. Predicase 
of the origin oz the angel, but that is ¥0 ork of cvange lization, 
reminds one more of the aotusl £000 7 inet was done.HA backs up ents 
eae anunc iare ere ead pred {gage is secontot 1 Correa : ee 

words in £9, "OR, if, G, ma bee = = IP SABRES 99 2 3 > a 

here, am also less wordy in the 
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Greek sense of "contrary to", the English idiom fos rag? . Nosotros 
os predicemos is more direct, and active than RV, being backed by Le, 
While KJ, L, OR, Mf, and G are with RV. In spite of wordiness, i 
Seems preferable hore. 

I.v.9 RV como antes hed. goes correctly with the Greek, as also with 
KJ endl. M seg emos dicho ya is different only in the placement 
of the adverbs--RV places both in front of the vers como mtes he. 
While H >uts the compound very in betwcen. So G,be, CR, Mi, and Kd. 
wither would be good usege todg. ~ M nosey more popular--and hence 
preferable in general situstions. RV tambian shora decimos otra vez 
is bésed closely on the Greek, end becked by L,Mf,KJ, and OR. The AV 
decimos should really be the first person singuler altho Luther aso 
uses 1 plural, Probably reduplicating ths verb of the first clause 
in the sentence. There is no variant reading the original to justiz, 
the use of the first plural. RV use of the verb decir is more common 
then the quite erudite torno...a decir of Ke This is backed by G. 
i, Seems less: lively snd Less direct than RV and less wp eferavle also 
in this clause. dd in previous perallel situations, Muses distinto 
while RV has otro. ‘The former is more clearly the idea of the origi- 
nal----- & pessage really opposing the “Sospel. RV uses the compound 
perfect hab. rec. This is smoother then the M rendition recibisteis. 
M morely carries the idea that you received.’ G, Hf agree with Me 

I.vel0 RV persuado_ is backed by KJ end is quite feitnful to the 
Greek fecOw TT. has the interesting rendition, Predige ich denn 
jetzt Menschen oder Gott zu Dienst? M generally sidesteps using the 
form estoy conciliando a tho it is quite appropriate here. Both 
choices of verbs aré permissible. Musas los hy, while the article 
is not justified fully by the Greek. it is not mcessary, but it 
could be used. RV is consistent when hombres is put in apyosition 
with Dios , but afterward he uses los hewhich may not ve consistent. 
i end KJ agree with RV. Both the yo p. the personal pronoun and the 
erticle, respectively, could wall be omitted retaining the good sense 
of the Greek, in tha case of M. 

Ievell RV hago saber is well substanti ated by the original am other 
translations; KJ certify and L. tue kund. ge RV venders mas equi- 
valent to English but, H porque is equivalent to bedause. in the 
first clause, the only di erasers is in the first sords already treat- 
ed. The mas of RV seems somewhet antiqm ated, but possibly; is smoother 
as far as style is concerned. The RV italicized ous 18 backed by KJ. 
M's trmslation of predicado is bolstered by KJ. as-Slightly dif- 

* ferent viewpoint from ere. "Concerning the Gospel” while RV mas 
is more adjectival; and seems closer to the original, as also witness 
L,ELf, G, and OR. RV and B are oe noice in the ae emiOveTS use 
of anunckado and pred icado for €vuvy eceeM is Supported by Le 
and KJ on the verb. Lt seems smoother Spanish in avoiding the repe- 
tition of two que. 

I.vel2 RV is close to the Greek here, both in order and choice of 
words. The agmo of M is added for emphasis, as does L. RV sino 
Hoe reve de Jé soviet is well attested by other translations: V, XJ, 
OR,G,)Mi,altho Le. would imert the Singlish equiva ent of lo recibio, 
Zer groatér clarity. RV, as aso KJ, follow the original here quite 
literally. M qual lo. r.) is unnecessary without the italicized phre= 
but smoother w . ue is possibly reduplicatiom here to balance 
the clause with the que fué used previously. M is more emphatic and 
Probably more clear. ! 
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aise , 62 
Iev.lS M healer is not in-the oxiginel. RV ia is not in the oi ginal 
either. Both words edd: RV omphasi zes; end i sup-lics « more spacific 
concsdt to hav. oido. KJ, using conversction, sides with RV, lif, 
Carcer of @ aS exactly the same as mV, €8 also i, V, which is the 
Source for KJ conversationom. HV should interpose en vctwean cond uc~ 
ta and otro. AV 18 not consistont, Dsocausc, for czample, in I pote 
1318 uses conversacidn. OR manner of live is cxectl; the seme a5 We 
i, using moro vords, Sesms to v6 quite smooth. RV wekes the verse a 
Matter of indirect speech, while Hf tells the “how", como, with adver 
bial leaning. It secms M possibly is a bit Amglicized hezc, witness 
KJ,OR. Sovremenera of -RV sesms closér to GreskUneg Godyy then H's 
desmcdidamente, “disproportionetel:", Ii des. is construed "veyoud 
mGesure” it would coincide with 10. p51. Sovre. is close to V supra 
modum. RV destrufe,"Bestroy", en KM destroz. arc ccuivelent forms, 
at Present no difficulty, altho tuet of aV is moze populer. Thayer, 
Ge 

I.v.l4 Apro. of RV is more "profit by"; adel. more "exccl":ct. Va~ 
pp49 end 12 respectively. H is vettor here, eltho Th gi ves fosénoTov 
es "to meke progress", one of the first menings. of epro. sventejer 
is better yet. Uso of small j vy i: is more in kceping with moder 
Préctice of Spenish. HM is not consistent herc. XV soore scsms linked 
d th apro. in much ths same wey taat gue of li goes with adel. 
“meke progpess ebove ell’; and "excel more then". RV, »vecked by KJ 
in choice of above by KJ,CR,L,Vu in choice of supra, but M backed 
by Mf,G, V, in the choice of ccactsncos, Which expresses moze the idea 
of vd ng contemporaries, then Dcélng ecuels. M.is closer hezc td the 
Greek s+ ivyAnewrayS , meaning thoss of en equal aze; Th,p.6C5. li's 
los d6 is justified by his wnstzuction es is RV's de mis i. RV muy; 
més c. (que todos) clerifies, but is not necossery. NM here also is 
Nore smooth, wita ccoloso in more averege usage tasn RV cel ador.Cela- 
dor cerzies move the idee of a watchman, just ss would the Gree 
here if a noun. ; 

I.v.15 RV em M parallel here is Fespective usc or ies and pero, the 
lattcz being in more common use. #lso zarellel in the cucicee of que 
end el cuel. Dios is used by both versions, bd ng also in sovera 

importait Grook tGosts. Gf. Nestle critical anparetus p. 480; 16th ed. 
This however, is omitted by Nestle in his preferred text. M, with the 

{ is quite a bit more cleer to the everege reader. italidized pere s S 
Sano is potas ly Detter taste now for’womb, then wiontre of RV. 

Ievel6 WM ond RV are consistent in their ros ctive custom of start- 
ing verses wi th a capital, whereas ‘M steits with a capitel only if 

the verse is also the »eginning of a paregraph. This action by M is” 
probebly en aid better reading end comprehension. This is egreed 

by the mejority of the modern transletions, to mention G,1f ,OR, ald te 
Velasqez informs us, 9.921, @ fin de means "in ordcr that". In ths 

' Greek, the first personal prouowm é3@ is implicit in the verb 

EbayyeAc$euuwee altho M is probebly justified in inserting the word 

to insuwo thc reader's having no doubt as tO who is preach ing, since 

thet is fremently contestod in this cpistle. Pera me is also cl o- 
Ser to tue ut, V, in order that of 1c, 3.54, that o » ond Ed, and 

Mf. and so thet than the M a fin do que, those Sng ish squivelent 
> would be "® tno exi that." RV end M egain consistent in using res- 

pectively capital and lower case k tiers for the name of a people 

or pe ples! G om g. Mis in line with correct modern usage. li's in~ 
Eirore luom may give a more emphatic expression, 

then the ltezo unedst sted of KV, which can mean both pwesently, and 
immedistaly. Gi. Veed.416, De T. 172, the leter giving Onl; sresent Ly 

 



as the meaning of luego. ‘This of ZV Would tend to weaken the empha 
sis on very cleer-cut ection, geyzied byenOéewS, thile M sas appro- 
priately, "at onee". BV conferd and M consulté sre quite synon;mous ——E—t 
terms. 

2 . Ievel? HV's choice of ful forovy\Bow is seconded by V,b, md Le.p.o& 
Whereas the fer greeter number agree with M subi: ~ Mfr,G,XJ,0Rm and of 
course, the basic meaning of the ver) in qudstion, according to Th and 
tS. RV is not cmsistént in using de nuevo for "again", d nce just in 
ve 9 otra vez is used. OF cuurse, the alternation of such simple terms 
hes som thing in its favor; if used to relieve monotony. M seem the : 
best for clarity of expression. M should be consistent vi th the modem 
Spanish practice otherwise followed im terminating the neme Jgerusalon 

vi eh the n is it should. Instead, in this verse, the emtiatated m is 
Wed. 

I.v.18 M has a helpful custom of placing the sign of a new paragraph at 
the head of a new paragraph, which is also noted in I.v.6, and thruout 
the M trenalation. RV des ués and M iintonces sre both justi fTiable on 
the basis of the ort satel Errecra wet ¢, “then after o». (Th) al tho 
the weight of the meaning would still be with KV, because of the seem- 
ingly central ides of "thereefter". This latter ergument loses force 
to a great degree when the M phrese is transl ated "Then, when three 
veers head passed...". M retains the picture of ming uphill to J., 
while RV retains the ful used in the previous vers. KJ is exactly 
Precise wi th the Greek in "then After" es also V, L, Mf,G,CR,; The trans 
lations ci ted seem to give the decision more to M, which avoids, to 
& certain extent, whet seems to be a repetition of thoughts of time in 
RV's después, passdos tres efios. HV's a ver is ratler sie letal in con- 
Notation of the Gree écfoehoa. to become personally acquainted with (th) 
while M seems much more sdequate with para conocer, as @ 50 Mf, G,he, 
while V,L,OR, and KJ, all older translations except for OR, stand with 
RV. About the choice of Pedro, RV, or Cefas , M, Genski says, p61: 

"Here Paul writes 'Cephas', the old dra@maic term or name for 
Peter; in 2:7&8, where Jewish opjonents ére not so yromin- 
atly in mind, "Peter" is used. (also)... "to visit” for the 
purpose of learning to know, to become acquainted with, 
B.P. 596; not "to inguire of", to get information fron, 

: as has been Supposed.” . 
Bxpe coneurs here, p.155. Nestle's oritiical acparatus informs us that 

the entize Latin tradition, the revision of Bishop Thomas of Chzrkel, 
the Koing recension, Olaromontamus' text, and Bezae Centabrig., and 
most vi tness agree with the choice of jéteov , or with RV, while 
Nestle himself prefers to retd n Cefas, probably for the sane reasms 
given by Genski esbove. RV is elso vacked by KJ,L,CR ( this latter to 
be expected), whereas G,Mf, support M. One might sey that the use of 
Cefas would tend to wnfuse, but this seme neme is wed in other places 
as, for example, Jesus’ naming Cephas anew. (hit.16:18) Ee wécv% carries 
the idea of "remained" Th,“e,C2,G, (ment), thus goihg wth M permane- 
Gid, whereas RY estuve is somewiet weak. Witness Expe: 

"Both in the dots and Pauline Bpistles this verb denotes 
a he continuance oc prolongation of a stay.".e. Tis Ben herdly 

be Wae xvrTe » I avode with him. The clause expresses rather 
, the motive for Paul's lingering at Jerusalem, I tarried to see him 
: fifteen days. Mis best in this verse. 

I.v.l9 It is interesting to note that here both RV and M use the sem 
pertiole.v., mas. M probavly feeling such to be advisable to balance 
the sino in the second clause of the sentence. . M generally avoids 
this word mas, Wext we notice there is quite a differende in the omer 
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of the first clause. M's structure seems to De more modern, with the 

object following the verb in this construction, also expressing the 
action of seeing, while RV stresses thé fact that he sau none other 

but James, besides Peter, or rather, Cephas. Regul ar Spenish, in ex= 

pressing the forcoful.: egesi veyhich lioderna seems to want to express, 

Would write: "Mas no vi a ningin otro...". Cf. De 1. Thus the double 
negative is frequently used. Again we come to a difference in the 
choice of names. RV's Macobo could possibly be interpreted as an at=- 

tempt to use a word with B ss highly charged Roman Catholic conhota- , 
tions. Jacobo mems "James", while M's Santiago signifies, "St. James, 
The Greek text gives us Iénwhwy , leaving no doubt thet RV is right 
with the original. It can be understcod how the Spmiards for mery 
centuries saying Santo Zacobo before the final o of the Santo and the 
obo of the Jacobo would be dropped for the ¢exm for saint, which is 
now San----, cameto the logical elision of the final a llable of the 
first rd of this phrase, leaving us with the standerd Spanish tern 
for St. James, ss used by K. 

I.v.20 RV's sense secms to be, "In this which I write to you, ee." 
anton is in at least a good measure becked up dy thoek 6 ea pes faty 

: ie wouH understand the foregoing to man--"I swear in the preseme 
a d that I am not lying in this which I write » you, "then would 
Ba superior. RV is ettested to by G,Cz,XKJ,L, and V., while Le uses” 

6 understandsble choice of "as regerds what I am writing to you...", 
thus taking the sie of M. M's que could be omitted. 

Ieve2l ‘The pertes of RV seems just a bit too close of the partes of 
the Vulgate. HiZeoa tv seams best exaressod by regiones, ee in Wf, 
or its English counterpart in KJ,CR,Le, or by tho possibly synonymous 
term of "districts", used by Hf ani G. Luther's "Lunder"’ is also 
Closer to regiones than to partes. RV is careful to meserve the para- 
llelism: "of Syria end of Cilicia", altho the lettor proposition is 
doubtful, for the leck of important mss. RV is possibly clearer to the 
uneduceted mind, in so distinguishing. 

Ieve22 ds for cs the actual form of the verb itself is concerned, 

Bar Shoe gone negatjve as an integral part of the verb with desconocido 

eek KV OVW sVeS. Otlarwise the forms are equally understend= 

able, with RV being possibly quicker of comprehension to the unlearned 
Mis agreed to in form mind as it hears ite RV is backed here by Le. 

bY Wf, G,V, KJ,L,0R. i performs some exegesis which would be more pér 
Missible if it were placed in italics, for it is not in the eviginal, 

in the use of the word au. Strictly, RV is better with tm Greek in 
the use of the preposition a before las iglesias, as the exact rendi- 

tion of Tvtsék, than M's por. It is true por as by" is a legi- 

timate translation, but this generally signifies the means d@ doing 

Something. 2X.: "Ssoribo por mi hermano." De 7.5.82,Ve, so also G,Mf, 

Le, KJ, GR, on the word wrresponding to "to". Mo verb is given the 

stan tnd juble’of the vontey verei soy oonik be, "uhdck nero, ta Gheteth 
5g W : 

Pulative is to be used. RV in Engli Greist", if we employ the re- & 
whi t there were Gilesiy seed Bighign momningo. 27 se eoorted by £7, 08.7, eat te 
RV is generally better here. 

closer to the Koiné literally than 
I.V.23 Tan sdlo of M is Bee marked difference. M now becomes 
the solamente of AV, but th the feminine plural defjnite er- 
mnecessarily loquacious, using elias, ) rendition of hebian ofdo. 

t Sg the bester Spanien Tot erefare in both ver- ticle, when really RV has th ek, th 
Decir is not aupnoxted! py & verb 40 the je is equally well trazs- 
Bions, it should be set off bY italics. Ate : 
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latable by the en otro tiempo of RV, and the mtes of ::. RV is com 
Sistent here ,_ 65 48 gs as they slso are in respectively, anuncia and 
predica forevnyy 6s Tr. . We might accuse RV of tautology by the use 
oO @ second phrase of en otro tiempo, altho it follows the Greek 
77oTe ,, which M escapes by the variety of mtes anil then en un tie 
Oo. €70e0e. "Was destroying" »Th, is better translated by the destruia’ 

of RV, wheress the combatid , “combatted", is really weaker, witness Vee 
  

I.v.24 No difference between RV and M. 
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CHAPTER II 66 

II.v.l M&M Entonces, "¢hen","thereupon", is closer to EnevTa ‘of* fhe ori inal then RV después, altho RV word order of despues aes etter preserves the smoothness of the Greek; and represents = idea of the Greek genitive aeolian with the SV pasados, also a past parti- 
ciple, then the M despuea, an adverb. So HA,OR, 24eKJ,G,Mf. Wf is be ter here. M is consistently better again in Tendering &véjnv ‘as sub "Went up". RV juntemente seems unnecessary. RV tomahdo...con. is closer to the test's ayurx .ak¢dSvy than kh lleva Osese CON, DUG H st not eliminate the basic ides o2 Bitus! eing in ed in the 
TOW. “ 

IIev.2 RV empero better contrasts with the followin end also more highlights the external divine motivetion of his medion thon M's = eooy © HA with RV, as also V,CR,J,Mf, with first clause of Me G a th the first clause of RV. KJ wth RV in the second dlause. V,CR, Mf, G@with second clause of Me 32V ful is again inferior to M subi.: ave Oe nv ‘to set up or set out, is better expressed by M expuge, expound, set forth, than the more neutral comuni abies of RV. Helante 
de ellos of M is eisegesis, ari wrdy; the Sreek Idea being presented 
effectively by RV emlitio les. JAquel of M is better in expressing 
the 71d Ey, "that Gospel thich I am preaching to the Gentiles" 
than the mere el ev.of RV, altho HA agrees with RV. M privadamente 
ossibiy ks a tinge of Anglici sm as cour gree with RV Berticularmente, 

altho is as M kere. los de reputation of M is a smoother render- 
ing thim a los qua parecian Ser Alg06 algo should have’been in i- 
talics. Soro Por no correr should also be italicized. The re- 
mainder ci RV is really t00 literal to the Greek. M is much smoother 
but the interpretation de cualguiera manera should be itdlicized. 
li is backed by H& here. 

iI.v.d R7 and M again respoctively use mas ani pero for dv) as 
@lso RV capitalizes Griego while M appropriately Ie aves it lower case, 
in accord with Modern Spanish.mvrsnrveoOn "needed" ,"was obliged”, is 
better represented by M obligado than RV canpelido .mequtmy Onc as 
an aorist infinitive is also best rendered by M8s a Ser circundado 
the past particle, than the present infinitive of RV. 

II.v.4 RV por causa de is the correct rendition of &.¥ be Tovs , but 
the context seems to bear out M as the clesrest presezt ation of tke 
whole idea, that Tkmothy was not obliged to be cirmumci sed even in 
Spite d@ the false bréthren who entered surreptitiously in tha con- 
gregation. HAwith RV. The middle voice as in RV entraban better cap 
ture& the idea of the original than the past participle introducidns 
OfM. HA slso has intro. RV is more compact in this verse than if 
which should italicl ze intro; furt. RV secretamente is more reaédiiy 
comprehended by the common man then the clandestinimente of M. Sigui- 
fi cance of difference in wrd order af RY nuestra Le and l. mucstzu 
of M: Greek uses fuwdy after t ElevOcecav 5 RV and M carry the icea 
oz the final clause equally well, @ tho differing not materially in 
the choice of words. HAwith M‘s last clause, as also Mi. 

-II.v.5 RV cedimos is in more common usage than M cejamos whose use 
of the noun Sujecion is backed by the Greek, V, and I, altho this is 
not necessar etter than RV Sujetémlonos-~a verb. M supported by 
HA, Mf,G,CR,Le, and KJe M is better heres 
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II.v.6 RV and M aré,teverge ‘ @ her : ( mas. HA yges mas. M *Yequent]. © 0 gener , oF, ona ——=° § ie V uses 5 que al usage of empero and 
nothin tte Sia tactuend z eo Terence in meee were RY has mea. a 
in comprehension sce it. needy. Necessary abet os Jarte de Go is. 

denice end RY ase at ahi e ari fi ey and abag t @ nceivably aids 

Ghent ser al (Vv w , aia os NVe 2,q.V. eeapesuere nae CR ease =o 2 i 

SES Aerie eR io ee ae ae 5 3 e m po'is rea 
this instance. Both RV antec Prefers the algan to of RV, in 

former is perhapS even more usea hoe Yer and nada me imparta. The 

la apariencia de hoMbre,(Le ME.Gs3) 5, Taigcedtte en Dios no scents 
Spanish and comes cloSer the Greek, erstandable in 

; "Goa : 
i eference to one's face or appearence", than Me iolomtor dacptaeve 
persona de nadie,(KJ,0R,and V.), altho H does bring out th meaning. Nadie is permissible instead of the hombre indieated by the MSS because of the cOMStruction of the clause in Spanish. The lest Clause of both RV and M are not as clear as they should be. I% seems 
tres ae commicsren is ee the point than either dieron, RV or 
mpertieron, Me @ Constructions los que parect ah ser algo of RV and 

Tos que eran de rep.éte again perallel ave. 2360. 7 — 

II.v.7 On the difference in use of RV ond M por el contrerio ond al c. 
cf. Concordancia Espaiiolo, (Sloan) . Both are corzect, but the latter 
that Of M, 18 more used. M seems exeessively wordy here and a bit a- 
bove the ready comprehension of the average maf. RV is quite accep- 
tebly compact (HA the good features of both here.) M can be pertly 
justified if one considers that Paul umts to emphasize that he per- 
Sonally ani specifically had the apostolate without circumcision. M 
may be justified in inserting evangelio altho it is quite d ose to its 
# tecedent in the same verse. Canemeterar oz RV is attested in form 

by L,V,XJ,G,Mf, and OR. Habiendo vor M 18 supported by Te. RV era 
enoar.is attested by ZJ,V,C,and L. Hebfa sido encomendado is backed 
by Le, G, and Mf. 

II.v.8 comes closer to theépeeynea%S  (Th,ES) "energ zen", 
"stimulates to action” with obré ami obraba, "wrked", "yerformed”, 

then hizo and hizo of RV; altho the two por, used also by Le, carry 

More Of the idea of agency which it should than the two en of M, which 

is agreed to by KJ and CR. HE distinguiskea in the difference in the 
translation with obrd an ingressivepreterite and obraba a cont iano 

imperfect. (HA is identical With MN.) RV &M ress Ctively cons isten' 

in capitalizing and not capitalizing gentiles. M is better here, 4 

Ii.v.9 RV again uses a simple verb form:Vieron, while M (aA) uses | 

poroibiendo, the present active participle. RV is attested by KJ,V, 

> and CR, while Le end HA go with M. ‘This form is truly that of th 

Gredc, but RV still has the right sense. fomo of RV and pues of M aL
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have substiantially the same farce here. WisT "when","since™. M ge-3 
nerally prefers to use fue with the past perticiple, as here, but in. 

1¥22 Mis quite inconsistent. RV and M are consistent in the use ot 
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Jacobo and Santiago respectively. ZV is hot regular am even pOs- 
ainly, @ eee n sw soon aoe » Cezas also. nee a more positive xe 

on of of d0kodytes o16)or etyor,—-que eran reputados como co ec 
RV is seconded by KJ,V,CR. H ful Teese to by Wt, and G. AV Jacobo: 
is mnsidered best also by V, and L. H Sent. has no equiva ent In End: 
lish. RV and M should have italics for nos ami me preceding dierone 
Cf the two nos seems the more appropriate. The insertion in italics ~ 
by M of mano makes the idea more picturesque and is quite feasibly thé z|



68 
sense of the Greek. oé§c aS is plural, if so,RV is the better trans- 
lation at this point. Comunion of M now hes a very specific meaning 
end could be that of the text, altho "right of fellowship", in general, ~ 
css in RV d@ estres de compeliia seems more warranted, based on the con~ 
tezt. M generally is the one to use the personal pronoun even if o- 
mitted in the Greek. RY does it with nosotros f. The idea-is much 
clearer, since the thought is to spetify who was goind there. HA has 
la mano de compaifia, quite close to Me M is better here. 

II.v.l10 RV Solamente and M solo_ are consistent with }:22. RV nos 
idieron apporpriately is italicized--M deseaben also should be So. 

toss Of M Slso should be in italics. ‘This last clause offers'no ap- 
preociable improvement over RV in addition to using more words. HA'S 
first cl ause of RV, second clause of M, with the improvement of esta- 
ba ansioso for the Greek verb form. Both ful solicito @f RV and he 
Sido celoso of M are equally perbissible. G,lf,V,kJ,be, and CR are as 
RV. Gas M in the second clause. 

Iievell’ Empero, RV, is merely a longer and more emphatic form of 
ero, Me ‘The former is better here. They have siitched the use of the 

Simple verb and present active participle from v.9, 50 that now, RV 
has viniendo and M vino. This is approved by V,KJ,Mf,Le, CR, and L. 
M's form of the verb is identical with the Greek. If cara a cara 
is good Spanish it would possibly be more clear tho RV en la cara is 
backed by the ogiiginal. RV Pedro, cf. Textus Rgceptus and POlysLot- 
ten Bibel, Band 4. M's we of Cefas is attested 5b: Nestle 16th ed., , 

ie ,Mf,G,CR, and Ve RV en la cara is agreed to by V,KJ,Hf,Le,G, ari CR. 

II.v.l2 RV generally says unos where H uses aleunos. fhe latter is 
prefereble in modern Spenish. Porque of RV is that M uses in 1:12 ana 
vice versa. Both are warranted by the Greek a7%eC . REV again Jacobo, 
and Smtiago, respectively, for James, as in 1:19,2:9. Both consistent 
agein In respective use of capital and small case G in tiles. WW 
después is correctly in the sense of the Greek but M carries the idea 
and also keeps close to the ogiginal here. WVinieron of RV is pro- 
bably better than hubieron venido of M, but that carmot easily be ; 
pushed aside. ,tecicaascv 18 also probally better done in Spanish 
by the 38 retrafa as far as the ee oomernet pat reti rose oe 

S possibly more easily understood. apactaba and iM separdse 
far as wrd choice are equally well chosen. ki is someth at redmdant 
in inserting de ellos since the following clause is m fficiently 
clear. RV tenlendo miedo de and M temiendo a are equally justified. 

Ii.v.15 M is somethat more direct in translating the first d ause 
then RV, eltno the M juntemente really should be itelicized since there 
is no separate word to jus it in the Greek. RV onsSentian, V, 
Should be placed in itelics for the same reason. Por manera que of M 
is not quite as smooth as the regular Spanish of de tal manera que, 
employed RV. M's choice of descaminado to bring out the idea of 
OvvaATIYXOn “is more colorful ¢hanot necessarily more exact than the 
llevado of RV. Llevado*de ellos as in RV does not seem to reach the 
mprehension quite so rapidly as the desgantnada unto con los demas 

of M. In the last phrase, En su simulacionythe rendering of RV*is 
Closer to the Greek and more Simple then the more wrdy por lad. de 
Sllos, offered by Me KJ with first clause of M, but wi the Second 

0 e_ HA again has the pet yee points of both, also rendering hipo- 
cresia° instead of disimulacion’or simulacion, aS also does Le. RV seems 
better here. 
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IIeVel4 M inserts the persdnal pronoun yo, which is not necessary, 
and should be italicized, since the eeney pronoun is implicit in 
the veb. If W's idea is emphasis, it egitt should be in italics. | 
M is correct in using an actent on the i in yi, which, as a preterite, 
properly requires an accent. RV in using Pedro here and as often as | 
possible, isbetter in keeping with the more familiar neme to the mass 
of the ydeodle, who might easily be left without the proper conota~- 
tions and connections with the unrelenting use of themore obscure 
Cefas, as by Me Delante de todos, (KJ,G,CR.), as in RV, is the exact 
‘translation of the original, but M's remlition is also acceptable. 
RV continues in the old Spanish usage of capitalizing all names of 
Natiomlity, while Mis in the modern style, and hencé better for to- 
dey. This is repeated in the last clause of the verse. The Nestle 

- ‘text uses only one word, an adverb,éQ@ukWS, and in the singular, 
to describe what both versions give as a plural. This, of qourse, 
could come as & matter of a regular way of presentation of such an i- 
dea. If this is s0, M is more in a balanced aonstruction than RV, 
which also renders as plura}; y no mmo los judios. This mignt be dis- 
puted by saying that one person, feter, was spoken to directly, md 
hence the singles Jud 4% really more in keeping with actwal conver~- 
Sation. RV por qué ad M odmo, as "why", and."how" are equally per= 
missible in their respective © nstructions. HA with M in the we of 
obligas instead of the possibly less wmmon constrifies used by RV. 

So also cre V, KJ, Le, and Cz. 

oVe clerifies the text by the insertion of siento efter 

aS botnen, thus supplying the copuletive perticiple which is not needed 

in the Creek. 3V again capitelizes judfos, while M properly desists _ 
from this. Por naturaleza of HW; is easier to understand in the impli- 

cation of the text than the mere naturales in the contrast with the 

"sinful heathen" rendezed in Spanish vy both versions es pecadores 

de los gentiles, except that RV capitalizes the G of pert taas   
only 

16) There’ are several differences here , but they are actually aoe a 

few kinds. ‘Je ate confronted with a dixect cioice detween HY Sabiendo . 

and M conociendo. eidd Tes , the perfect particple; (fhayer) , can be | 

translated either as saber or as conocer, since both the marie me a= ) 

ings are used in the Greek interchangeably with ycywokw , ° ba and 
other verbs of knowing. (Young's). Conocer and saver are dist inguished | 

from each other, like the Fretich vex dS connoitre ma savoir, or the 

_ German keanen and wissen (Vel.). Kemmen is to recognize a person, or 

be acquainted with a person, or the distinguighing marks of a th ing,. 

thile Wissen is to mow the facts of certain things. (Heath ee 
Gexmen Dictionary, 1936). Since the matter a% hed is the #20500 

justifying, which is done beyond the works of the lai, RV sabiendo 
S better.’ tas, as used by M in front of conociendo, does no harm te 

the thought of the text, altho it isn't ansolutely meeded, even tho 

the text has the corresponding particle. HM may be us ing armors oe 

rent expression in legales, but it is very possibly someuh at mente 

from the idea of the Da as given on Sinai, and as inserived e nee 

human heart, binding our mmsciences. It rather gives the sont a don 

of a courtroom. RV uses the article la in front of fe de Jesucristd 

This is cuite permissible and is good Spanish. The meenc eS ee 

With fe ..,Jesucristo, ‘faith of Jesus Chie, as would be ge anater 
understanding, would mean Jesus Christ's faith, not phat ua: 

dual. M is in betfer usage with the readily understan a 6 in lifer: 

oF medio de fe en Jesuczisto. RV seems to go along with ad 

evretie Following of the creek construction7rioTéws Xue £78: . 

cares Aa r
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MambiAn as used by RV is quite appropriates In the cosresronariie 
phrase by M, mismos is a permissible rendition, but it should be 
ita icised, since 1t is not clearly indicated by the original. For the 
Greek word order, given iiterally by Cristo Jesus, M uses also the 
conventional form Jesucristo, while RY uses the Latter both times. M 
is probably to be preferred here, since both are understendable, and 
there is as much as possible avoidance of what would be tiring repe- 
tition. It would seem that the choice of RV in using fuesemos is both 
better with the Greek tense of aorist passive and with the general ~ 
Sense of theclause, as corroborated by various English translations. 
iM, however, has several exponents of iY translation in the present 
tense which also may be adduceds’ orc &§ CQywy referring to the ore 
is given by RV as por cuanto “implying opposition or contrast to the 
preceding: (Ve.& Webster's Collegaite). ‘This is well translated, pre- 
ably a Shade stronger contrast than the pues que of M which is, it 

must be admitted, a tolerable translation. ‘The lest two differing - 
phrases have already been treated previously in this verse. 

II.¥.17) HA is with M on the first phrases, and with RV in the lmst 
phrase. This applies with minor variations. MThedéé at the beginning 
of the verse seams to be adversative (Mtb-lé;5:z22t.) is it is generally 
Dana p.244) and is therefore best expressed by the pero of M,which is 
ihe closest Spanish equivalent. This does not mtirely mle out the 

mere conjunctive y of RV, since it is used in good Spanish to om ntinue 
just such thots. Both RV and M bring the continuance of seeking to be 
justified thru Christ,-—————-——> with possibly more directness of 
phraseology by M, but really much more personal and incisive is the 
Problem at the crux a bit more closely. RV could well include fhe 
mismoS which is actually indicated by the Greek avfol . Iféueé Sentry 

S & cumulative aorist, looking at one of the results of Seeking justi-e 
fication in Christ, then M is the better rendition. (Dana)=--“to re=-~ 
gard an event in its mtirety, from the viewpoint of existing resulta" 
It seems, tho; that in looking at the normal action of Christian faith 
--as it is Lived by real, live believers, is that they continually 
find, in their daily repentance, hat even as they try to trod the pabh 
Spiritual of Christ, they commit sins which are noticed by other people 
and sometimes even thenselves.'2 This also would justify the passive. - 
voice in which we find the Greek verb. This is the rendition of RV _ 
which seems to be superior from ths long range viewpoint. _RV's follow 
ing phrase is more linkéd up to the preceding by the onnéct* re por 

880 then the acaso of Me Both, however, are in good usage.® 

II.v.l18) Porque of RV, 'because', and Pues, ‘Since’, are sbout equi- 
Valent in their ntext here. One mg possibly debate whether the |; 

pretérite destruf as used by RV, or the present perfect hebfa aestrul- 
do is the handling of the original veftb, but RV is clearer in hat 
destrul is without doubt the first p. meant in the text. Triax BdTny 

ven 85 meaning a trensgressor, a lew breaker (Thayer). M's tse Ss 

of Brovar ican Jerome (Vul.) ard GR. The word pe 
Mest “orre wo vis ocee aia etre ne (rots arelece, “Anis centition 
‘coincides very nicely with thé General CON ent eee eneent on oes 

- and also t rv verse. RV is closer W e strict ne 
of tha words 85 given by Mheyer, ada backed by Mf and Gd. HA is with 
RV_in the lest clause, ami XJ is with RV in ‘make thyself, show thy- 

Selftias also Ve Me hago of RV is probably closer togvyeiavu"shou, 
Prove, establish, exh 3" (Thayer), than the me convenzo of M, which 

Means, ‘convince myself' unless 4 little used meaning Of convencer, 

%o demonstrate’, is considered, c& also V. The wrd order orm's first 
clause is smoother than that of RV, which if the latter were changed, 
the whole vérse would be clearly super ior to Me Otherwise it is only 

Slightly so. Mransgressor is approved ly Hf and Gd.  
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II.v.19 “RV amd 1: are consistent on the mspective use of por md yor 

medio de. M asain should reall: itali¢ize the medio de which are no 

specifically .ingluded in the Greek, There are several ways of looking 

at the verb 4TEDavEY , Whtoeh ig given as 2nd Aorist by Thayer, 
and as oconstative aorist by Dana. One might also take the action &s 
awhole, and possibls record it dramatically, in the present tense. 
If this is the chief indication, then RV is the better. If the idea is 
mere mention of the act that the law was the meeis to his, (Paul's) 

figurative death td it, then li is to be referred, I prefer the RV 
ara vivir a Dios, It is a simple, clear presentation of the result 

and purpose of dying to the law end its bonds of servitude. HA nicely 
ineprporates RV and M by the clause, a fin de vivir a Dios. If it 
pee nat aon tautology, ever more according to HV wow be beruissidle: 

ara vivir pera Dios’. HV literally, is; ‘to live to God’. H liter- 
is, "in order tuat I may live to, God.’ Both of these are quite 

Socentable. M para in front of Dios would be in italics. The g in 
front of Dios is also very commonl,; transalted as for’. Vulgate also 
has this @nstruction. BY is slightl: preferable here; mainly for 
brevitir g sake » 

Iteve20) The juntamente of RV is justified by the dative Xoo 1 ; 
whereas its omission Di? ls no serious detriment to the sense. Both 
aV and Mi are miallél° in choice of tenses as to a degree in vy. 19 and 
especially in ve 17...(soms hallados----nemos sido hallados). KJ is 
With RV; HA with M. Whayér translates: Xo.s1@ ouvestddQwaat "hy the 
death of Christ upon the cross I have vecome utterly estraiged from 
(dead to) my former habit’ ot feeling ami action." M obviously uses the 
Deriect tense-she sido c. Hf also uses this construction. In the long 
vange view of Christianity, we ave told to cricify the Zlesh dai ht 
with its sinful lusts. This is expressed in various ways by both the 
New and the Old Testaments. So on the basis of trensaltion itselr M 
is sonsvhat closer to the original: but on that of the total vi ew,of 

faith, RV seems to have more insight. HRV tends follow rather too 
closely the liberal use of the M%® ami its companion 5% , which have- 
varying forces in Greek, but which tend to be as stilted or flaccid 
in Spanish with the Y md — conjunctions, a8 are the same forms in 
English, when used freqiently. Mf would be better then HV in the use 
of sin embargo for the x of RV. HV ani Ht are again wusistent in thet 
respective renditions of mas and simo. Since the verb vivir is ueed 

of necessity so many times in this verse, the italicized injection 
of vida by M seems ummecessary and even unfor tumate. Beyond the first 

olaise, RV is more in keeping with the Greek as far as simple additions 
and word chenges are concerned. Amelia is not as appropr iate as lo 

of RV, partly because the former calzies the ordinary comotation of 
Something at sam distance from the speaker a writer, a Deo eon 
former is a demonstrative; th ile the original text ora on oe @ gefierel demonstrative, indicating distence, V. md TA ® Gress 
RV is generally literal where the Greek has dy, et nee Re Rae 
act eqiivalent, - M gemrally renders this eons ear aiccemmll add in 
there is some indication that suo: may be reece °GHNSRALLY is dllac 
tion, whan he useS por in such a @utext, medio wee eferenios. 1n) need 
inclu@ed. Thee seems tobe small if at a Sot al tomar 

gue ox comotations In v. 16 BV user itis 20., i venders the parti+ 

SbLaHHRtBe UR #2 15TH bE ARENT HE Ee One oe teeta mae of 
HA is with M trantlation of fe ei el Be end i is more &mple than 
M, otherwise; with BV. It 18 true that derstnds the ktter 

EV se entre ga ; but the average Tatin-smerican um 6 Specific comota= has mor 
as meaning "gave himself up‘, which ie ate verter in this verse. 

tions than the extremely general 8° Sig os ae ee      

  

  

   



Teve2l “weerfwto reject, fotusg: : as S04 es 

thie eening exaraly fore agseahe. habe guia eases By Ssible meaning 
nee 

ie21. It seems that desecho Psat le ub no. 

t as under standenl connected wi th avs . 

Ge Lay, gute amnorting ts ge Ue ley is teprosented in ute yor mato de 
3 Lette in ite lice ore of ii, Actually, both 7 ae mado 

Fe in = @ Sane way ue 
The imperfect gubjunctive in Spanish is y RV fuese and M es need italics 

us el 

fact situations, hence RY fuese is best. ed to express cpmtrary 

of a RY pox sen : te end 
therefore out of the realm of current Spanis = a eleete els 

Moen balde is mw eferable. eet) With the chenge of the last difference in 

BV, i% would be ddfinitely the better. Js ig is, K is slightly netter- 
EJ is more with Me “HA with RV except for es mili en balde. 

Gd agrees 

With RV use of impf. subj. fuese, ani Hf with M.and HA in the use of 

indicative therde nai 

Chapter II Foo tnc tes 

1 Also Mf, S,OR,Le,and Kd. : 

2: Attexted also by L,V,XJ,le,Ga,aia OR, 
Reyer? 

G 
8. Dnglish parallel and HA 

9.°V,Xd,CR ~ 
10.Hf Le, Gd. 

ee with H 5 
® 4 

Le 

13, xy,Ga, with RV; Hf ad OR with He 

  

 



Ba Summary of Differences 
VS 

wa» Trends in word=ohoice types. — 
a Archaic vords.. As might be expected, RV has far more words 

Which heve passed out of general usage than has Me Some of 
these, as also is the case with the KJ, have éven acquired 
Special connotations of a Biblical connection. he majority 
of these archaic words, hovever, really serve only to »becloud 

, the meaning instead of clear it up. 

-b. Hrudite words. Here we find mite a reversed situation.. M 
has many more words which are Sound rather in sch olarly vocab- 
ularies than in those of the common reader. RV too, has se- 
veral words which now at any rate, have taken on more of a 
technical or theological aspect than they carried at the time 
of the original translations done by Oasidoro de Reina and 
Cipriano de Valera themselves. One finds that with the more 
recent revisions o£ RV, many of tie archaic and also the more 
erudite or specially theological words have been deleted, to_ 
be replaced by}; more current speeche HM on the whole, has pro~ 
portionately more words inaccessible easily to the average 
Treader on e basis of eruditeness than has RV. 

Ge Vulgarisms. This paragraph is included especially because of 
the existence, thruout the RV translation, of expressions 
which were well enough in'their time, but which now have as~< 
Sumed vulger connotations. RV parir in San Lucas 237 end 
other places now has the idea of a female animal giving birth. 

M appropriately chooses dar a lus for these instances wherever 
they’ occurs : : 

2.Prefetences in tanses, ani voice. 
® In tense. RY preférs the present tense when there is a4 pos- 

Sible ghoice for it. x.$2s7 BV me era encargado, while M has 
me habia sid6 encomendado, the imperfect and are pluperfect, 
Tespectively , Gan be seen also from this example and sever- 

al other cases, that M tends to use a compound verb while RV 
keaps it as simple as possible. This is not followed strictly, 

because RV does in places heve the more complicated verb form, 
While M has the more simple form. 

Dd, m voice. RV frequently putb a verb in the passibe or middle 
voice thile M uses the active. The latter is generally prefere 

able where feasable, to carvy more vivid the action which scot- 

ually traispired. dn example of this is found to a gegree in 

1;6 RY estoy meravilledo, passive voice, and less colorful than 

the M me maravillo, oloser to the active. 

%, Preferences in expressions. EV, a8 might be expected has more ar~ 
chaio expressions. li has the disadvantage that it is word; . 

even to the extent that the sense is more difficult tod appre= . 

hand than is the simpler forn™ generally chosen by RV. 

4, titeralness ma faithfulness to the Greek. RV here seems to Inve 

the slight edge on M as far as faithfulness is concerned. It 

algo carries the disadvantage of fremently being almost slav- 

ishly literal, tho M is also guilty af this, in a lesser de- 

eres. 
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.. Yi». Conclusions 

a* For the present. Continue the usage of HV where it is recommended; 
thet is, in Latin-speaking North and Central #merica, md con~ 
tinue yf where it has been customarily used in our church. It 
would probably be better to substitute the actually vulgar 
Words of RV with the currently mre accePtable word. £8 might 
be expected in Spain, and also in many parts of the New World, 
the RV version is the only Imown one to the common people of 
Protestant persuasion. GutierrezeMerin attests this in his 
very comprehensive HISTORIA DZ LA REFORML EN SSPuN4 p. 151. 
"This very version of Velera is that which has carried over 
to ow days, being published in greater number of editions and 
copies than any other, and which at present (1942) is used in 
all the pulpits and labors of Spanish-speaking Protestents." 
(Trenslated from the Spanish.) For the present, it would be 
less confusing for the people to continue hearing RV end M 
where they respectively are used, as the still official texts 
for sermons end Epistle and Gospel reading, with the slight 
changes mentioned above. H&, in my opinion, would be excellent 
for use in Bible Class and Sunday School teachers meetings, 
where there is ample oppor tmity to explain the matter or 
translations, so they at least have an introduction to the 
situation, without heving doubts, which sometimes can be Sefi-g 
ous, about just where the true Word of God is to be found. 

Be For the futiwe. HA would be best for an all around version, once ~ 
the whole Bible is done in this easy-flowing, current Spanish. 
In the body of the thesis, it has been noted at various loca- 
tions, that HA incorporstes the good features of both RV and 
M, leeving out almost without exception, the bad features. 
Naturally, it is next to impossible to expect perfection from 
any translation. 
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